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Facing War, Arabs Focus
On Building Economies
by Hussein Al Nadeem

An Arab summit meeting was held in the capital of Jordan, answer on the evening of the conclusion of the summit, when
Israeli attack helicopters launched missile attacks on the Pal-Amman, on March 27-28. Although many important issues

were unresolved, such as the Iraq-Kuwait dispute, it marked estinian Authority’s offices and security headquarters in Gaza
and the West Bank. This attack came allegedly in response toan important shift and a new direction for inter-Arab relations

and strategies. suicide attacks on Israeli civilians carried out by Islamic Ji-
had. However, the Israeli government’s targetting of Palestin-First, this was the first “regular” summit, meaning that it

will become an institution for annual discussions among Arab ian National Authority President Yasser Arafat and the Pales-
tine Liberation Organization as the “terrorist mastermind,” isleaders, even if one or more Arab leaders were not to attend.

Second, the Iraqi issue was discussed openly for thefirst time, a clear signal that the bombing was a provocation, and that
Sharon’s government desires an open war with the Palestinianand unanimous agreement was reached by all Arab member-

states, including Kuwait and Saudi Arabia, on the necessity Authority and its Arab allies.
In support of the Palestinian National Authority, the Arabfor unconditionally lifting UN sanctions against Iraq. How-

ever, as the Iraqi side expressed reservations about this com- leaders made a number of pledges of financial and political
help. “The leaders express their extreme indignation at thepromise, it was not included in thefinal communiqué, entitled

the “Amman Declaration,” but in a separate statement. United States’ use of its veto in the [UN] Security Council
against the draft resolution about protection for the Palestin-Another important breakthrough was that the issue of pan-

Arab economic cooperation and integration was placed on ian people . . . and express their complete rejection of the
American justifications. This position does not conform at allthe summit agenda. A proposal by Egyptian President Hosni

Mubarak for holding an Arab economic summit was endorsed with the United States’ responsibilities as a sponsor of the
peace process,” the final communiqué read. It demanded thatfor the first time.

The summit also expressed support for Sudan, and ac- the UN Security Council provide protection for the Palestin-
ians. The communiqué further demanded, in an indirect refer-knowledged its right to defend its national sovereignty and in

the face of an international campaign aimed at splitting the ence to Sharon, that “the Security Council try Israeli war
criminals who have committed massacres and crimes againstcountry and looting its oil and other natural resources.
Arab citizens throughout the Arab occupied territories and
elsewhere.”The Death of the Peace Process

One striking feature of the speeches and discussions of the Arab leaders agreed to release $240 million to the Pales-
tinian National Authority in soft loans to meet the urgentArab leaders, was the overwhelming pessimism and general

belief that the peace process is completely dead, especially needs in the Palestinian territories, which are facing an Israeli
economic siege. The leaders welcomed Iraq’s designation ofwith Ariel Sharon coming to power in Israel. The question

asked, was not whether there will be new peace negotiations 1 billion euros from its oil export sales (part of the UN oil-for-
food agreement) to secure needed food, medical, and otherbetween Israel and the Arabs, but when a new war is most

likely to break out. Israeli Prime Minister Sharon sent a swift essential supplies for the Palestinians.
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Construction of the Underground Cairo Metro (below). Egypt and other Middle Eastern
nations are focussing on linking up their transportation, energy, and other infrastructure
systems, with an eye toward the benefits of the Eurasian Land-Bridge and economic ties to
Europe and Asia.

Arab leaders also warned that the Arab states would break Furthermore, it means that Kuwait and Saudi Arabia should
refrain from providing bases for the American and Britishoff all relations with any government that decides to move its

embassy in Israel from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem. forces targetting Iraq.
The communiqué also called on Iraq to complete all com-

mitments to the problem of prisoners of war, missing Ku-Iraq and Kuwait
The final communiqué did not include any statement on waitis and others, and returning Kuwaiti properties; de-

manded an end to all unresolved problems related to weaponsthe understanding reached by the majority of the Arab states
on solving what they called “the Iraq-Kuwait situation,” in of mass destruction and weapons control through negotiations

between Iraq and the UN Security Council; called for theorder to clear the atmosphere of the deep disagreements over
Iraq’s invasion of Kuwait, the Gulf War, and sanctions lifting of sanctions imposed on Iraq; and urged all necessary

measures to resume commercial flights with Iraq.against Iraq.
These proposals included: reaffirming respect for the in- The Iraqi criticism was directed against the demand

placed upon Iraq to “reaffirm” its “commitment” to the secu-dependence and sovereignty of Kuwait, ensuring its security
and territorial integrity inside internationally recognized bor- rity of Kuwait. Iraqi officials said that Iraq has already ac-

knowledged Kuwait’s sovereignty and borders, and they ex-ders, non-interference in its internal affairs, and the reaffir-
mation of Iraq’s commitment to that and asking it to take all pressed dismay at the fact that the Arab states only called

for lifting the sanctions and will not endeavor to lift themnecessary measures to ensure respect for those obligations;
reaffirming the independence and the sovereignty of Iraq, its unilaterally, as the Iraqis have demanded.

The Arab states decided to assign the King of Jordan,territorial integrity and regional security, non-interference in
its internal affairs, and demanding an end to all that it is being Abdullah II, the mission of carrying out a “reconciliation

effort” to solve the problems between Iraq and Kuwait, andsubjected to, in terms of actions and measures that are touch-
ing upon its sovereignty and threatening its security, espe- included that in the final communiqué.
cially those taken outside the framework of the pertinent UN
Security Council resolutions, i.e., the military strikes. Economic Cooperation

In the days leading up to the summit, and during its ses-This is a direct attack on the Anglo-American bombing
in the so-called no-fly zones in southern and northern Iraq. sions, an important memo prepared by EIR on an economic
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development strategy for the Arab world, was circulated ing in the preparations for the summit,” particularly at the
meeting of the economic experts on March 18, and among theamong governments and in the Arabic press. The “open

memo,” in Arabic, was published on the Internet in the Lon- member-states, which were to refer ideas on “Arab economic
integration and cooperation” to the ministers of economy anddon-based Middle East Online, on March 16 and again on the

opening day of the summit. The memo, which was prepared finance, meeting on March 23.
At the summit, the idea of economic integration was theby this author, informed the Arab leaders of the work of Lyn-

don LaRouche and EIR for a New Bretton Woods global centerpiece of debate. Egypt and Jordan made an important
effort to make economic cooperation and integration amongfinancial system and for the construction of the New Silk

Road, or Eurasian Land-Bridge, as programs through which the Arab countries an official commitment by the member
states. In his speech, Egypt’s President Mubarak emphasizedthe Arab nations could “assume an honorable position among

the ranks of other great nations in the march toward a new the importance of creating a strong Arab economic bloc, in
the face of globalization and the emergence of regional blocshumanist civilization in the 21st Century.”

The memo, which was published in other Arabic press as and alliances. He said that he presented a number of proposals
for the summit to discuss. “In the light of accelerating eco-well, outlined the collapse of the speculative, post-industrial

International Monetary Fund system, the hyperinflationary nomic developments that the world witnesses, the economic
dimension in joint Arab action has become more pressing andtrend in the Western financial policies since the Asia crisis

and the Y2K bubble, the demise of the U.S. economy as the essential. In this connection, Egypt has submitted a request
to list three new items on the agenda of our conference toimporter of last resort, and the alternative represented by

LaRouche’s proposal for a New Bretton Woods financial re- activate joint economic action,” he said.
The proposals are related to activating the “free tradeorganization.

The 16-page memo included four maps, dealing exten- agreement” among the Arab countries, and creating a customs
union. They also include specific practicable ideas and pro-sively with the Eurasian Land-Bridge and LaRouche’s Oasis

Plan for economic development of the Middle East, including posals to create linkages among Arab countries in terms of
joint infrastructure systems, including transport facilities,provision of large amounts of fresh water through nuclear

desalination. One Arab League official who had received the telecommunications, establishment of gas, oil, and electricity
transfer networks, in addition to enhancing the investment ofmemo remarked to EIR on March 15, “This is worth discuss-
Arab capital and finances in Arab national agro-industrial
projects.
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LaRouche publications:
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The second item relates to Egypt’s proposal for an Arab
economic conference to be held in Cairo in November 2001.
Participants would include all Arab countries, Arab economic
institutions, and major international corporations operating
in the Arab region. The third item relates to establishing Arab
cooperation in the field of information and communications
technology.

Arab leaders endorsed all these proposals and assigned
the Economic and Social Council of the Arab League to estab-
lish the mechanisms for following and studying them in order
to present them to the member states before the November
economic summit.

This new inter-Arab economic cooperation will automati-
cally replace the Middle East and North Africa economic
cooperation forum, which was created after the Israeli-Pales-
tinian peace agreement was signed in Oslo, and has been
supported by the European Union as a vehicle to establish
economic cooperation between the Arabs and Israel.

With the imminent threat of war coming from both the
Sharon government and the U.S. Bush Administration, it is
very difficult to say whether any of the positive developments
achieved in the Arab summit will ever become reality. No
one in the region is pretending that these problems can be
solved by the Arab states alone. But, a basic shift in economic-
policy thinking has taken place among them, toward Eurasian
economic reconstruction as a whole.
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to Israel, Lebanon, Syria, and Turkey, eastwards, and west-
wards, to Rabat. A new line is being built west of the Nile,
from Alexandria to Giza, with a high-speed train, which will
reduce travel time to 40 minutes. The second phase of the
high-speed train lines will connect to Assout and to Aswan,
within ten years. The German electromagnetically levitatedEgypt Links Peace to
Transrapid is among the high-speed trains under consider-
ation. An executive director of Transrapid, present at the Ber-Economic Development
lin briefing, raised the issue, and heard from the Minister that
he was most interested in such a technology for connectingby Muriel Mirak-Weissbach
the satellite cities, which Egypt has built in the last decades,
with the capital. From there, the Transrapid could be extended

Despite the darkening clouds on the horizon in the Middle further, west, east, and south.
In addition to the lines, Egypt plans to upgrade its facilitiesEast, Egypt has maintained afirm commitment to what it calls

its strategic option for peace. Convinced that, whether this to produce rolling stock and coaches, for domestic use as well
as for export, with the cooperation of Japanese and otheryear, or next, or in ten years, peace will be achieved, the

Egyptian government has embarked on several infrastructure groups. Saudi Arabia, Libya, and Syria are already engaged
in improving Egypt’s railways.projects, aimed at developing its own internal transportation

arteries, and linking them up to neighboring countries. The The importance of rail connections, both economically
and politically, was stressed in the Berlin discussion, withthinking is that Egypt, in this way, will be in a position to reap

the benefits of peace, by having established infrastructure reference back to Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak’s state-
ments in March 2000, on the “Railway of Peace,” in whichconnections, especially through the Arab world, but also into

Central Asia and Europe. he reiterated his country’s “strategic option.” It was also men-
tioned, that, although it has not been publicized, Israeli andTransportation Minister Dr. Ibrahim El Demeiry briefed

a select group of German industrialists on his country’s per- Palestinian negotiators had been discussing these rail links
for the past two years, and that former Israeli Prime Ministerspective, during a short visit to Berlin on March 2. He outlined

what the country has achieved in this area over the past 20 Ehud Barak had indicated there had been agreement reached
with the Palestinians on how to establish rail connections.years (Egypt signed a peace treaty with Israel in 1978), and

what it intends to do over the next 20-30 years, focussing on Furthermore, it was reported that the connections envisioned
with Lebanon, Syria, Turkey, Iran, and Iraq are already beinghighways, railways, subways, waterways and ports, and air-

ports. completed. Syria and Lebanon, for example, have just signed
an agreement to build a Beirut-Homs line.

Obviously, the extension of railways along these routes,Roads and Rail Lines
Take the road network, for example, which has been in- means that Egypt would be able to link up with the transconti-

nental line, the Eurasian Land-Bridge, or New Silk Road,creased 300% in the last 20 years: Dr. El Demeiry estimated
that within 30 years, Egypt will have as extensive a system as going to China. One initiative being launched to promote this

connection, will be a rail caravan in May next year, whichGermany’s autobahn highway network. The future network
of freeways is to extend from Egypt’s western borders, along will travel from from Spain to Alexandria, to Cairo, and on

to Amman, Syria, Turkey, Iran, ending up in Samarkand,the Mediterranean coast, eastward to Rafah, in Palestine; if
peace comes, the roadways will be extended through Israel, Uzbekistan.

Within the major cities of Cairo and Alexandria, urgentlyinto Europe. At the same time, roughly parallel lines will run
north to south on the western and eastern sides of the Nile needed subway systems are being constructed. Cairo, which

will expand its two lines to six, plans to be able to transportRiver, connected by four east-west bridges. The major partici-
pant in the project, outside of Egyptian groups, is the Bin 60,000 passengers per hour, which will greatly alleviate the

legendary traffic in the city, with its 1.5 million cars.Laden Saudi construction firm (not to be confused with the
terrorist). Egypt has made an arrangement whereby the Saudi For maritime travel, which is extensive for Egypt, there

are plans to expand East Port Said, to make it into a moderngroup will gain rights to land alongside the road routes, which
it can develop industrially, in order to recover the costs of its port, like Hamburg, to be able to handle 3.6 million containers

per year, three times current capacity. The Al-Sukhna port,initial investment.
The rail plan is articulated in phases, whereby existing on the Gulf of Suez, is also nearing completion.

Finally, air transportation is to be expanded, with the con-lines will be electrified, beginning with the Alexandria-Cairo
link, to be completed this year. The existing network, of 1,400 struction of numerous new airports, not only to service the

immense tourist traffic, but also to make it possible for Egyptkilometers double, and 3,600 km single track, will be ex-
panded to establish modern links from Cairo, through Rafah, to export its agricultural produce.
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The Problem of Financing
Guest CommentaryOne of the major problems faced thus far by Egypt, has

been financing. Up to now, all these projects have been fi-
nanced through public, state funds. Egypt is seeking invest-
ment from the private sector now, but will maintain predomi-
nantly public financing. (It proposes a Public-Private Asia and the
Partnership, whereby the public sector will introduce incen-
tives, to attract private-sector participation. The proportion of ‘New Arab Mashriq’
public financing, which is nearly total now, should become
balanced, 50-50, with private-sector participation.) The kinds

by Dr. Mohammed Al-Sayed Selimof financing made available from outside sources, in these
projects, has been in the form of grants; for example, the
design for the Alexandria-Giza high-speed train line has been Dr. Mohammed Al-Sayed Selim is the Director of the Center
financed by a grant from Spain. In addition, Egypt has made for Asian Studies in the Faculty of Economics and Political
the agreements mentioned, as with Saudi Arabia, granting the Science in Cairo University, Egypt. The article was published
right to develop corridors of land, 4 km on each side of any in the official Egyptian daily newspaper Al-Ahram on April
road line, for industrial development. 2. It was translated by Hussein Al-Nadeem. Subheads have

The Achilles’ heel of such infrastructure projects, is, in been added.
fact, in the financing. Although up to the present, Egypt has
allocated public funds to these and other projects, which Those who have been contemplating the economic develop-
means that the state has maintained economic and political ments in the Arab Mashriq1 would have noticed that there has
control over them. As Lyndon LaRouche has stressed in sev- been a strategic move toward building what we can call “a
eral writings on infrastructure development, state financing, New Arab Mashriq.” This tendency is, gradually, but defi-
at least to the extent of 60%, is absolutely crucial, to guarantee nitely, replacing the American-Israeli concept called “the
the projects. Given that infrastructure is the backbone of any New Middle East.” This latter concept was coined by [Israeli
national economy, the state must exert political control, also Foreign Minister] Shimon Peres in his book with the same
as a matter of national security. To appreciate the dangers title.
inherent in financing from “international investors,” it suf- The Israeli view of this New Middle East refers to a re-
fices to review the catastrophe that has befallen the erstwhile gional framework based on two pillars: Israel’s leadership
peace process in the Middle East: As EIR has documented in role in the region based on its technological superiority; and
depth, the moment the World Bank was given control over the prioritization of regional economic cooperation before
the implementation of the otherwise sound projects identified finding a solution to the occupied Arab territories, meaning
in the economic annexes to the 1993 Oslo agreement, the that economic cooperation would be resumed while Israeli
economic perspectives were sabotaged; the World Bank sys- occupation of Arab land and expansion through further settle-
tematially refused to allocate any of the “donor” funds to ment building is continued.
real infrastructure, especially rail lines, ports, and the like, It is well known that Egypt rejected the Israeli concept
insisting instead on “repair of existing infrastructure.” The at the time, and explained the New Middle East as equal
Palestinian population, as well as people of Jordan, which cooperation, which cannot be separated from ending the prob-
signed a peace treaty with Israel in 1994, have thus experi- lem of the Israeli occupation. When it became obvious that
enced no peace dividends in economic growth, but, on the the Israeli right wing, under the leadership of [former Prime
contrary, deterioriating conditions, now at the level of out- Minister Benjamin] Netanyahu, dealt a deadly blow to peace
right misery and poverty. in the Middle East, Egypt, in coordination with other Arab

Thus, if Egypt is to succeed with its plans to establish countries, suspended the Middle East-North Africa economic
the infrastructure for peace, in collaboration with its Arab conferences. The last such conferences took place in Qatar
neighbors, Turkey, Iran, Europe, and others, then it and its in 1997.
partners must address the issue of financing, from the stand-
point of creating new structures, outside the currently disin- What Is New?
tegrating International Monetary Fund and World Bank sys- Faced with the freezing of the New Middle East project,
tem. The same basic approach taken toward a peace the Arab states presented the New Arab Mashriq project. This
perspective—that it must be brought into being by building did not appear in the form of a published book or an organized
the infrastructure for it now—should be applied to financing:
Create the building blocs now, at least on a regional basis, 1. Mashriq in this context means “East” in Arabic. The “Arab Mashriq” refers
through sovereign, national banking institutions, for new to the geographical region encompassing Palestine, Lebanon, Jordan, Syria,

and Iraq.monetary and financial structures worldwide.
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conference, but through a series of real measures of compre- ment for reactivating the Hijaz Railway, to connect Syrian
and Lebanese ports to Jordanian and Saudi cities.hensive strategic character, aimed at reshaping the strategic

relations in the Arab East.
We can underline three specific measures, emerging from Economic Integration Comes First

Closer inspection of these three measures would showthis strategic move:
First, the linking of the electricity grid of Egypt with those that they touch on the process of economic integration through

building the basic economic infrastructure of the Arab East.of the countries of the Arab East. This project became opera-
tional [in February 2001]. It connects Egypt with Jordan, This means that,first, the Arab strategic conception of integra-

tion has shifted to that of achieving political integrationSyria, and Lebanon, and, later, Turkey. This project turned
the electricity networks of the several states into one grid, through development, not the other way around. Arab politi-

cal literature has always argued that there would be no devel-whereby electricity is transferred from one country to another
when necessary, and electricity can be supplied to vast areas opment without political integration. What is new, is that the

emphasis has changed, stating that there could be no integra-with the least cost.
The second of these measures is the project of transporting tion without joint development.

Second, this process is strongly contributing to the cre-natural gas from Egypt to these countries, and through Turkey
to Europe. This includes building a network of gas pipelines. ation of a strategic balance in the Arab East between the Arabs

and Israel, making Israel one among the states in the region,The original project was to build an underwater gas pipeline
from Egypt to Turkey through the Mediterranean. But this no more nor less. This would enable Israel to enter these

development projects when the Middle East peace process isidea was changed in favor of transporting the gas to Turkey
through the Arab states, because the cost of building the pipe- complete. It has been well known that Israel wanted to become

the distribution center of Egyptian natural gas to the rest ofline on land would be lower. In addition to supplying more
than one country (Turkey), this change reduces the construc- the region. This was rejected by the Arab states. But, the New

Arab Mashriq does not overlook the peace process in searchtion cost from $1 billion to $700 million.
This natural gas pipeline will extend from Suez to Aqaba of another agenda. On the contrary, it is contributing to deep-

ening the peace process. When peace is achieved through thein Jordan, and later to Syria, where it will extend in two direc-
tions—to Tripoli in northern Lebanon, and to Turkey. A short implementation of the United Nations resolutions and in a

way that fulfills the aspirations of the Palestinian people, thesegment of it will be laid below the surface in the Gulf of
Aqaba. This pipeline will carry 12 million cubic meters eastern Arab states would then be ready to discuss Israel’s

entry into these development projects, to benefit from them.(mcm) per day of Egyptian natural gas; 3 mcm are allocated
to Jordan, 6 mcm to Lebanon, and the rest to Turkey. Syria Israel’s entry into this project is not agreed upon yet. When

that is done, it will be based on different criteria than [Peres’s]will not draw from this, because it is natural gas self-suffi-
cient. Thus, Egypt will be linked to Turkey through the New New Middle East project. This criterion is that Israel is merely

one of the regional states and not the central control board ofArab Mashriq.
The third measure includes various projects for railway the region.

On the other hand, the New Arab Mashriq is not isolatedconnections as part of the international development for en-
hancing land transport throughout the continent, which is from the rest of the Arab World, because the electricity and

rail networks will extend, at a later stage, through Egypt, toknown as the “second Eurasian Land-Bridge” (the New Silk
Road) from Shanghai to Istanbul, and the Thraseca Road from Libya and the Arab Maghreb [i.e., North Africa].

In a discussion of the peace process during a seminarthe Caucasus to northern Europe. Egypt is currently building
the Orient Express from Ismailia to Rafah [Gaza Strip], in organized by the Jordanian Diplomatic Institute in a Jordanian

Dead Sea resort, Egypt’s Ambassador to Jordan, Dr. Moham-addition to linking it to the Sharq El-Tafria development proj-
ect, in order to link Egypt to the above rail projects when the med Hijazi, appealed to Arab academicians to consolidate the

strategic concept of the New Arab Mashriq. He said: “We arepeace process is successful.
Meanwhile, observers have also noticed that there have not talking about mere pipes and wires and rail tracks, but

about a long-term strategic structure, exactly as the Europeanbeen inter-Arab, and also Arab-Turkish moves toward acti-
vating rail connections. In April 1999, Syria and Turkey integration began with the Coal and Steel Union.”

I believe that this appeal deserves the attention of the Arabsigned an agreement in Damascus to build a new rail link
between the two countries. According to this agreement, Da- research institutes, in such a way that the building of the New

Arab Mashriq, as a prelude to building the new Arab world,mascus will become the hub of a number of rail lines that
connect Europe to Central Asia through Iran to the east, and becomes the top priority of the “scientific research” of these

institutes. Such an attitude would revive the hope in the futureto Jordan and Saudi Arabia to the south. The two sides agreed
to revive the Hijaz Railway, which used to extend from of the Arab world, the future which for many looks gloomy

and faring from bad to worse, while they ignore the long-termIstanbul to Damascus and Al-Madina Al-Munawara in Saudi
Arabia. In June 1999, Syria and Jordan also signed an agree- potentials for development and integration.
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How U.S. Hospitals Have Been Reduced
By ‘Shareholder Value,’ 1975-99
by Linda Everett

Even as new, epidemic and pandemic animal and human dis- physically or mentally unfit for military duty. Out of the mobi-
lization to reverse that crisis, Sen. Lister Hill (D-Ala.) andeases rage internationally, even as we face the resurgence of

old diseases once eradicated, many in the United States still Rep. Harold Burton (R-Ohio) formulated the Hill-Burton Act
of 1946. It became one of several turning points in which thepresume that the health and hospital system will be there for

them when they need it. Hospitals are, after all, a critical part United States committed its resources to providing for and
advancing the fundamental needs of all its people.of society’s infrastructure.

But for the last three decades, the post-industrial eco- Hill-Burton set an objective standard of the number of
hospitals, beds, and medical personnel needed for every 1,000nomic policies and budget slashing of the “Southern Strat-

egy,” combined with the health maintenance organization people. It called for states to “afford the necessary physical
facilites for furnishing adequate hospital, clinic, and similar(HMO) revolution transforming health care from a profession

to a “profit center,” have decimated U.S. hospital infrastruc- services to all their people.” Federal monies were made avail-
able to construct hospitals, to bring communities up to theture. And today, 60-75 hospitals and well more than 1,000

hospital beds are closed down annually. Hill-Burton standard of 4.5 to 5.5 general-use hospital beds
per 1,000 population; with extra beds for long-term care, psy-The hospital crisis in the United States is so acute, that

even in the nation’s most prosperous counties, critically ill chiatric care, beds for isolation of infectious diseases and
tuberculosis, and, later, for chronic care. With the Hill-Burtonpatients are “boarded” for their entire hospital stays on

gurneys in open emergency-room hallways. In one recent and similar General Welfare standards in force for health
insurance, the nation saw a drop in life-threatening diseasesincident in Loudoun County, Virginia—a fast-growing

Washington, D.C. suburb, and the nation’s fourth-wealthiest and medical conditions (tuberculosis, a marker for general
health, declined from 137,00 new cases in 1948, to 55,000county—cardiac patients were lined up next to a boy on a

gurney who had just attempted suicide. An intern, shouting cases in 1960).
But, the focus fundamentally shifted in the early 1970s,over children’s screams, grilled the boy about his suicide

attempt, while on the next gurney lay a young woman who with the “Southern Strategy” signalled in the election of
Nixon, and then of Jimmy Carter. In 1972, hospitals receivingwas in the process of losing her first pregnancy. She was

bleeding heavily. There was no privacy as staff tried to exam- Hill-Burton funds were officially released from the obligation
to care for the indigent. In 1973, President Nixon signed intoine her in her street clothes. Her frightened husband, near

tears, pleaded for a room. There are few remaining places in law the Health Maintenance Organization and Resources De-
velopment Act, that established HMOs (the most prevalentthe United States to escape such conditions.

We show here how the successive waves of such pol- form of “managed,” or “shareholders’ value” health care).
The 1973 HMO law, and subsequent legislation, deregulatedicies—President Richard Nixon’s 1973 HMO legislation;

the Federal Medicare Prospective Payment System; the hospital and health care and opened them up for looting,
which peaked in the mid-1990s when HMO and for-profitwholesale looting by “managed” health-care policies; the

rapacious attack on U.S. hospitals by for-profit hospital car- hospital chain stocks were the hottest on Wall Street. All
manner of ways to restrict and deny care were deliberatelytels, such as the Columbia/HCA chain of President George

W. Bush’s financial friend, Richard Rainwater; and the Bal- approved. Instead of promoting a patient’s health and welfare,
doctors now were paid not to treat a patient, to discourageanced Budget Act of 1997—caused the carnage of the U.S.

hospital system. tests, hospital stays, and specialist visits–no matter what the
patient’s need. The more they rationed treatment, the more
doctors profited from the capitated payment, among otherWhen We Did It Right

In 1941, the nation faced a shocking finding: Nearly one- bonuses, the HMOs provided them.
In 1980, when Carter’s Federal Reserve Chairman, Paulthird of the males ages 18 to 37 called up for the draft, were
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Volcker, initiated his “controlled disintegration” of the na- austerity policies—not by medical breakthroughs and tech-
nologies, which, later, did allow for shorter hospital stays andtion’s economy with a 21% prime interest rate, the country

had 5,830 community hospitals, according to the American a general shift to outpatient surgeries.
In rural regions, where hospitals are often the sole sourceHospital Association (AHA). The AHA defines community

hospitals as all non-Federal, short-term general hospitals and of patient services available within a 35-mile radius, 700 rural
hospitals closed by 1988, according to the National Gover-specialty hospitals whose services are open to the public. At

the time, fewer than 10 million people were enrolled in nors’ Association. The “trigger” for these closures, according
to the Federal Office of Rural Health Policy, was the FederalHMOs.

In 1982, there were approximately 4.4 beds per 1,000 government’s switch to the Medicare PPS.
population. This was already a drop from 4.6 in 1975, when
hospitals were still being built under Hill-Burton (see A. Destroying Infrastructure

The impact of the government’s PPS and Wall Street’sSager and D. Socolar, “Before It’s Too Late: Why Hospital
Closings Are A Problem, Not a Solution,” 1997). By 1983, managed care system on U.S. hospitals was dramatic. During

1980-91, 500 community hospitals in the United Statesthe number of hospital beds peaked at 1,018,688 nationwide.
Then, the first shakeout hit when the Federal government closed their doors, according to the AHA. As HMOs in-

creased their “market share” (that is, the number of insuredimplemented its Prospective Payment System (PPS) for
Medicare in 1983. patients in the United States), they racheted down their pay-

ment rates to hospitals. Either a hospital accepted an HMO’sMedicare is the Federal health insurance program for 40
million older and disabled Americans. Until 1983, the Medi- lower payments—which covered less and less of the actual

cost of treatment—or it lost all of its patients in that HMO,care program covered all hospital costs involved in treating a
Medicare patient. With the PPS, Medicare reimbursed hospi- which could mean losing 20% of its patient base. Hospitals

were doomed either way. While managed care was promotedtals at a pre-set rate for treatment based on a list of 470 coded
illnesses (called Diagnosis Related Groups, or DRGs), to “cut health-care costs” and to cut out the “fat” in hospital

care, managed care organizations (MCOs) and HMOs lootedthereby penalizing hospitals for giving needed care exceeding
the DRG payment. (Years later, this system was modified to billions of dollars from the nation’s health-care system by

denying or delaying payments (for example, MCOs oweconsider the severity of an illness.) Overnight, the dramatic
drop in Medicare payments led hospitals to drastically slash California hospitals more than $1 billion in back payments).

The Institute of Medicine implicates managed care as athe length of hospital stays of elderly and disabled patients—
often sending sick patients home. This was driven purely by major cause for the fiscal crisis now engulfing public hospi-

for Wall Street’s HMO shareholder values—with prom-
ises to scuttle any legislation in Congress that would allowBush Protects “frivolous” suits against HMOs, by patients permanently
harmed or killed by HMOs’ wrongful denial or delay ofMurderous HMOs
treatment. Such “frivolous” lawsuits have included the
case of a woman who died because her HMO refused to

State regulatory laws are, for the most part, useless, since authorize her cancer treatment; others, when HMOs de-
many of the managed care plans are provided by employ- nied surgery to tens of thousands of children born with
ers, and are protected by the ERISA shield—a 1974 Fed- cleft palates, which if not surgically repaired, will result in
eral law known as the Employee Retirement Income Secu- life-long complications in breathing and eating—because
rity Act. Such plans are protected from state health the HMOs claim the reconstructive surgery is “cosmetic.”
insurance oversight, even when managed care organiza- Now, Bush will collaborate on his HMO “reform” with
tions and HMOs inflict injuries, permanent disabilities or Sen. Bill Frist (R-Tenn.), whose family ran Columbia/
even death on thousands of patients by denial or delay in HCA with Richard Rainwater. Frist is considered Colum-
needed treatments. Families had no protection when their bia/HCA’s man in Congress. It is also rumored that Bush
children committed suicide after their HMOs refused to will appoint Thomas Scully, who runs the Federation of
pay for inpatient psychiatric treatment. American Hospitals, the trade group of for-profit hospitals,

These genocidal policies—and the managed care orga- of which Columbia/HCA is an important member, to run
nizations behind them—are now being protected by the the Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA).
“compassionate conservative” President George W. Bush. HCFA is the influential Federal agency that administers
In a March 21 speech in Florida, Bush came out swinging the Medicare and Medicaid programs.—Linda Everett
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FIGURE 2�

Average Length of Hospital Stay is Cut�
(days)

Sources: U.S. National Center for Health Statistics; Statistical �
Abstract of the United States, various years.�
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more; hospital stays were consequently reduced, and patients
refused admission; hospital occupancy rates were lowered;
and HMOs then complained that they were paying for too
many “empty” hospital beds! States now based their criteriatals, which serve a disproportionate share of low-income

and uninsured patients. of hospital beds needed in a region on HMO standards of
diminished care. While new technologies did reduce the needHMOs also profitted by simply denying treatment for

which they were paid to provide. For instance, most states for many hospitalizations and shortened stays, the “share-
holders’ value” policies of managed-care organizationshave instituted Medicaid managed-care plans to cut state

Medicaid costs. Medicaid is the Federal-state program that forced the severest drop in hospital occupancy rates (see Fig-
ures 1 and 2). But now that so many hospitals have beencovers health-care costs for the indigent and disabled. The

states pay an HMO an annual sum to provide medical services closed, emergency rooms and critical-care wards in many
regions are jammed to overflowing.to Medicaid patients. But, once the HMO has the Medicaid

contract—and the state funds—the HMO slashes provision One of the largest HMOs, Kaiser Permanente, tried to
force women out of hospitals just six hours after deliveringof medical services dramatically through any number of ways,

leaving itself with considerable profits. In 1997, a Federal their newborns; another tried to discharge patients with be-
low-the-knee amputations in 2.5 days (see EIR, June 18,review of Montana’s Medicaid program for the mentally ill

found that, once managed care took over, inpatient days 1999). The result was that 70% of U.S. hospitals underwent
massive restructuring by 1995 to eliminate “excess” hospitaldropped 96%, residential services dropped 85%, intensive

outpatient services dropped 25%, and outpatient visits beds. By that year, the number of hospital beds collapsed
nationally to 3.25 per 1,000 population—28% below thedropped 76%. At the same time, the Federal government,

particularly in the ongoing Columbia/HCA fraud cases, ex- lower range of the Hill-Burton standard of 4.5-5.5 beds for
every 1,000 population.posed how managed-care plans intentionally overcharged

Medicare for billions of dollars. To cut their operating costs, hospitals laid off nurses and
forced those who remained to work two or more shifts in aThe health insurance industry and its managed care sub-

sidiaries, by their genocidal policy of ripping up medical treat- 24-hour period. (Cuts of hospital-registered nurses increase
morbidity rates.) Nurses were driven out of hospitals. Now,ment protocols and public health standards, triggered the clos-

ing of hospitals. MCO accountants set limits on who was the country is faced with a critical nursing shortage. Without
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FIGURE 3�

The Closedown of America’s Community 
Hospitals and Beds�

(in thousands) 

Sources: American Hospital Association; EIR.
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HCA’s operations.
Since the company’s inception, Rainwater had pro-

claimed that the hospital system had to be run as “a private for-
profit business,” rather than under the concept of providing for
the General Welfare. Up to 1997, Columbia/HCA intensified
cost-cutting and looting at the nearly 800 hospitals, clinics,
and health-service businesses it came to own nationwide.
Every decision was determined strictly by the “financial ob-
jectives” of maximizing its returns to Wall Street—by any and
all means. Columbia/HCA President Richard Scott enforced a
system called EBDITA, “earning before depreciation, inter-
est, taxes, and amortization.” Scott demanded that each hospi-
tal group increase its EBDITA by 5-20% every year. They
did this by slashing services and dumping thousands of pro-
fessional staff, closing 25 of their more than 300 hospitals,
and by making a system-wide decision to illegally drain
money from the Medicare system. Patients died as a result of
their profiteering.

There was no way for community not-for-profit hospitals,
already weakened by HMO looting, to compete in Columbia/
HCA’s target areas. They were bought out, driven out, or
adopted its ferocious standard of austerity.

Last year, Columbia/HCA agreed to a $840 million settle-
ment with the Federal government for its system-wide over-
charging of the Medicare program. Then, in March 2001,
the Federal government announced that it would join eighta sufficient workforce of registered nurses to care for patients,

hospitals nation-wide are forced to close beds daily—often whistleblower suits against Columbia on new charges of yet
more Medicare fraud.at the cost of patients’ lives. From coast to coast, hospitals are

closing their emergency departments, either because of the Another of Columbia/HCA’s parasitical policies, was to
buy up community hospitals, only to abruptly shut themlack of beds or nurses to staff them. HMOs forced hospitals

to replace as much as 40-50% of their highly paid, skilled down. In May 1994, Columbia gave the town of Destin, Flor-
ida (population 8,000) three days’ notice and closed its onlyregistered nursing staff with lower-paid, untrained aides, who

were assigned to perform complex, high-risk procedures. In hospital. Columbia refused to relinquish the state license and
“certificate of need” for the hospital’s beds, thereby blockingone case, an Ohio hospital called in its janitor to help staple a

patient’s head wound, because of its lack of trained staff (see anyone else from operating the hospital or building a new one
in the same locale. This Columbia/HCA strategy intentionallyEIR, June 18, 1999).

In the decade and a half between 1983, when the PPS went left the community without a hospital, forcing patients to
travel for emergency and other hospital care to Columbia’sinto effect, and 1998, when 80 million people were enrolled in

managed-care plans, the number of the nation’s hospital beds regional “flagship” facility.
Despite Columbia/HCA’s insatiable avarice and rampantfell by 178,000, to a total of 840,000—a drop of 18.5%; 886

hospitals closed over that period (Figure 3). illegal activities, President Bush has now appointed Michael
Chertoff, the lead attorney who represented Columbia/HCA
during the Federal investigation into its fraud, to head theWall Street’s Leeches

Hospitals, weakened by managed care policies, were as- Criminal Division of the U.S. Justice Department.
saulted on another flank by yet another “free market” force:
Columbia/HCA, the largest for-profit hospital cartel in the The Final Assault?

The Balanced Budget Act of 1997 (BBA) was passednation. Columbia/HCA, launched in 1988 by Texas specula-
tor Richard Rainwater, was an instrument for looting and by the Southern Strategy swamp in the U.S. Congress—the

Gingrichite Republicans, backed by Vice President Al Gore’stakedown of the entire U.S. hospital system. Rainwater was
the confidant and financial partner of Texas Gov. George W. Democratic allies. The BBA, touted as “a solution to the fund-

ing crisis of Medicare,” slashed $433.3 billion from the Medi-Bush (see EIR, April 7, 2000). Bush not only supported the
damage inflicted by Rainwater and Columbia/HCA between care and Medicaid payments to hospitals and nursing homes

during 1998-2007. Together, these programs encompass1988 and 1997; in defense of “shareholders’ values,” as Texas
Governor, he actively intervened to protect Columbia/ about 70 million people. Medicare and Medicaid constitute
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44% of all hospital revenue. The BBA earmarked about $71.2 plan to close D.C. General Hospital, the only public hospital
in the nation’s capital, and the only full-service hospital in thebillion in cuts to hospitals during 1998-2002.

The BBA cuts are razing the nation’s hospitals, forcing city’s Southeast quadrant.
some to close their doors, or to shut entire departments such
as pediatrics or obstetrics, or to end programs such as home Nursing Homes Closed

The BBA also slashed payments to nursing homes in sev-health care. This assault comes on top of 30 years of post-
industrial policies and two decades of HMO-insurance com- eral ways. First, it instituted a Medicare PPS (flat-rate reim-

bursement) for nursing homes. More importantly, it repealedpany looting. As the number of uninsured people in the United
States climbs to 44 million, hospitals are forced by the BBA the Boren Amendment, which required that states pay nursing

facilities services under Medicaid using rates that are “reason-to sever critically needed outreach programs. Hospital Asso-
ciations from coast to coast report that their hospitals are able and adequate.” With the repeal, states are forcing some

homes to refuse Medicaid patients. This resulted in the closinghemorrhaging red ink and teetering on the brink of closure.
During 1995-99, some 286 hospital emergency rooms closed of nursing home beds—400 closed last Summer in Delaware

County, Pennsylvania alone. These closures are significanttheir doors permanently. Between 1997, when the BBA was
passed, and 1999, a total of 101 hospitals have closed, and because they result in elderly patients being “boarded” in hos-

pitals.23,000 beds have been lost. In Southeastern Pennsylvania
alone, the region’s 80 hospitals have cut 3,000 beds. When the BBA was enforced, five of the ten largest for-

profit nursing home corporations in the United States wentBy 1999, the nation’s hospital beds dropped to 3.0 per
1,000 people. Well-to-do Northern Virginia had just 1.58 into bankruptcy. The Louisville-based Vencor, the major for-

profit chain of 216 nursing homes that filed for bankruptcy inbeds per 1,000 people in 2000. Table 1 shows the ten most
populous states in the country, which led in the number of 1999, and Ventas, the real estate investment trust that owns

its facilities, agreed in March to pay $104.5 million to settlehospital shutdowns during 1985-99, based on AHA figures.
For instance, Massachusetts lost 79, or 29% of its hospitals Federal allegations that Vencor defrauded government

health programs.in that period, and 9,583, or 37% of its beds. Consider also
how managed care is a major cause for the fiscal crisis now Unless and until the United States reverses this 30-year

trend and takes up once again the U.S. Constitutional principleengulfing our public hospitals, which serve a disproportionate
share of low-income and uninsured patients. This drive to of the General Welfare, as defined by the Hill-Burton stan-

dards, there’s no halting the precipitous collapse of everydestroy the General Welfare is best exemplified by the fascist
Gingrich Conservative Revolution’s explicitly genocidal aspect of the U.S. health and hospital system.

TABLE 1

The Closedown of America’s Community Hospitals and Beds, on a National and State Basis

Beds per 1,000 Population Hospitals and Beds Shut Down, 1985-99

1985 1999 Hospitals Percentage Beds Percentage

Massachusetts 4.45 2.64 33 29.5% 9,583 37.0%

Michigan 4.13 2.65 48 24.9 11,402 30.4

Minnesota 5.23 3.45 31 18.8 5,475 25.0

California 3.16 2.22 84 17.5 9,560 11.5

Illinois 4.76 3.11 40 16.8 17,267 31.4

Tennessee 5.29 3.76 24 16.6 4,603 18.2

Washington 2.99 1.93 17 16.5 2,081 15.8

Missouri 5.11 3.70 23 16.3 5,481 21.3

Louisiana 4.50 3.84 23 15.9 3,408 16.9

New York 4.45 3.79 41 15.8 10,062 12.7

Alabama 4.90 3.73 20 15.5 3,397 17.2

Ohio 4.41 3.03 30 15.2 13,336 28.1

Texas 4.03 2.83 72 15.0 9,237 14.0

Pennsylvania 4.74 3.59 31 12.9 13,222 23.5

U.S. Total 4.19 3.00 776 13.5 170,688 17.1

Sources: American Hospital Association; Bureau of Census, U.S. Department of Commerce; EIR.
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German Doctors Rally vs.
Financial Cannibalism
by Alexander Hartmann

For the second time in half a year, eastern Germany’s doctors
organized a full week of protests, to stop the government’s
“health reform” policies that are devastating Germany’s once
exemplary health system. If present trends continue, about
one-third of Germany’s independent physicians will be
forced to look for another job, soon—while hospitals are be-
ing closed right and left. Currently, the German health system
may still be in better shape than that in the United States, but
Germany’s system is becoming degraded to U.S. levels.

This prospect has prompted Germany’s physicians, which
usually are among the most conservative and non-political

Medical staff and supporters in Berlin, Germany, demonstratecitizens, to take to the streets, in rallies and other activities
against the forced closing of that city’s best-known public facility,

throughout eastern Germany, from March 26 through Moabit Hospital. Demonstrations have spread to five German
March 30. state capitals.

Doctors work an average 60-70 hours for some $500 per
week, after taxes. This, for professionals who are highly
skilled, have studied many years, and have responsibility to cians become part of the system; they still can charge patients

privately, for services the KV does not cover, or for patientsprovide care, often making life-and-death decisions for their
patients. There are many cases of doctors who have destroyed who are not insured through the GKV.

This system worked very well, for more than a hundredtheir physical or mental health, or even committed suicide, in
a struggle to maintain the health of their patients. They know years since it was introduced by German Reichskanzler Otto

von Bismarck in the 19th Century. It provided Germany withthat their situation will only get worse—unless they force
a change. a health system that could afford to treat all patients, regard-

less of whether they could pay for their treatment or had insur-
ance. The whole system was based on the idea of solidarity,How a Good Health System Worked

In the “good old days,” the mandatory health insurance and the common good—and, not least, on an industrial soci-
ety, which created enough profits to charge the necessaryfor employees, called the Gesetzliche Krankenversicherung

(GKV)—the backbone of Germany’s health system— amounts against the salaries, to pay for the health system.
worked as follows: Anyone employed for a salary, had to join
one of a number of legally mandated health insurance firms. The Deconstruction of Germany’s

Health SystemThese companies, which are supervised by government
authorities, calculated a fee as a percentage of the employee’s But, since the paradigm shift of the 1960s, both the indus-

trial society and the commitment to the common good, weresalary. This fee was matched by the employer. The employ-
ee’s immediate family members were covered, unless they destroyed. The economic misery caused by the post-industrial

utopia, inculcated an “every man for himself” mentality. Par-were employed somewhere themselves. The system also cov-
ered retired or unemployed people, orphans, etc. Only those ties appealing to this mentality got elected to parliament, and

started to change the laws. Step by step, politics intervenedemployees who earned more than a certain limit, were ex-
empted from the obligatory membership in the GKV; but, into the GKV system, and destroyed it. Since the 1970s, there

has been one health reform after another in Germany, alwaysthey could still become voluntary members, or contract some
private (commercial) health insurance. aimed at cutting health expenditures, one way or another.

These interventions were “sold” as the introduction ofThe companies that are part of the GKV used to reimburse
hospitals and physicians for their work, through the physi- “freedom of choice,” that everyone should be able to choose

the “best offer” from among the health insurance providers.cians’ association (KV), which serves as a clearinghouse for
doctors’ claims against the GKV. By joining the KV, physi- But, the real intent behind the move was the need to stay
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“competitive” on the world markets, and hence, to reduce the cians in eastern Germany, is what is called the average mor-
bidity of the population: People in eastern Germany tend tocosts of labor—which include the health insurance premiums

charged against, and in addition to the salaries. be less healthy than those in western Germany. Life expec-
tancy in eastern Germany is about two to three years lowerOne important reform was introduced in the 1990s. Ger-

many’s lawmakers invented the health budget. The GKV in- than in western Germany, and the incidence of diabetes, heart
conditions, high blood pressure, and other illnesses, is higher.surers that used to pay for medical treatment case by case,

started paying an annual budget for each person insured with At the same time, average salaries in eastern Germany
are still significantly below the western German average, bythem to the state’s KV.

As before, all doctors would send the bills for treatment about 15%. That means that there is less money for more
patients. Some say that eastern German physicians do notthey provided to their state’s KV. But now, once every quar-

ter-year, the total amount of money paid by the GKV insurers earn much less than their western counterparts—but, this is
only because there are fewer physicians; a physician in easternto the state’s KV is essentially divided among the KV’s physi-

cians, according to the amount they charged, with penalties Germany has to treat about 20% more patients than his west-
ern colleagues.for those physicians whose billings were above the allowance.

Since these calculations take time, physicians don’t even Also, there are much fewer patients who are privately
insured than in western Germany. And in western Germany,know how much they actually earn for their work, for up to

six months after the treatment! A similar budget has been many physicians raise 30% of their income from the 10% of
their patients who have private insurance. Other doctors rentintroduced for medicine prescribed by the physicians.

There would be hardly any problems with such a sys- out part of their offices or write expert testimony, to raise
funds for their offices.tem—if the GKV’s budget were big enough to cover all neces-

sary treatment. But, under economic crisis conditions, with Under these conditions, there are fewer and fewer young
people who want to study medicine. In fact, there are manyabout 6-8 million unemployed in Germany, who get treatment

but pay a low insurance premium, there is not enough money physicians who would like to quit, but cannotfind a successor.
In Berlin alone, of 300 ophthalmologists’ offices, 20 are forin the health system.

Other factors reduce this amount even more. In 1996, sale, with all the equipment necessary to do a good job—in
some cases for DM 1, the equivalent of 47¢!the Bundestag (parliament) deregulated the health insurance

system, introducing “free choice” of health insurance. Since But, the physicians are not the only victims of the situa-
tion. During the same week, about 400 employees of Berlin’sthen, many people have switched from their traditional health

insurance to some other insurance company that charges Moabit Hospital took to the streets, to protest moves by the
city’s administration, and the health insurance firms, whichlower premiums. Especially young people—who on average

are much healthier than old people—went to new providers. are trying to force the 127-year-old public hospital to close.
An appeal by the hospital’s management against the adminis-This threatened the system in two respects: First, the tradi-

tional providers “got stuck” with a rising percentage of “ex- tration’s directive to close the hospital is pending; but, health
insurancefirms are now trying tofinancially dry out the hospi-pensive” patients, and are unable to finance their treatment

through the fees charged to healthy members. The “solidarity tal to force it into bankruptcy. The hospital’s employees have
started to organize rallies every Monday—a tradition thatprinciple” no longer works, if there is no longer any solidarity.

These traditional health insurance providers are now on the served to oust the East German Communist regime, 12 years
ago—to protest this blackmail.road to bankruptcy. For this reason, they have no maneuvering

room for compromise with the doctors.
Money, or Life?

At this point, all major physicians’ organizations joinedPhysicians’ Income Has Collapsed
The other problem is, that the “cheap” insurers pay much in, in organizing the “week of action,” which involved rallies

in every capital of the six eastern German states. In Berlin,lower fees per member to the KV. There are cases of health
insurance firms that pay less than half into the KV, annually, psychiatrists held a “tightrope” march through the govern-

ment district. In a coordinated way, physicians kept their of-than traditional GKV insurance firms. Thus, the overall fund
available to be divided among the physicians shrinks. In 2000, fices closed—while at the same time organizing services to

guarantee emergency treatment. According to the physicianthe budget available for physicians in the state of Berlin
shrunk by 54 million deutschemarks—an average of $3,400 action committee’s spokesman, Dr. Rouwen, about 90% of

all Berlin physicians participated in the campaign, in one formper physician. In recent years, the average overall cash flow
in a physician’s office has shrunk by 20%, while the costs of or another.

On March 28, some 1,500 physicians held a spirited rallyrunning a physician’s office have not; this translates into an
average 40% loss of income! But, the law says that a doctor at the famous Brandenburg gate, near the German Bundestag,

where national Members of Parliament were discussing thecannot deny treatment if it is medically necessary—to do so
might amount to a criminal offense. problems in the health system. The physicians called for the

elimination of health budgeting, and treatment fees to be cal-Another factor in the economic problems faced by physi-
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culated in fixed deutschemark amounts, so that they know in be able to afford additional health insurance. They would
be left with health care much-reduced compared to what isadvance how much they are earning. Some among the speak-

ers called for the re-introduction of the solidarity principle, offered to them now.
Thomae’s speech did not impress the physicians. Anotherby creating a joint fund of all health insurance companies to

finance treatment of expensive, chronically ill, and elderly speaker sardonically commented, “Now we all know how to
solve all our problems—just vote for the SPD [Social Demo-patients. This proposal is apparently being discussed in the

government, which would be faced with a wave of bankrupt- cratic Party], the CDU [Christian Democrats], and the FDP!
But, we tried this before.” Another remarked: “What’s wrongcies of, first, health insurance firms, and, then, hospitals, un-

less there is some relief provided to the traditional health with us, that we let him speak, and don’t drag him down from
the podium?”insurance firms.

There were also voices pointing to the greater problem
behind the health crisis: the fact that there is an economicAnother Looting Scheme

Also among the speakers at the doctors’ rally, was the crisis, of which the health crisis is only one ramification. The
financial crisis, said Dr. Günther Jonitz, the president of thehealth policy spokesman for the liberal Free Democratic Party

(FDP), Dr. Thomae—who was involved in setting up the Berlin Chamber of Physicians, is being passed on, from the
state to health insurance, from health insurance to the hospi-unworkable system, in 1996. Now, he tried to appease angry

physicians, with the proposal to reduce the overall responsi- tals, and from the hospitals to the physicians. “It has turned
into a competition of cannibals,” he said.bility of the GKV to what he called “basic medical needs,”

leaving it to everyone to contract some additional health insur- Another such voice was that of the Schiller Institute. In a
leaflet titled “Money, or Life?” which was passed out at theance, to cover what he called “non-essential” treatment, on

the “free market.” rally, it said: “It is not enough to just protest. If we do not
return to an economic ethic, which respects life over money,This is likely another boondoggle for the private health

insurance companies, that want to get at the cash that is now we will simply not have the economic power to finance good
health and education systems. . . . Either we force the politicalflowing into the GKV. But, in areas where there are high rates

of poverty, such as in many parts of eastern Germany, or poor class, on this occasion, to correct their values, or we have
given up our moral ability to survive.”sections of western German cities, many patients would not
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EZLN Coup in Mexico Sets Stage
For Dismembering Ibero-America
by Gretchen Small and Dennis Small

The March 28 special session of the Mexican Congress, ar- Congo, where George Bush, Sr.’s Barrick Gold moved in on
the back of a war which is depopulating the country. Now,ranged to provide a national and international tribunal for the

Zapatista narco-terrorists to deliver ultimatums to the Mexi- view what is happening in Ibero-America. Look at how ever-
greater chunks of territory and sovereignty have been stolencan nation, initiated a new phase of disintegration, not only

of Mexico, but of the Ibero-American nations as a whole. The over the past 20 years. Narco-terrorist armies are expanding
over great swaths of territory, just as they ravaged Africa,special session was a virtual coup d’état—not by the Zapatista

National Libaration Army (EZLN), but by the foreign inter- driving down the value of its natural resources, until they are
sold, like Manhattan, for a string of beads.ests who control them. Mexico is now set to be dismembered,

its Constitution torn up, and its resources grabbed by eagerly
waiting foreign looters, with the Bush family’s oil business The Strategic Implications of

The Mexican Coupbuddies first in line.
Do not be fooled by the element of farce and lunacy which The immediate issue before Mexico, is the modification

of its Constitution, to establish the concept of indigenoushas become the trademark of the Internet-driven Zapatista
show. True, their world-heralded “march on the capital” con- autonomy, through the passage of the San Andrés Accords

negotiated with the EZLN. It is here that the very existencesisted of a bunch of ski-masked fools, led by a white-skinned
product of the 1968 counterculture, one of those “Mitterrand- of Mexico is at stake.

The change proposed, is to introduce the concept of anLeninists” trained in post-modern deconstructionist philoso-
phy at the Sorbonne in Paris, travelling in an air-conditioned arbitrary category of “indigenous peoples,” a kind of sub-

species which are to be granted autonomy over “the totalitybus, and “protected” by a couple of hundred Italian anarchists
calling themselves the “White Overalls.” But Hitler, too, was of the habitat which they use and occupy.” The EZLN—and

their foreign sponsors—demands two key features: that thesea pathetic lunatic, who first came to the world’s attention with
a failed beer hall putsch. autonomous areas be governed, not under Mexican laws, but

by “traditional habits and customs,” and that they be grantedThe gun held to Mexico’s head to force this capitulation,
is not held by the Zapatistas, but by the powerful foreign the right to natural resources located within their territories.

What this means for the nation of Mexico becomes trans-oligarchic interests which created and deploy them. The Za-
patistas are an integral part of a coordinated, continent-wide, parent, when you look at Figure 1. A preponderance of Mexi-

co’s energy resources are located in and around the state offascist insurgency, typified by its strongest component, the
drug-running Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia Chiapas, ranging from oil, to hydroelectric and nuclear. Nor

are “merely” the resources of Chiapas at stake. Mexican busi-(FARC). Under the war cry, “It is the Peoples’ Will!”, these
fascist forces are being established as the official or de facto nessmen warn that 30% of Mexico’s national territory is

slated to be designated “indigenous areas,” and thereforegovernment in country after country.
Think of Africa today, where 20 years of IMF looting, granted autonomy. The natural resources located therein

would be off-limits for development of the national infra-wars, insurgencies, and disease, have led to its fragmentation
and destruction, while foreign speculators and London’s raw structure, but on limits for the foreign vultures.

Passage of the San Andrés Accords, in fact, would put allmaterial cartels grab the resources. Recall the case of Zaire/
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Mexico’s natural resources up for grabs—including its much- Mexican Constitution, are lifted from Convention #169, On
Indigenous and Tribal Peoples, of the International Laborcoveted oil reserves. It would also render worthless, Article

27 of Mexico’s Constitution—so hated by foreign oil interests Organization (ILO).
From its start, the EZLN operation was heralded as aas the greatest obstacle to the privatization and looting of

Mexico’s oil, because it declares Mexico’s strategic resources means to impose ILO’s Convention #169 globally. In 1994,
Cultural Survival, one of the anthropological associationsthe property of the nation, and not of any private interests.

The Zapatista Commanders know what they are doing. which runs the global indigenist movement, proclaimed that
Chiapas should become the “test case” for the imposition ofRetired Bishop Samuel Ruiz, well-known internationally as

“the man without whom Subcomandante Marcos would not the Convention. Convention #169, adopted in 1989, would
destroy the human race. Categorizing “indigenous peoples”exist,” told the Argentine daily Página 12 in February 1998,

that “the Mexican Constitution says the resources are the na- as a separate species, it requires governments to “strengthen
and promote . . . subsistence economy and traditional activi-tion’s . . . [but] this is not the only possible situation. . . . The

question of the use of resources is a situation which still needs ties, such as hunting, fishing, trapping and gathering,” or be
brought before the World Court, for violating “indigenousto be legally clarified.”

It is highly significant that a long-time international ally rights.”
of Bishop Ruiz, Prince Philip’s “spiritual adviser” Martin
Palmer, chose to be present in Mexico City in the last week Ibero-America: From 1982 to 2001

As Figures 2 and 3 show, the change in the past 20 yearsin March, ostensibly for meetings, as the EZLN coup was
being completed. has been dramatic, and far greater than most Ibero-Americans

have yet found the courage to face. Prior to 1982, the Ibero-The implications of the battle over the San Andrés Ac-
cords are not limited to Mexico. Mexico’s Secretary of Gov- American nations—and Mexico, above all—could be found

at the forefront of most international battles to defend theernment Santiago Creel admitted to Congress that the defini-
tion of “indigenous peoples” and specifications for autonomy, sovereignty of developing countries, generally. With all the

caveats, Ibero-America’s economies were developing.which the San Andrés Accords would incorporate into the
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FIGURE 2

Ibero-America in 1982: Areas of Lost or Limited Sovereignty
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Ibero-America in 2001: Areas of Lost or Limited Sovereignty
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EIR founder Lyndon LaRouche warned Ibero-American
leaders in 1982, that they must act from an understanding
that they faced a new enemy: a policy of powerful oligarchic territory taken out of national control as “protected areas”

(whether as nature or indigenous parks); narco-terrorism; andinterests to destroy the existence of the nation-state itself,
worldwide. In the July 20, 1982, EIR feature, “Nazi Anthro- loss of currency through dollarization.

Dollarization: In 1982, Panama was the only countrypologists Incite New Ethnic Terrorism,” LaRouche wrote:
“The objective of the powerful forces behind the deployment in Ibero-America without a national currency. But over the

course of the succeeding debt crises, the dollar was permitted,of this anthropologists’ nightmare of ‘separatist movements,’
is to generate throughout the planet a protracted condition of increasingly, to circulate alongside the national currency in

many countries. By 2001, three countries had gone further,chaos—economic depression, regional wars, dionysiac
orgies of assassination, rioting and insurrection in many na- and joined Panama as countries virtually without currencies:

Argentina, Ecuador and El Salvador, with Guatemala follow-tions. This process is intended to obliterate the institution of
the sovereign nation-state and to bring forth out of chaos, a ing along.

Lost territory: Nature parks, ecological reserves of vari-Malthusian world-federalist order.”
The sustained war against the sovereignty of the Americas ous stripes, and “indigenous” reserves are all included under

the general rubric of “protected areas,” the term used by thebegan in April 1982, with a straightforward military invasion
of Argentine territory, by Her Majesty’s Thatcher-led govern- British Empire-created International Union for the Conserva-

tion of Nature (IUCN), and others. As can be seen by compar-ment in Great Britain. Following quickly upon the heels of
the Malvinas War, came the eruption of the first of the many ing the maps, some such areas existed before 1982, but be-

tween 1982 and today, such reserves almost doubled in extent,debt crises in Ibero-America, each “resolved” by ever-greater
loss of economic sovereignty. The pace of the war accelerated as seen even in the rough outlines shown here. By 1994, some

13.2% of South America was so locked up; and 8.6% of Cen-drastically in the 1990s, kicked off by George Bush, Sr.’s
December 1989 invasion of Panama. tral America and Mexico, combined. Today, those percent-

ages are even larger.The results of that war, 19 years later, are visible in Figure
3. Three general types of losses to sovereignty are depicted: The change is far greater, however, than a comparison of
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Colombia: Drugs and Terrorism, 1998
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Colombia: Drugs and Terrorism, 1995

square kilometers indicates. Over the past two decades, the pitulated. The parallel with what was done to Africa, extended
down to the deployment in 1990 to Brazil by Lady Lyndacharacter of these “protected areas” changed decisively, as

the global environmentalist movement and its racist twin, Chalker, then head of Great Britain’s Overseas Development
Ministry, who was otherwise occupied that year in orchestrat-indigenism, have reshaped policies around the world.

Whereas parks previously meant, generally, an area to be ing the Ugandan invasion of Rwanda.
enjoyed by man, today these are areas from which human
activity is either altogether excluded, or permitted only by Narco-Terrorism Seizes Power in the Andes

The most horrific change over the two decades, is the lossthose poor souls locked into these human zoos, prohibited
from ever entering the modern world. These are no longer of whole regions to narco-terrorist irregular warfare. That

spread is not unrelated to the proliferation of “protected ar-sovereign territory. Most are run by those creations of world-
government, the “NGOs” (and largely by foreign NGOs, to eas.” As occurred in Africa, these vast no-man’s-lands, out-

side government control, became centers of drug productionboot).
The exemplar, par excellence, of the strategic placement and terrorist encampments. Thus, two large ecological parks

along the Mexican-Guatemalan border provided the originalof these reserves, human and ecological, is the Yanomami
Reserve: a giant, 17.8 million-hectare area straddling the staging area for the EZLN’s war. In Colombia, a stunning

30.7% of national territory is “protected”; it was recentlyVenezuelan-Brazilian border, created in 1991 as a protected
reserve for a group of 16,000 nomadic Indians, condemned reported that the FARC and the ELN operate out of 44 of the

46 ecological zones which cover 8.5% of the country, and atto an average life span of only 30 years by their primitive
economy. The creation of the Yanomami park was the per- least four of those parks are run, officially, by the FARC.

Although not depicted on these maps, one of the criticalsonal project of the British royal family for nearly 25 years.
Personally and through agencies such as Prince Philip’s measures by which the war against sovereignty has been ad-

vanced, is the takedown of the national militaries, the mostWorld Wide Fund for Nature (WWF), they applied intense
pressure until the Brazilian and Venezuelan governments ca- extreme case, to date, being the elimination of Panama’s mili-
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London Wants to Get Its Hands on Brazil’s Vast Mineral Wealth�
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tary altogether, in 1989, by the U.S. occupation forces. tries. The latter is the case in Venezuela, where the Chávez
government openly protects the FARC and ELN, and defendsFigure 4 depicts the harsh reality: Colombia has been

overrun entirely. Colombia exists as a nation today only as an their cause as its continental ally. Hugo Chávez—who, curi-
ously, is a Bush family asset of sorts (George Bush, Sr. hailedidea to which its patriots are fiercely committed, a nation

which they must re-establish. As Figures 5-7 remind us, this Chávez, again, last February as a “very charismatic leader”)
is the visible figurehead of the fascist vox populi insurgencywas not always so: What were serious problems in 1982, by

2001, have eaten the country alive. which ties all the narco-terrorists in the Americas together.
The world was reminded, when New York Stock Ex-Not only Colombia is being overrun, as can be seen clearly

in Figure 8, focussing on the Andean region as a whole. change President Richard Grasso brazenly travelled to south-
ern Colombia, in June 1999, to embrace the FARC’s financialNarco-terrorism is spreading throughout the region in two

ways: spilling over Colombia’s borders with every one of its Comandante, Raúl Reyes, that these countries could never
have been so crushed, were it not for the powerful financialneighbors, and taking over the governments of whole coun-
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interests, profiting from the drug trade, which sponsor and 10% of its GDP, which points to the fact that Brazil still has
a domestic economy.back the advancing narco-terrorist armies.

As Figure 8 indicates, the advance of narco-terrorism was Brazil is also the mineral powerhouse of the continent,
whose minerals are coveted by the same foreign interestsnot uniform: the areas dominated by drugs and terrorism in

Peru and Bolivia are smaller in 2001 than in 1982 (see Fig. (e.g.: George Bush, Sr.) now devouring the minerals of a
destroyed Zaire/Congo in Africa.2). In Peru, the Fujimori government in Peru took on the

narco-terrorist insurgencies over the course of the 1990s, with The enemies of Brazil have significant forces inside the
country, as the map depicts: the “protected reserves” cover gi-its well-known success. Yet, it was the Alberto Fujimori gov-

ernment of Peru which was labelled “undemocratic,” and fi- ant swaths of rich territory, and are being expanded. If all the
ecological/indigenous parks planned in the northern state ofnally overthrown by overwhelming international force, mar-

shalled by Wall Street and the U.S. State Department. Roraima,whichbordersVenezuela,areimplemented, thestate
will become virtually another nation: already 40% of theFigure 8 also shows how the areas of spreading narco-

terrorism overlap some of the regions of most significant en- state’s territory is “protected.” In the midwest of the country,
Prince Philip’s World Wide Fund for Nature is confident it canergy and mineral resources, as schematically indicated on the

map. If there are no national governments over these areas, blocktheopeningof the interiorofSouthAmericafordevelop-
ment,byconsolidating itsPantanalpark, the largeareaextend-who benefits?
ing south and west into Bolivia and Paraguay. Likewise, the
Landless Movement (MST), allies of the FARC and EZLN,The Immediate Target: Brazil

Our last map in this series, Figure 9, focusses on the constitutes the hardcore of a growing narco-terrorist army,
which is both national in extent, and well advanced in its plansremaining country in Ibero-America which has not yet lost

the better part of its sovereignty: Brazil. Half the continent in to carve out a separatist “Pontal Republic,” as marked.
Should Brazil choose to stand andfight for its sovereignty,size, economy and population, Brazil still has a significant

national scientific and technological capability, in the nuclear, both domestically and internationally, a configuration could
be created in which patriotic forces in the rest of Ibero-aerospace and other fields. Despite dangerous concessions to

globalization, Brazil’s banking system is not yet entirely in America could rally their own resistance. Should it not do
so soon, however, Brazil will find itself, like its neighbors,foreign hands; its national oil company, and a few of its elec-

trical companies, still belong to the state; and it exports only divided, overrun, and destroyed.
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the imposition of the International Monetary Fund’s free-
market mania in the 1990s, this trend was reversed, and state
firms increasingly fell prey to the Anglo-Americans’ privati-
zation offensive. This was the case with Argentina’s YPF and
Brazil’s Petrobrás. Mexican President Vicente Fox has madeIbero-America’s
known that he favors privatization of the national oil company
Pemex, and although Venezuela’s 1999 Constitution prohib-Raw Materials Wealth
its privatization of the state-owned PdVSA, under President
Hugo Chávez, the oil sector has increasingly been opened up

Ibero-America is a treasure trove of raw materials. The popu- to private foreign investment.
lations of the Western Hemisphere, as well as parts of Asia Table 2 shows, for the essential 26 minerals and metals,
and Europe, depend on many of its raw materials, to fashion the world rank of each nation in Ibero-America that is among
the goods vital to their existence. the top six world producers. Ibero-American countries are

Minerals and metals can be sorted into three groups: the top producers of five minerals or raw materials: Mexico,
1. Precious metals: largely gold, silver, and the platinum silver; Peru, bismuth; Chile, copper; Mexico, strontium; and

group, all of which have industrial uses, but are also held for Brazil, columbium (niobium). Three Ibero-American nations
their value as a monetary reserve or as a hoard (often in the produce more than half of the world’s output of three miner-
form of bullion, coins, and jewelry).

2. Industrial/base metals: Seven of these—bauxite, cop-
per, iron, lead, nickel, tin, and zinc—account, by weight, for
70% of all the non-carbon, non-wood, non-stone-based fin-
ished manufactured products in the world. No industrial soci-
ety can exist without the finished products that come from
them.

3. Strategic metals and minerals: These are usually used
as alloys because they are frequently lightweight, have high
tensile strength, or resist heat well. They are often used in
defense and high-technology production.

Table 1 shows production and export figures, and proven
reserves, of the six largest Ibero-American oil producers, in-
cluding the two powerhouses of the Western Hemisphere,
Mexico and Venezuela, with 3.5 million barrels per day and
3.3 million bpd production, respectively, and combined
proven reserves of 105.3 billion barrels. Of total world exports
of 39 million bpd, Mexico, Venezuela, Brazil, Argentina, Ec-
uador, and Colombia combined export 4.7 million bpd, or
12%.

Since their founding in the early and mid-Twentieth Cen-
tury, most of Ibero-America’s state-owned oil firms played a
critical role in their nations’ drive for development. But with

TABLE 1

Ibero-America’s Leading Oil Producers

Total Proven
Daily Output Exports Reserves

Country (million bpd) (million bpd) (billion barrels)

Mexico 3.5 1.7 28.3

Venezuela 3.3 2.1 77.0

Brazil 1.2 na 7.4

Argentina 0.9 .3 2.8

Colombia 0.7 .4 2.6

Ecuador 0.4 0.2 2.1

Total 10.0 4.7 120.2

Commodity� Nation (Rank)�

Precious� �
Gold� none in top rank� �
Silver� Mexico (1), Peru (2), Chile (5)�

Base/industrial� �
Aluminum� Brazil (6)�
Arsenic trioxide� Chile (2), Mexico (4)�
Bauxite and alumina� Jamaica (3), Brazil (4), Venezuela (5)�
Bismuth� Peru (1), Mexico (2)�
Boron� Argentina (3), Chile (5)�
Cadmium� none in top rank� �
Copper (mine production)� Chile (1)�
Copper (refinery)� Chile (2)�
Feldspar� none in top rank� �
Fluorspar� Mexico (2)�
Graphite� Mexico (3), Brazil (5)�
Gypsum� none in top rank� �
Iron ore (metal content)� Brazil (1)�
Lead� Peru (4), Mexico (6)�
Nickel (metal content)� Dominican Republic (6)�
Sodium sulfate (natural)� Mexico (2)�
Strontium� Mexico (1)�
Tin� Peru (3), Brazil (4), Bolivia (5)�
Zinc� Peru (4), Mexico (6)�

Strategic� �
Beryllium� Brazil (2)�
Cobalt� Cuba (6)�
Columbium (metal content)� Brazil (1)�
Manganese (metal content)� Brazil (5)�
Molybdenum� Chile (2), Mexico (6)�
Tantalum (metal content)� Brazil (2)�
Vanadium� Venezuela (5), Chile (6)

TABLE 2�

World Rank of Ibero-American Nations as 
Raw Materials Producers

Source: U.S. Geological Survey.
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TABLE 3

Ibero-America’s Share of World Mining Production or Refining�
(All tons are metric tons, 1995 output; numbers highlighted in bold indicate that country is one of world�s top six producing nations of the 
cited commodity)

* Argentina, Bolivia, Cuba, Dominican Republic, Jamaica, and Venezuela.

Source: U.S. Geological Survey.

Percent of World Production in:

Mineral or Metal
World

Production
Unit of

Production
Ibero-

America Brazil Chile Mexico Peru Other*

Precious

Gold 2.25 thousand tons 12% 3% 2% 1% 3% 3%

Silver 14.6 thousand tons 41% 1% 7% 16% 13% 3%

Base/industrial

Aluminum 19.4 million tons 10% 6% 4%

Arsenic trioxide 41.3 thousand tons 29% 15% 11% 3%

Bauxite and alumina 109.0 million tons 28% 8% 20%

Bismuth 3.0 thousand tons 63% 30% 33%

Boron 2.4 million tons 11% 4% 1% 6%

Cadmium 18.5 thousand tons 6% 1% 4% 1%

Copper (mine production) 10.0 million tons 32% 25% 3% 4%

Copper (re�nery) 11.7 million tons 18% 1% 13% 2% 2%

Feldspar 6.1 million tons 10% 2% 2% 5%

Fluorspar 3.9 million tons 15% 2% 13%

Graphite 718.0 thousand tons 11% 5% 6%

Gypsum 98.1 million tons 8% 1% 1% 5% 2%

Iron ore (metal content) 554.8 million tons 27% 22% 1% 1% 1% 2%

Lead 2.7 million tons 16% 6% 9% 1%

Nickel (metal content) 1.0 thousand tons 14% 3% 11%

Sodium sulfate (natural) 2.5 million tons 21% 21%

Strontium 135.0 thousand tons 53% 53%

Tin 187.0 thousand tons 28% 9% 12% 7%

Zinc 7.1 million tons 20% 2% 5% 10% 3%

Strategic

Beryllium 6.8 thousand tons 13% 13%

Cobalt 22.1 thousand tons 9% 2% 7%

Columbium (metal content) 17.8 thousand tons 86% 86%

Manganese (metal content) 7.6 million tons 14% 12% 2%

Molybdenum 126.0 thousand tons 20% 14% 3% 3%

Tantalum (metal content) 356.0 tons 14% 14%

Vanadium 63.5 thousand tons 8% 4% 4%

als: bismuth (Peru, 63%), strontium (Mexico, 53%), and co- companies, or by private concerns owned by that country’s
nationals. Today, as a result of liberalization of mining legis-lumbium (Brazil, 86%). Ibero-America produces 15% of the

world’s output of two of the seven most important base/indus- lation, and privatization, between one-third and two-thirds of
the mining properties in several Ibero-American nations, aretrial metals; 20% of the world output for one of the metals;

and at least 25% of the world output for three metals. It pro- owned by foreigners, both in their own names and through
dummy corporations. Of the foreigners, by far, the principalduces one-third of the world’s output of copper.

Table 3 shows the world production, in 1995, of 26 pre- owners are companies of the British Commonwealth raw ma-
terials cartel, including the four most powerful: Anglo Ameri-cious, base/industrial, and strategic minerals and metals (and

the refinery output of copper and aluminum). can, Rio Tinto, Barrick Gold (whose International Advisory
Board includes former U.S. President George Bush), andIn 1990, between 75% and 80% of all mining properties in

Ibero-America were owned either by state-controlled mining Newmont Mining.
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FIGURE 1

Brazil’s Mineral Wealth

Why Is the CVRD Targetted for Breakup?

Companhia Vale do Rio Doce (CVRD), which the Brazilian government privatized in 1997, is the third-largest mining company in the
world and the largest in all of Ibero-America. It has enormous proven reserves of countless minerals and precious metals, and potential
deposits still not fully quantified. The CVRD holds concessions on the largest and most promising areas of mineral exploitation in the
country, totalling 23 million hectares, and an additional 600,000 hectares of commercial forest lands.

The CVRD also owns the most significant transportation and logistical infrastructure grid in the country, which includes 2,000
kilometers of railroads; its own fleet of 22 ships; six seaport facilities; eight steel plants in Brazil and three abroad; three paper and
cellulose factories; and, above all, an invaluable capacity for generating new companies, based on the accumulated know-how and
experience of its technicians and executives.

Brazil’s CVRD also has enormous historical and political significance as well, because it symbolizes the fight by Brazilian patriots to
industrialize their country. It was founded in 1942, as a result of the so-called Washington Agreements signed by U.S. President Franklin
Delano Roosevelt and Brazilian President Gen. Getulio Vargas.
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Western Geopolitics Carves Up
Africa: The Congo Example
by Uwe Friesecke

The second-largest country of Africa, the Democratic Repub- justment programs. Currencies were devalued; economies
liberalized, deregulated, and privatized. The result was,lic of the Congo, is divided today into three parts (Figure

1). The northern provinces, Equateur, Orientale, and parts of across the board in Africa, a dramatic increase in poverty, a
collapse of the health and educational systems, and an intensi-northern Kivu, are controlled by Uganda. The rest of Kivu,

parts of Kasai, Maniema, and the northeastern part of Shaba fication of conflicts and wars, while Africa’s wealth—gold,
diamonds, petroleum, cocoa, minerals—was taken out of the(Katanga) are controlled by Rwanda. Less than half of the

territory to the west and south is still under the authority of continent in ever-increasing quantities. (Figure 2 shows Con-
go’s natural wealth. The role of Congo in the financier oligar-the central government in Kinshasa. This state of affairs has

very little to do with internal Congolese matters. It is the chy’s gameplan for Africa, is similar to that of Brazil for
Ibero-America: Both countries are large and extremely richresult of long-range strategic plans of Western policy elites

to intensify the looting of the African continent. in strategic resources. See preceding article in this Feature.)
The fate of Congo is a tragic example of what could hap-

pen to many other African countries, as well as Ibero-America Regional Wars
In October 1990, in the wake of the military buildup forand the rest of the developing sector, if current policy trends

out of London and Washington are not reversed. Operation Desert Storm, the U.S. and British governments
encouraged and supported the President of Uganda, YoweriForty years ago, in January 1961, Congo’s courageous

patriot Patrice Lumumba was murdered by Western intelli- Museveni, in starting a war in Africa’s Great Lakes region.
First, so-called rebel forces of the Rwanda Patriotic Frontgence services, because he resisted the splitting up of the

Congo. He was not willing to make a compromise with the (RPF), which were trained and equipped by the Ugandan
military, invaded Rwanda. U.S. and British military advisersformer colonial power, and stood up for the dignity of the

Congolese. He knew that if the independent Congo were to were involved. Today’s President of Rwanda, Paul Kagame,
in October 1990 was flown from Fort Leavenworth in thesucceed in real economic development, it was essential to

maintain the unity of the former Belgian colony. When the United States, to the front in Rwanda, to lead the RPF forces.
Lynda Chalker, then Minister of Commonwealth Affairs inBelgian colonialists orchestrated the splitting off of mineral-

rich Katanga province in 1960, Lumumba went to the United the John Major government in Britain, was personally in regu-
lar direct contact with the Ugandan President. Figures 3 andStates to ask President Dwight Eisenhower for help. But in-

stead, the West decided to kill him and bring Col. Mobutu 4, taken from EIR’s exposé of July 4, 1997, show how the
British, with Museveni as their puppet, were perpetrating aSese Seko to power for the next 35 years.

Mobutu helped the West to plunder the Congo of raw genocidal plan for creating micro-states in Africa.
This war exploded the simmering conflict between thematerials, and he allowed the territory of Zaire, as he renamed

the Congo, to become the staging ground for Western geopoli- Hutu and Tutsi population group in Rwanda and Burundi. It
led to the killing of Burundi’s President Melchior Ndadayetics in Africa during the Cold War. Once the Soviet Union

collapsed in 1990-91, the Anglo-American alliance pro- in October 1993 and Rwanda’s President Juvenal Habyari-
mana in April 1994, and to the mass killings in Rwanda in theclaimed itself to be the only superpower, and their policy

toward Africa took a dramatic turn for the worse. Now, there Summer of 1994. The British government then blocked any
attempt in the UN Security Council, to reinforce UN troopswas no longer any strategic obstacle to subjecting the conti-

nent to wholesale looting of raw materials, as during colonial to stop the killings in Rwanda. The new Clinton Administra-
tion in Washington backed Britain in this.times; only this time, it was done in the name of “democracy.”

Wherever the Western powers could, they toppled the The result of the first phase of the war was more than 1.5
million dead in Rwanda and Burundi, and more than 1 millionold guard of nationalist leaders, such as Kenneth Kaunda in

Zambia, and brought new leaders in, who were easier to con- refugees in neighboring Tanzania and eastern Zaire.
The second phase of the war began in October 1996, againvince to adopt savage austerity policies against their people.

The International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank disguised as a rebellion. Foreign troops, this time Ugandan
and Rwandan, invaded eastern Zaire, destroyed all of theintensified the pressure for implementation of structural ad-
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FIGURE 1

Political Division of the Democratic Republic of the Congo
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Rwandan refugee camps, and began a march on Kinshasa. The offensive against Kabila in the Fall of 1998, was stopped
by the military intervention of Angola, Namibia, and Zim-With the help of British and U.S. intelligence, and support of

Commonwealth mineral companies like Barrick Gold and babwe. To this day, their troops are blocking the further ad-
vance of Ugandan and Rwandan forces beyond the territoryAmerican Mineral Fields, Laurent Kabila was chosen to head

the rebellion in Zaire and topple dictator Mobutu—a plan in northern and eastern Congo, which they occupy already.
While British and American diplomacy forced the signingwhich succeeded in May 1997. During this war, hundreds of

thousands of Hutu refugees were killed in eastern Zaire. of the Lusaka Peace Agreement in the Summer of 1999, their
intelligence and military advisers, to this day, are involved onAgain, Anglo-American military advisers were involved on

the side of the Uganda-Rwanda-backed forces. the side of Rwandan and Ugandan forces. Reliable sources
report that it was U.S. satellite information, which enabledOne year later, Kabila broke with his former allies

Rwanda and Uganda, and threw their military and political Rwandan troops to defeat the Congolese near Pweto, at the
border with Zambia, in December of last year. Other reportsagents out of his government in Congo. They retaliated by

starting another so-called rebellion, this time against Kabila. speak of the repeated participation of African-American mer-
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Congo’s Strategic Resources
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The Quagmire, 1997

London to Washington, as well as in Paris and Brussels, at-cenaries on the side of Rwandan troops.
The result of the occupation of eastern Congo has been tempts are being made to steer the young Joseph Kabila, who

succeeded his father, in a direction agreeable to the intereststhe destruction of any civil authority, and its replacement by
rule of the power of the gun. The Ugandan and Rwandan of further looting in the part of Congo that his government

controls. Western governments immediately insisted that themilitary, with their respective puppet rebel movements—the
RCD Goma backed by Rwanda, and the MLC and another IMF and World Bank return to Kinshasa, and have indicated

to Kabila, that if he signs over the mineral rights to companiesfaction of the RCD backed by Uganda—have organized a
tight network that is bringing out gold, diamonds, and the rare such as Anglo American Corp., political pressure for so-

called democratic reforms will subside.metal tantalum (in the form of Col-Tan) worth millions of
dollars per month, through Kampala, the capital of Uganda, The history of the Congo over the last five years exempli-

fies the process of disintegration of existing state structuresand Kigali, the capital of Rwanda, to Western markets. In
this way, Western companies have even better access to the in Africa, under the combined onslaught of IMF/World Bank

economic policies, and Western manipulations of warlordsstrategic raw materials of the Congo than they did under Mo-
butu’s rule. Local military leaders involved in this looting and so-called rebel movements. If this process is not stopped,

it will spread into other regions of the continent. Nigeria couldhave become millionaires, while living conditions for the
population have collapsed. Since 1998, about 2 million people split into three or more parts. New pressure for splitting Sudan

into North and South is being exerted. Ethiopia may be con-lost their lives in this conflict area in Congo.
Like Congo, Angola is de facto divided between the gov- solidated as one nation right now, but the danger of splitting

the country remains. In Kenya, political and social tensionsernment in Luanda, which is trading petroleum, and the forces
of Jonas Savimbi’s Unita, which are trading diamonds. Again, are rising dangerously. And even Tanzania, politically stable

until recent tensions over events on the island of Zanzibar, isWestern companies are lavishly supplied with the raw materi-
als they want, and the Angolan population is starving. targetted. Some strategists in London are saying that the fu-

ture will see Tanzania splitting into five or six parts. ThereAfter the splitting of Congo succeeded, the Lusaka Agree-
ment was arranged, and the UN was called in, and is now is renewed discussion about separating the Hutu and Tutsi

populations of Rwanda and Burundi into two ethnic states.deploying 3,000 peacekeepers, until May 15, between the
lines of the rebel and Congolese forces. So far, the Lusaka The final target of such a strategy, would be Zimbabwe

and South Africa. The aim is to destroy forever the ability ofAgreement has legitimized the splitting of the Congo.
In the meantime, Kabila was killed in January, almost 40 African countries to develop, and to rule over Africa through

satrapies, for the purpose of unrestricted looting.years to the day after Lumumba’s assassination. And from
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Prince Philip Marches at
The Head of Mexico’s Zapatistas
by Rubén Cota Meza

On March 23, Mexico’s Chamber of Deputies voted 220-210, armed—ed.] to the capital of the Republic.” Seven years later,
without firing a single shot and with the involvement of Presi-with seven abstentions, to allow hooded representatives of

the Zapatista National Liberation Army (EZLN) to use the dent Fox, the EZLN “commanders” triumphantly entered the
main plaza of Mexico’s capital city, surrounded by more thanCongressional podium to argue on behalf of passing the Indig-

enous Rights Bill, sent to Congress by President Vicente Fox 100,000 followers. All of this, despite the opposition of the
party which put Fox in the Presidency, the National Actionon Dec. 5, 2000. The plenum of the Senate, the upper house

of the Mexican Congress, voted against an EZLN appearance Party (PAN).
in that chamber, by 52-47, with no abstentions.

The Indigenous Rights Bill would establish “indigenous Subjugating the Institutions
As of last Dec. 2, “Marcos” imposed three conditions onpeoples” as a legal entity, precisely as proposed by Conven-

tion 169 of the International Labor Organization. These terri- the Fox Administration for initiating a dialogue that would
supposedly lead to “peace”: 1) Withdraw the seven Mexicantorial demarcations, thus defined, would obtain territorial au-

tonomy and legal self-determination for self-rule, in Army outposts from Chiapas, precisely the military enclosure
that kept the EZLN confined to the Chiapas mountains. Theseaccordance with the “habits and customs” of each people, and

would include the right to fully enjoy the natural resources outposts have been dutifully withdrawn by the government.
“What we want to demonstrate by this,” said “Marcos,” isincluded in said territory.

On March 28, from the “highest tribune of the nation,” a that Fox is, in effect, the commander of the Army. That is,
“Marcos” sought—and achieved—the submission of thegroup of the so-called “commanders” of the irregular army

which formally declared war on the Mexican government and Armed Forces. 2) Release the 108 Zapatistas jailed for various
crimes, including assassination, rape, and drug-trafficking.Army on Jan. 1, 1994, and which has never retracted that

declaration, addressed several Congressional commissions. The majority have been released. This time, the submission of
the Judiciary. And 3) Approve the Bill of Indigenous Rights—The infamous “Subcommander Marcos” chose not to appear,

saving his appearance for a future moment of even greater that is, the submission of the Legislature.
Between “Marcos” and Fox, the entire opposition hassubmission by Mexico’s national institutions. Nonetheless,

this event was in fact the prelude to the law’s passage, which been crushed. With the resources of the state and through a
vast publicity campaign, they blackmailed and silenced anyis expected to occur during the current session which ends on

April 30. Speaking in Washington, D.C. on April 4, Fox’s opposition to permitting the EZLN—which has refused to
retract its declaration of war against the Mexican state—toGovernment Secretary Santiago Creel announced that “the

law will pass in the next few weeks.” carry out its march to the capital. Also silenced were those
who opposed a dialogue with hooded strangers, and thoseThe appearance of the Zapatista “commanders” in the

Chamber of Deputies concluded a heated political battle who opposed handing the Congressional podium over to the
EZLN. They had rubbed in their faces, the threat that theywhich began on Dec. 1, 2000, when President Fox—inaugu-

rated on that date as the constitutional President of Mexico— would be responsible for the unleashing of war, were the
dialogue to be stopped.announced that “in a few days,” he would send the bill to

the Congress. The next day, EZLN leader “Subcommander The activities of the Zapatistas in the past few weeks have
been the most publicized events in the political history of theMarcos” announced, from his hideout in the mountains of the

southern state of Chiapas, that he would march in a caravan country. For the first time in the history of national television
networks Televisa and TV Azteca, their respective presidents,to Mexico City, to lobby for that same bill.

Up to that time, this irregular warfare movement which Emilio Azcárraga Jean and Ricardo Salinas Pliego, appeared
together in public to sponsor a rock “Concert for Peace,” inaims to change the Mexican Constitution, had been confined

to the mountains and jungles of Chiapas, along the border the country’s largest-capacity stadium, which was simultane-
ously broadcast by both networks.with Guatemala. On Jan. 1, 1994, in its initial declaration of

war, the EZLN had announced, “We shall march [presumably In the face of this propaganda avalanche, “Marcos” ac-
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An EZLN march to
Mexico City, March 1.

cused President Fox of seeking to put himself at the head of tion Affairs characterized it.
Two days before the Zapatista march was to enter Mex-the march and presenting himself as in favor of peace, when

this is not so, intoned the hooded Zapatista. ico City’s “Zócalo,” the country’s most important public
plaza, all of the hotel rooms with balconies looking out onThe EZLN baptized its caravan the “March of the Colored

People of the Earth,” which was launched Feb. 24 and, over the plaza where the international delegations were to appear,
had already been reserved. Present were Danielle Mitterrand,the next two weeks, crossed 12 southern and central states of

the country. While the march was going on, the Congress widow of France’s former President, François Mitterrand,
and mother of Jean-Christophe Mitterrand, accused of weap-debated whether it should allow an armed group which re-

fused to disavow its declaration of war against the Mexican ons trafficking; French eco-terrorist José Bové, financed by
the Anglo-French magnate Teddy Goldsmith, and also leaderArmy and government, to enter the capital city. On March 5,

the EZLN launched another threat from Michoacán, where of the pro-terrorist, global peasant organization, Vı́a Campe-
sina, of which “Subcommander Marcos” is the Mexicanthe “commanders” were attending the Third National Indi-

genist Congress: “We will provoke a peaceful Indian uprising representative; the writer Manuel Vázquez Montalbán of
Catalonia, Spain; Portuguese Nobel Prize winner in literaturenationwide,” it said. Once again, the blackmail worked, and

the march entered Mexico City on March 11. José Saramago; Hebe de Bonafini, the pro-terrorist leader
of Argentina’s Mothers of Plaza de Mayo who, on the verge
of tears, sniffled that “he’s [Marcos] my fifth son”; while‘White Overalls’ and ‘Terrorist Tourism’

From the moment that “Subcommander Marcos” an- “Marcos” entertained more than 100,000 people gathered
there.nounced the march on the National Congress, the interna-

tional shock troops that would take charge of security for There were also delegations from several organizations
affiliated with the São Paulo Forum, from Brazil, Ecuador,the march, and the key “personalities” affording it political

protection, began to mobilize. Bolivia, Central America, and elsewhere.
However, the most important of the international delega-The so-called Italian “White Overalls,” responsible for

“Subcommander Marcos’ ” security, entered the country with tions, that of England’s Prince Philip, wasn’t at the Zócalo,
but rather at the Convent of the Clarisa Sisters of Mexico, atthe consent of the Mexican government, on the pretext that

this constituted a new form of tourism—“terrorist tourism” a meeting of the Alliance of Religions and Conservation, run
by Martin Palmer, the religious guru of Queen Elizabeth II’swas how the Fox government’s Commissioner for Immigra-
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Prince Consort. According to the March 25 edition of El Uni-
versal, Palmer was in Mexico to finalize an agreement be-
tween Mexico’s Interreligious Council (CIM) and the Fox
government “to stop the eco-catastrophe,” and to preside over
a CIM meeting. Stop the Narco-Terrorist

At the closed-door meeting, among others, were Jonathan
Rose, CIM executive president; Manuel Gómez Granados, Coup d’État in Mexico!
director of the Mexican Institute for Christian Social Doc-
trine; and Rodolfo Ogarrio, director of FUNDEA, a private

The following are excerpts from a statement by Mariviliaorganization for environmental education run by Manuel Ar-
ango, a member of the 1001 Club, which in turn is run by Carrasco, president of the Ibero-American Solidarity Move-

ment (MSIA) in Mexico, issued on March 27. A subhead hasPrince Philip. Palmer told El Universal that the agreement
between Mexico’s government and religions “has been a fun- been added.
damental step.” This “augurs an important change” in the
country in which “religions will be an active agent” in the The Zapatista National Liberation Army’s (EZLN) victory in

being granted use of the country’s most important politicalfight for the conservation of the so-called national eco-
system. tribunal, represents a point of inflection in favor of the oligar-

chic forces headquartered in London and Wall Street, whoThe religions participating in these environmentalist ef-
forts, Palmer said, have moved, little by little, from a dogmatic created and are deploying the EZLN to destroy Mexico as a

nation. The decision to allow “Subcommander Marcos” toperspective to “a spiritual and ethnic axis” which allows for
these groups’ involvement. Palmer also runs the World Inter- address the federal Chamber of Deputies, was preceded by

the submission of the Judiciary and of the Armed Forces, inreligious Council, of which Bishop Samuel Ruiz is a founding
member. Ruiz, the Bishop Emeritus of San Cristóbal de las beginning to fulfill the three conditionalities demanded by the

EZLN: elimination of military posts in Chiapas, release ofCasas, Chiapas, is the intellectual-religious godfather of the
armed movement which seeks territorial autonomy and politi- terrorist prisoners, and acceptance of indigenous autonomy.

It comes as no surprise that this spectacle occurs at a momentcal self-determination, to control the region’s natural re-
sources (or to hand them over to the oligarchy’s cartels, as the in which the disintegration of the international financial sys-

tem is accelerating, afflicted by a systemic and global crisiscase may be).
which, as has been repeatedly forecast by U.S. economist and
statesman Lyndon H. LaRouche, has the power to erase entireRuiz Proclaims Continental

‘Indigenous Resurgence’ nations from the map.
Under these conditions of financial collapse, the Anglo-During a tour of Italy at the end of March, Samuel Ruiz

told the newspaper Il Nuovo that “America is awakening. American oligarchy is intensifying its offensive to seize the
economic assets and strategic energy resources of the planet,A wave of extraordinary energy is moving over the whole

continent, pushing the indigenous peoples to lift up their at the cost of the indiscriminate genocide of populations, and
the territorial splintering of nations. The “multiplication” ofheads. On the whole continent, from Mexico to southern

Chile, from Alaska to the Patagonia, in recent months we’ve borders upon which “Marcos” and his bosses insist, is identi-
cal to that appearing in the maps that hang on the walls ofseen the signs of a real ‘indigenous resurgence.’ Oppressed

since the time of the Conquest, which some call ‘the Discov- former British Minister of Overseas Development (i.e., Colo-
nial Minister) Lynda Chalker, which delineate the new bor-ery of America,’ people are becoming conscious that they are

subjects of their own history: from the Mapuche Indians in ders of the micro-states into which the Anglo-American em-
pire hopes to reduce the nations of Africa. The objective is tosouthern Chile, who even demand certain governmental au-

tonomy, to the Indians of Ecuador, and even Guatemala and exterminate entire sectors of the black population by means
of inter-tribal warfare, starvation, and AIDS, while “worldMexico,” who seek to “create a true multi-ethnic democracy,

and respect for communitarian laws and traditional pre-His- government” takes control of energy resources, food, and
strategic minerals. The campaigns for indigenous autonomypanic customs,” he said.

Ruiz added, “The conflict is between the indigenous com- are an important element in this strategy, promoted from the
centers of world financial power and embraced not only bymunitarian spirit, which wants its lands back to fulfill itself,

and the individualistic capitalism of the exploiters, which ex- “Zapatismo,” but also by the Vicente Fox government itself.
To improve the lives of not only Mexican Indians, but ofpropriates the land.” While “Commander” Samuel said that

“the consequences of this general uprising of the indigenous all the citizens of the nation, it is not necessary for the country
to empower the EZLN. The hundreds of thousands of unem-people can not be predicted,” Palmer boasted that a good

portion of the Australian natural reserves, the administration ployed, the thousands of companies that have shut down, the
return of thousands, soon to be hundreds of thousands ofof which has been given to the aborigines, are actually run by

Benedictine monks. Mexicans who have been laid off in the United States because
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of the ongoing, dramatic collapse of the U.S. economy during sive to impose indigenous autonomies . . . across the Ameri-
can hemisphere, will commence in earnest. Make no mistake!the first 100 days of the Bush Administration—all of this is

going to criminally worsen in the coming weeks and months, March 28 is the launching date for a new national and interna-
tional offensive, to “bring autonomy into practice; to formunless urgent measures are adopted to reorganize the national

economy as a whole, and Mexico moves to take the offensive, autonomous towns and regions across the country,” and then
to impose a law of “indigenous rights and culture,” with noneto forge a new internationalfinancial and monetary agreement

as rapidly as possible. of the limits envisioned by legislators. Indeed, the EZLN
“commander-in-chief,” Samuel Ruiz, is in Italy these days,
pushing the idea of the EZLN at the head of a continentalThe Tyranny of Irrationality

The farce represented by the EZLN has nothing to do uprising of “Indian peoples,” while Rigoberta Menchú is urg-
ing other nations to follow the example of the EZLN andwith defeating the causes of the extreme misery and genocide

which the globalist and usurious policies of the International Mexico, in adopting Convention 169 of the International La-
bor Organization (ILO). Mexico’s Presidential CoordinatorMonetary Fund and World Bank have imposed on millions

of Mexicans, and with ever greater brutality on the Indian of Indian Affairs, Xochitl Gálvez, is reportedly preparing to
go on the offensive in Congress—surely in coordination withpopulations. The Romanticism—“It wasn’t us, I swear. It was

the People. Too bad.”—that surrounds the famous hooded the EZLN—by bringing ILO “experts” to bully Mexico’s
congressmen. At the same time, the so-called Third Nationalwonder and his hosts, is an effective artifice of manipulation,

which has trapped important political sectors of the country, Indigenist Conference, in which the EZLN participated dur-
ing its “march” to Mexico City, resolved to notify the ILO ofbut which only serves to complete the slow dismantling of

the institutions accomplished over the past two decades, in its resolutions, including thefight for autonomy and to prevent
the development of nationally important infrastructure proj-large part by globalist policies. The Zapatistas and their pa-

trons channel the Jacobin fury caused by such policies against ects, such as the Cerro de Oro and Tamascal dams, in Oaxaca.
Convention 169 of the ILO decrees the bestial idea thatthe institutions, and impose the tyranny of irrationality, in

order to wipe out scientific truth as discernible by the human Indians should be considered a species apart from the rest of
humanity, and without saying so by name, establishes themind. This perverse Romanticism, which mixes together sup-

posed indigenous causes with homosexual movements, drug conditions for granting self-government to Indian communi-
ties. It states that Indian peoples are “owners of their lands,legalization, and radical environmentalist campaigns, will

feed the shock troops which violently oppose the most mini- including the natural resources and the environment,” and
defends their right “to maintain control over their own eco-mal efforts to restore national sovereignty.

If the EZLN and its bosses are not stopped now, Mexico nomic, social, and cultural development,” among these “the
strengthening of traditional subsistence activities, such aswill become like Colombia, or worse, in a matter of months.

Just take a look at how quickly the U.S. State Department hunting, fishing, trapping, and gathering.” Such conditions
will assure the extermination of the population in general, andand Organization of American States “democrats” moved to

destroy Peru’s institutions, after overthrowing the govern- the Indians in particular. . . . The result will be the surrender of
the nation’s natural resources . . . to the control of the Anglo-ment of President Alberto Fujimori, to get an idea of what

awaits Mexicans. Once the narco-terrorist bands are given American sharks.
A constitutional reform based on the initiative that Presi-not only legitimacy, but also the right to humiliate national

institutions before the entire world, the way is open to impos- dent Fox sent to Congress, would in reality force the necessary
changes to Articles 27 and 28 of the Constitution, that woulding one conditionality after another, as the FARC has done in

Colombia, and for their foreign masters to demand, as proof pave the way for deregulating the electricity, oil, and every
other strategic resource sector of the country. Thus, we seeof “democracy” and “pluralism,” that the patriots who have

fought these criminals, be persecuted. What we now see ongo- the approval of the agreements with the EZLN by the govern-
ment of George W. Bush, who . . . represents the interests ofing in Peru, we will soon see in Mexico, where it will not be

the narco-terrorist assassins who are jailed, but rather patriotic his family in the mega-speculator energy company Enron. . . .
The only acceptable, workable solution to this crisis thatsoldiers, political leaders, and businessmen and merchants

who have offered resistance to the EZLN. We are facing a threatens the republic, is for Mexico to adopt a general reorga-
nization of the national economy, based on draft legislationvirtual coup d’état, in which the Fox government is complicit;

a coup d’état carried out by foreign imperialist forces using submitted by the MSIA, and to take up the international effort
headed by U.S. economist Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr., to estab-the methods of Adolf Hitler, who in a few short months had

all of Germany subject to his will, while trampling the law lish a new international economic and monetary agreement,
a New Bretton Woods. In the meanwhile, it is imperative tounderfoot, just as it is being trampled in Mexico, in the name

of “the will of the people.” recover economic sovereignty over credit and currency, and
to employ the powers of the state to launch great infrastruc-It is in understanding this, wherein lies the key to defend-

ing Mexico from this latest enemy offensive. . . tural projects that assure the sane economic functioning of
the country, and avoid its “balkanization.”Now that Mexico’s Congress has capitulated, the offen-
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Century, a truly fascist “Mindless Movement,” created and
led by the international financial oligarchy for the purpose of
eliminating the nation-state, and destroying any idea of man
as a thinking individual. In a manner that has no proper histori-
cal parallel since the New Dark Age of the 14th Century, thisWorld Social Forum:
“Mindless Movement” is taking shape as a social movement
whose essence is to enthrone the irrational vox populi of out-A Jacobin Roadshow
raged masses, and to hurl itself against scientific truth.

by Silvia Palacios Who Brought Them Together?
The visible political head in Ibero-America of this “Mind-

On March 11, “Subcommander Marcos,” flanked by leaders less Movement” is Venezuelan President Hugo Chávez, with
his strategic alliance with the narco-terrorist FARC cartel inof the Zapatista National Liberation Army (EZLN), arrived

in the Mexican capital after a ten-day march from Chiapas in Colombia. Chávez is neither the intellectual author of the
project nor its true controller; but, he is one of the most explicitthe southernmost tip of the country. The march culminated in

a mass rally at the Zócalo, the city’s main plaza, which pulled defenders of the irrational vox populi on the continental politi-
cal scene, and he uses his influence as head of state to putin more than 100,000 people. Such a mobilization would not

have been even remotely possible, if Mexican President Vi- substantial resources behind this project.
That is why Marcos’s march garnered a lot of internationalcente Fox had not permitted the Zapatistas to emerge from

their limbo with the blessing of the U.S. State Department, support, with the prominent backing of what we might call
“the French Connection,” made up of such notables as Dan-which is encouraging a policy of “dialogue” with terrorist and

narco-terrorist groups across the Ibero-American continent. ielle Mitterrand, the “black widow” of separatist causes; José
Bové, French agricultural activist; and Bernard Cassen, direc-This process, sponsored in Mexico by Foreign Minister Jorge

Castañeda, benefits the networks of the São Paulo Forum tor of Le Monde Diplomatique. Behind the scenes, one finds
Anglo-French magnate Teddy Goldsmith, who is said in pri-and the worldwide web of non-governmental organizations

(NGOs) which protects Marcos’s indigenist-separatist vate to be the mentor of the international anarchist movement
that emerged during the World Trade Organization meetingmovement.

These new developments also benefit the international in Seattle, in November 1999, and which formed itself into a
worldwide movement at the first meeting of the WSF, in thedrug trade—in particular, the Colombian Revolutionary

Armed Forces (FARC), the largest cocaine cartel in the Brazilian city of Pôrto Alegre in late January 2001.
Luciana Gerno, state congressman from Rio Grande doworld. Castañeda’s step-brother, Andrés Rozenthal, was re-

cently sent by the Fox government to Colombia, again with Sul and daughter of Pôrto Alegre Mayor Tarso Gerno, headed
the delegation of the Brazilian Workers Party (PT), whichthe full backing of the U.S. State Department, to negotiate

with the FARC. The State Department, both of the Bush received Marcos in Mexico City.
The Pôrto Alegre conference and the developments inAdministration and of Clinton’s before it, continues to sup-

port the FARC’s march to power, by endorsing the appease- Mexico, will enable this “French Connection” to put the São
Paulo Forum, created by Fidel Castro in 1990, on an interna-ment policy of the sell-out Andrés Pastrana government

in Colombia. tional stage. This is especially the case, given that the Forum
is a creation of the Gnostic Calvinist French networks thatThe intervention of international forces into internal af-

fairs was so scandalous in the case of the Zapatista march in financed the purchase of the boat Granma, through the de
Menil-Schlumberger family of Houston, Texas. Granma wasMexico that even the press couldn’t hide it. For example, the

Brazilian daily Folha de São Paulo reported in its March 12 used to transport the Cuban guerrillas of the Sierra Maestra
at the launching of the 1959 Cuban revolution. These sameedition that “some [Zapatista] sympathizers complained that

Marcos’s bodyguards—French and Italian anarchists—pre- forces are the ones that sponsored, with the help of sections
of the Society of Jesus, the guerrilla insurgencies of Centralvented the population from approaching [him].”

In fact, these developments in Mexico are the second America, as well as prominent São Paulo Forum figures, such
as its “chaplain,” Brazilian Cardinal Paulo Evaristo Arns, whohigh-profile intervention of a world force, represented by

the so-called World Social Forum (WSF) of Pôrto Alegre, was generously helped by the De Menil Foundation.
These are also the forces that several decades agoBrazil, which, fed by the misery caused by globalism, has

set itself up as an itinerant Jacobin roadshow, with the capa- launched Cuba’s revolutionary “Tricontinental” project,
which cost the lives of many youth who had joined Frenchmanbility to intervene above the jurisdiction of the sovereign

nation-state. Régis Debray’s “revolutionary foci” theories.
But the scope of what these international networks areThe WSF has attracted to it, from around the continent,

a modern-day version of the Flagellant hordes of the 14th now organizing goes far beyond any of these earlier opera-
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tions. Such action is dictated by the rapidity with which the of SAFE (Sustainable Agriculture Food and Environment),
which would join together small producers, organic farmers,international financial system is disintegrating.
and environmentalist organizations.” Goldsmith proceeded
to finance and promote political figures at his convenience,The ‘Zapatista International’

The Pôrto Alegre newspaper Zero Hora reported on as well as campaigns that seek to ban even government or
private research into genetically treated seeds.March 15 that the mayor of Pôrto Alegre is planning to wel-

come “Subcommander Marcos” to Brazil. Marcos’s interest In France, one of the militants of the Goldsmith family is
José Bové, who has no connection to farming, but is a productin travelling to that Brazilian city surfaced after the WSF

January meeting there. “Subcommander Marcos’s plan to of the pro-terrorist New Left, including receiving training in
Libya. In Europe, in 1995, he began his career as an activistcome to Brazil, and to Pôrto Alegre, hisfirst international trip,

greatly honors us,” stated Luiz Tadeo Rego, chief of staff to of environmentalist causes, joining Greenpeace and the group
Rainbow Warriors, in protests against nuclear energy.the Mayor. “He will be welcomed like any other international

dignitary or political leader.” Bernard Cassen facilitated the James Goldsmith lived for many years in Mexico, where
he bought up a chunk of tropical forest to carry out a pilotMarcos-Pôrto Alegre get-together, by calling the Mayor to

inform him of Marcos’s interest. “A visit by Marcos would project of environmental conservation. In public and in pri-
vate, Teddy Goldsmith boasted that “one of our men in Mex-confirm the leading role Pôrto Alegre plays in the world

movement against neo-liberalism,” Cassen declared from ico is Gustavo Esteva.” He also declared, in the mid-1980s,
that in the future, Mexico would split into three parts, eachParis. “Marcos hopes to found a political organization, that

will not be a party.” one operating with its own currency, and establishing a “sub-
national” relationship. This was before the emergence of theOne of the results of the WSF meeting in Pôrto Alegre

was to give concrete form to the international campaign Zapatistas, who are today fully committed to his cause of
dismembering the Mexican nation-state. Later, “his man”headed by Teddy Goldsmith and his French puppet José

Bové, coordinated by the pro-terrorist “Via Camponesa” Esteva, a radical Maoist, became an official adviser to the
Zapatistas and a collaborator of the magazine The Ecologist,organization in Brazil which unites sections of the PT, the

Landless Movement (MST), and various NGOs, especially in whose pages “Subcommander Marcos” has been portrayed
as “a kind of leader of the future.”those which most aggressively oppose scientifically based

modern agriculture. At the same time, the Goldsmith brothers have maintained
a special interest in Brazil. This was publicly revealed whenThis relationship is key, as seen by the trip taken in late

February to France by José Hermeto Hoffman, an honorary they dedicated their efforts to turning the rich and strategic
Amazon region into a target of attack by the Anglo-Americanmember of the MST and Agriculture Secretary of the state of

Rio Grande do Sul. Hoffman was invited to give testimony at establishment, under the New World Order that the first
George Bush U.S. Presidential Administration and Britisha court in Montpellier, France, in defense of José Bové, who

is being tried for setting fire to and destroying a plantation of Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher attempted to impose on
the world, in coordination with French President Françoisgenetically modified rice.
Mitterrand.

In 1989, in the midst of the assault opened against BrazilThe Financial Controllers
However, behind any appearances of anti-globalist mili- by the highest levels of the British oligarchy, Sir James Gold-

smith met with Thatcher “to examine the possibility that Greattancy, are more powerful players, who are orchestrating the
merger of these new Jacobin movements for their own pur- Britain take the initiative in convoking an extraordinary Gen-

eral Assembly of the United Nations, to address the Amazonposes. One such player is the family of global raw materials
speculator, the late Sir James Goldsmith, whose brother question,” as reported in the May 7, 1989 Brazilian newspaper

Jornal do Brasil.Teddy is one of the pioneer financiers of the ecology move-
ment in Europe and currently director of the magazine, The In 1991, the magazine Istoe-Senhor interviewed James

Goldsmith, in recognition of the prominent role his familyEcologist. Teddy was a member of the board of Ecoropa and,
alongside other continental magnates of note, has since 1994 has played in environmentalist causes. He was asked what

kind of financing could groups or individuals involved inpromoted the lunatic idea of creating a “Eurotopia,” that is,
balkanizing Europe by carving it into 75 mini-states. green causes of conservation and “natural” agriculture expect

from him. James was emphatic: “We don’t seek to disburseBeginning in the late 1980s, the Goldsmith brothers dedi-
cated themselves to financing a series of NGOs, foundations, resources in support of all and nothing at the same time. I

have experience in these matters, and as a result, I will judgeand pilot programs, all of which were devoted to encouraging
“organic, or natural, agriculture.” In 1991, the British newspa- actions by results, and not by good publicity.” Thus, these

representatives of the global financial oligarchy know justper the Independent reported that “food millionaire” James
Goldsmith “is going to finance the formation of a green ag- how useful it is to their separatist and eco-fascist project, to

promenade their “native acquisitions” around the world.ricultural alliance, and will donate $1.8 billion for the creation
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From Bentham to Gingrich

What Is Fascism, Really?
by Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr.

March 27, 2001

Whatever else the early future might bring for Georgia’s Newt
Gingrich, he, and his infamous “Contract With America” will
continue to typify the variety of fascist intention which cur-
rently dominates the radical, populist right-wing of the U.S.
Republican Party.1 This is not only a national issue of U.S.
internal affairs; it is a strategic threat, both to the United States
itself, and of global importance for humanity as a whole.

There could be no competent strategic assessment of the
world situation today, which did not also recognize as the
typical fascists of today, such phenomena as the present Chá-
vez regime in Venezuela, the movement associated with the
leadership of the EZLN insurgency in Mexico, the FARC Then-Speaker of the House Rep. Newt Gingrich on Capitol Hill in
insurgency in Colombia, forces associated with the Franco- 1995. Gingrich, who publicly traced the origin of his fascist
British ideologue Teddy Goldsmith in Brazil,2 and many oth- “Contract With America” insurgency to the Jacobin Terror,

copied his doctrine explicitly from the arguments of G.W.F. Hegelers, all of which are currently either already seated, or in
and Nazi ideologue Carl Schmitt.ascending motion within the Americas and elsewhere around

the world.3

Each and all of the republics of the Americas must recog-
nize the crucial strategic implications, for them, of the fact, that independence, and by the 1787-1789 Preamble of its
as I shall show in this report, of that hatred of the existence Federal Constitution, which was the original choice of hate-
of a sovereign United States republic, identified by its 1776 object against which the passions of fascism have been di-
Declaration of Independence, by its successful struggle for rected, first in 1789-1814 France, and, within the U.S. itself,

later, by the treasonous Confederate States of America, as
1. Then-House Minority Leader Newt Gingrich announced his “Contract echoed today by Gingrich’s Contract With America, and in
with the American People” on Sept. 27, 1994 on the steps of the Capitol. other nations, world-wide.
What becameknown as the“Contract WithAmerica” was intended for imple-

Put to one side, as worse than nonsense, those definitionsmentation within the first 100 days of a Republican majority Congress in
of fascism met from among the diverse assortment of ragtag1994. See Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr., “Creativity in Science, School, and

Song,” New Federalist, Nov. 21, 1994; LaRouche, “Phil Gramm’s ‘Conser- ideologues of the populist “left,” some of whom are strictly
vative Revolution in America,’ ” and Michael J. Minnicino, “Why We Must definable, according to Hegel’s theory of the state, as present-
Call Newt Gingrich ‘A Fascist,’ ” EIR, Feb. 17, 1995; Jeffrey Steinberg et al., ing “neo-Jacobin” styles themselves. For serious historians,
“Newt Gingrich Looks into the Future,” EIR, Jan. 12, 1996; and LaRouche,

“fascism” signifies essentially nothing different than what is“Why Expose Gore’s Record Now?” EIR, Dec. 18. 1998.
typified by what Benito Mussolini defined that word to sig-

2. Lyndon H. LaRouche, “Look At What Happened in Brazil,” EIR Strategic
nify, and Hitler after him. It signifies, a reversal of all of theMemorandum, Feb. 9, 2001, pp. 20-39.
political accomplishments of modern European civilization,3. Notably, these movements in Central and South America correspond in
especially the principle of the modern sovereign nation-state,pedigree to the British intelligence 1930s and World War II assignments

given to the trio of Houston, Texas-based Jean de Menil (e.g., Venezuela, sending civilization in a backward direction. Fascism seeks
Cuba), Jacques Soustelle (Mexico), and Soustelle’s senior Paul Rivet for to establish a world order mimicking the “globalized” system
Peru. All three of these synarchists, also defined by U.S. intelligence of under the pagan city of Rome, of Byzantium, and echoing the
that period as “Nazi-Communists,” were pushed onto Charles de Gaulle’s

“globalizing” impulses, such as the long-standing alliance ofintelligence staff by war-time British intelligence. This network had very
the imperial maritime power of Venice with the Plantagenetshigh-level roles in major international assassination organizations into the

1960s. (Anjou), within European feudalism.
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Benito Mussolini
revived the Roman
fasces as the
symbol of his
continuity with the
imperial
domination of
ancient Rome.

Nazi SS standard-bearers outside Nuremberg. The standards are
modelled on the standard of the Roman legions, with the Nazi
party’s initials, NSDAP, in place of the Roman SPQR.

populi otherwise translated into modern usage by the late
Walter Lippmann, as “popular opinion.”4

In essentials, fascism signifies a special form of expres-
sion of the attempt to turn back the tide of the modern sover-
eign nation-state, to a dictatorship, like that of the Caesars,
and to the traditions of ancient pagan Rome. Fascism means
an historically specific form which has erupted in modern
times, erupting from within that larger tradition of philosophi-
cal thought in art, religion, politics, and law, which is known
to historians as Romanticism. By Romanticism, qualified
scholars signify the cultural and legal tradition of ancient
pagan Rome, as the adoption of the specifically anti-Christian
Code Napoléon typifies the positivist legal philosophy under-
lying fascist states, from the dictatorships of Jacobins Maxi-
milien Robespierre and Napoleon, to the present day.

“Popular opinion” in action. For Mussolini, the simple resurrection of the symbol of
the Roman Standard, was a convenient choice. The Nazis
adopted their stylized swastika as a deliberate choice of sub-
stitute for the fasces, as a Roman-legion-like standard, to per-This intention was most plainly stated symbolically by
form exactly the same kind of mythic role played by the fascesMussolini, by his reviving the battle-standard of the ancient
symbol in Mussolini’s hands. In the U.S.A., the ConfederateRoman legions. This was the standard followed into battle by
flag continues to be a typical fascist symbol, sometimes usedthose whom Latin Rome designated as its predator class, the
interchangeably with the swastika by today’s relevant U.S.fighters, called populari, the same ranting, enraged, plebeian
populist fanatics. The World Wildlife Fund, co-founded bymob of feral human cattle, which ancient Rome deployed

against its intended Christian and other victims, a populari
whose myth-ridden, irrational opinion is notorious, in both 4. Walter Lippmann, Public Opinion (New York: Macmillan and Co., 1947

reprint from 1922).the Colosseum and European history generally, as that vox
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The Confederate flag and the swastika are sometimes used
interchangeably by today’s relevant U.S. populist fanatics (left), while
the Panda symbol is used by Prince Philip’s World Wildlife Fund to
fulfill a comparable function.

former Nazi Party member Prince Bernhard and British’s Adorno and the professedly neo-Kantian irrationalist Hannah
Arendt, who became professed anti-Nazis in their later years.royal consort Prince Philip, is a leading modern expression

of what is known among specialist scholars as “universal However, mere kinships put to one side, in strict usage, fas-
cism as a political form of the idea of government, is definedfascism,” a movement complete with its substitution of the

Panda symbol as the standard to fulfill the function which the by those leading fascist philosophers of the modern Romantic
school of law, G.W.F. Hegel, Friedrich Karl Savigny, andfasces or swastika served under Mussolini and Hitler.5

There are many political movements and philosophies Carl Schmitt, who defined fascism, in practice, as what we
should recognize as the distinctive features common to Mus-which are derived from the precedent of ancient pagan Rome.

Those essentially Romantic movements and philosophies, solini, Hitler, and Gingrich, among others.
For example, U.S. Supreme Court Associate Justice An-such as Kantianism generally, inevitably contain important

features also found among the fascists. However, that alone tonin Scalia’s radical positivist doctrine of “textualism,” has
the same qualifications as an explicitly, specifically fascistis not necessarily proof that they are fascists in any strict

application of the term. Only silly people use “fascist” as an current in law-making, that Schmitt represented for the fascist
dictatorship in Nazi Germany, and also for the current, Chá-epithet for neighbors whose body odor they happen to dislike;

the fascist legacy is a narrowly defined, historically specific vez dictatorship in Venezuela today.6 Gingrich explicitly,
publicly, and accurately, traced the origin of his fascist “Con-phenomenon.

Fascism as a strictly defined type, is the legacy, among tract With America” insurgency to those British agents of
Jeremy Bentham, et al., who led the Jacobin Terror, from theothers, of Britain’s Jeremy Bentham, Maximilien Robes-

pierre, Napoleon Bonaparte, and Napoleon III. It has impor- July 14, 1789 storming of the Bastille by the Duke of Orléans
and Jacques Necker, through the 1794 guillotining of Maxi-tant features shared in common with existentialists, such as

the Martin Heidegger who was formerly an active Nazi Party
philosopher and practicing persecutor of Jewish professors,
and with others who were not Nazis, such as Heidegger’s

6. On Scalia, see Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr., “Scalia and the Intent of Law,”disciple Jean-Paul Sartre, and his co-thinkers Theodor
EIR, Jan. 1, 2001. On the influence of Savigny and Schmitt in Venezuela,
see box, page 44. See Prof. Friedrich Freiherr von der Heydte “ ‘LaRouche
Is Innocent, as Captain Dreyfus Was,’ ” EIR, Feb. 24, 1989, on radical
positivist trends toward fascist dogmas of law in the U.S.A.5. Lyndon H. LaRouche, “Look At What Happened in Brazil,” op cit.
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G.W.F. Hegel (left) and Carl
Schmitt, along with Friedrich
Karl Savigny, were the
philosophers of law who
designed the tyrannies of
Mussolini, Hitler, and
Gingrich.

milien Robespierre and Saint-Just.7 the immediate background of developments which occurred
between two famous treaties of Paris, which form the diplo-To make clear this historical specificity and its relevance,

we must begin with reference to crucial events of the interval matic book-ends of the 1763-1783 period of the struggle for
American independence from the British monarchy. It was1782-1815, between Lord Shelburne’s becoming the Prime

Minister of Britain, and the conclusion of the Napoleonic the growing popularity of the cause of American indepen-
dence throughout influential circles of Europe over the inter-wars. This period contains the most crucial facts, whose con-

sideration exposes the terrible ignorance, and worse, of most val 1763-1789, which drove our republic’s enraged adversar-
ies, in London and among the continental haters of Josephof the so-called “leftist” and other standard ideological effu-

sions of today on the subject of fascism. It is this set of facts II such as the conservative-revolutionary Chancellors von
Kaunitz and Metternich, to launch the birth of a fascist reac-which locates the point of historical specificity common to all

of those forms of fascism which have appeared as actual or tion against that American revolution.
For discovering the immediate historical roots of fascism,potential governments, in various nations, over the interval

from July 14, 1789 to the present moment. the hatred of that young American republic by the notorious
Lord Shelburne, of Barings Bank and the British East India
Company, identifies the relevant anti-American Mephisto-Fascism in Historical Fact

The setting for the first definitive emergence of fascism, pheles whose influence gave birth to fascism, in France, dur-
ing the 1789-1814 period.in France under the Jacobin Terror, is to be located against

No later than the immediate aftermath of the 1763 Treaty
of Paris, Shelburne launched a concerted effort to crush both
the economy of France and the English colonies in North

7. On Jan. 20, 1995, Speaker of the House Newt Gingrich delivered a call to
America. His adoption of today’s well-known Adam Smitharms before the Republican National Committee in Washington, D.C. in
as one of his lackeys, involved Smith’s assignment to workwhich he explicitly equated himself with Robespierre and Danton: “We need

to understand that the scale of revolution that we need is so great and it is so on devising such a plan. When the cause of American inde-
dramatically different. . . . This is a real revolution. In real revolutions, the pendence had prevailed on the field of battle, Shelburne, as
defeated faction doesn’t tend to convert. It tends to go down fighting. . . . I British Prime Minister, during 1782-1783, negotiated the pro-
mean, if you look at the Bourbons, in France, they didn’t rush in and say,

visional 1783 treaties of Paris with the United States and‘Oh, please, can I join the revolution?’ They remained Bourbons. In fact most
France. Shelburne acted so with the intent to bring about theof them learned nothing and forgot nothing, and 50 years later were still

locked into a world that was dead. . . . I am a genuine revolutionary; they self-destruction of each of those treaty-partners.
[the Democrats] are the genuine reactionaries; we are going to change their As an outcome of the “free trade” conditionalities intro-
world and they will do anything to stop us, they will use any tool, there is no duced successfully to France under those Shelburne initia-
grotesquerie, no distortion, no dishonesty, too great for them to come after

tives, France was soon bankrupted and subjected to the suc-us. . . . The future of the human race for at least a century rests on our
cessive, fascist regimes of, first, Robespierre’s Jacobins, and,shoulders. If we fail . . . then Bosnia and Rwanda, Haiti and Somalia are the

harbingers of a dark and bloody planet.” then, the former protégé of the Robespierre family, the self-
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proclaimed new Roman-style Caesar, Napoleon Bonaparte. storming of the Bastille on that date, was organized by Benja-
min Franklin adversary Philippe Egalité, the Duke of Orleans,As a result of the successive, combined impacts of British and

Habsburg hatred of our republic,8 combined with the impacts explicitly as part of an election-campaign to have the Necker
who had done so much, as former finance minister, to bank-of the Jacobin Terror and Napoleon’s reign, the U.S. was

isolated, and its existence imperilled, over the entirety of the rupt the King of France, appointed as the King’s Prime Minis-
ter!11 As a result of this celebrated event, the King of Franceinterval 1789-1863.

As a consequence of these and related developments, the lost not only his throne but his head, and France gained the
five years of the Jacobin Terror it suffered prior to the ironicalfoundations of modern fascism were first set into place, in

France, beginning with the July 14, 1789 storming of the decapitation of the chief terrorists Robespierre and Saint-Just.
These events, including the Terror overall, were directedBastille, a process which continued to unfold its development

through the reign of Napoleon and the Congress of Vienna. explicitly from the British Foreign Office in London, directed
personally by that Office’s “secret committee” which wasThe original statement of a general plan for fascism, was

written by ex-Jacobin “leftist” G.W.F. Hegel, as his fascist headed by Shelburne’s most politically significant protégé,
Jeremy Bentham.12 Looking back from 1789-1794 to Benja-philosophy of the state and its laws. Although the neo-

Kantian, Romantic school of law of Hegel’s crony, Friedrich
Karl Savigny, contains many of the rudiments of the fascist 11.PierreBeaudry, “Jean-SylvainBailly:TheFrenchRevolution’sBenjamin

Franklin,” EIR, Jan. 26, 2001.doctrine in general, it is Carl Schmitt who follows Hegel
explicitly in defining the legal doctrine of all fascist states up 12. Cf. letter of Simón Bolı́var, warning of the evil represented by Bentham’s

orchestration of the British-orchestrated revolutions in South America. In histo the present time. Newt Gingrich copied the argument of
Introduction to the Principles of Morals and Legislation (Oxford: Claren-Hegel and Schmitt explicitly, thus defining himself as wit-
don Press; New York: Oxford University Press, 1996), Shelburne lackey

tingly, and most specifically a fascist, in his public description utilitarian Bentham lays out the variety of British liberalism from which
of the historical base in revolutionary law for his “Contract fascist movements and regimes have sprung repeatedly since.
With America.”9

The bare historical facts of the 1782-1789 developments
leading into the July 14, 1789 events are the following.

From the beginning, Lord Shelburne’s policy for the de- Carl Schmitt’s Influencestruction of the economies of both France and the English
colonies of North America, had been premised upon exploit- In Today’s Venezuela
ing, against France, the reactionary tradition within France
shared among France’s depraved Sun-King, Louis XIV, and

Hugo Chávez Frı́as was elected President of Venezuela byother opponents of the influence of Cardinal Mazarin and
Minister Jean-Baptiste Colbert. Key assets of the Europe- an absolute majority in December 1998, but at his inaugu-

ration in February of 1999, instead of pledging to abide bywide network of salons organized by the Paris-based Venetian
Abbé Antonio Conti, had included the reactionary Physiocrat the Venezuelan Constitution, he pledged to bury it and

create another. Even before the inauguration, those whoDr. François Quesnay, of laissez-faire notoriety, and his fol-
lowers, such as that notorious French Minister A. Turgot from had brought him to power were promoting the ideas of Carl

Schmitt—who in turn bases himself on the legal theories ofwhom Adam Smith had plagiarized much of the essential
content of his own Wealth of Nations. Hegel and Savigny—as the legal foundation for Chávez’s

absolutist and totalitarian regime. On Jan. 19, 1999, formerIt was Minister Turgot and another key asset of Shel-
burne’s, the sometime French Finance Minister, the Swiss banker Ignacio Quintana wrote an article for the newspa-

per El Nacional, entitled “Constitutional ViolenceJacques Necker, who typify key roles played in the post-1782
bankrupting of France, and in the events leading directly into Against the Constituent Assembly,” in which he attacked

certain failures, both real and alleged, of the regimes of thethe launching of the Jacobin Terror on July 14, 1789.10 The
past 40 years, in order to justify the need for a constituent
assembly with absolute powers. Wrote Quintana: “Carl8. For example, Henry A. Kissinger, A World Restored: Metternich, Castle-
Schmitt described in his Theory of the Constitution, onreagh and the Problems of Peace 1812-1822 (Boston: Houghton-Mifflin,

1957). page 225, the underlying structure of a Constitution that
responds to the interests of the people, and not to the inter-9. By “revolutionary,” we mean, in this case, the so-called “conservative

revolution,” as defined, for example, by Armin Mohler’s The Conservative ests of economic groups, of parties, of a political and ideo-
Revolution in Germany (Die Konservative Revolution in Deutschland: logical superstructure which seeks through ‘constitu-
1918-1932 [Darmstadt, 1972]). The Republican far right’s enthusiasm for tional’ text, to usurp political power and its derivatives.”
“globalization” specifically defines them as universal fascists in the sense of

Quintana is currently Venezuela’s ambassador to theMohler’s historical account.
Vatican. He was an official of the Banco Latino, which10. Necker, from Lausanne, Switzerland, is otherwise best known as the
brought the Venezuelan banking system into bankruptcyfather of the notorious Madame de Staël. The mother of the latter creature

had been putatively affianced to Shelburne lackey and historian Gibbon.
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min Franklin’s earlier associations and conflicts within anti-Americanism, the storming of the Bastille must be seen
more broadly. In the latter respect, it was a blow, orchestratedFrench freemasonry, the pattern of such Jacobin and related

agents of the British intelligence interest in France, was al- chiefly by the British monarchy, against the existence of that
modern sovereign form of nation-state which is based uponready inevidence evendecades earlier than the eventsof 1789.

The storming of the Bastille was never a blow for the the same constitutional principle of the general welfare which
set President Franklin Roosevelt apart from his political ene-cause of human freedom; it is to be recognized, in retrospect,

as not only a counterrevolution against the constitutional mies, whom he named as “the American Tories.” This nation-
state premised upon the supreme principle of the generalmovement led by the Marquis de Lafayette and Jean-Sylvain

Bailly,13 but also the first modern fascist coup d’état. welfare, is a form of state, based upon a scientifically vali-
dated, universal principle of natural law, which had first ap-To understand that counterrevolution, one must see itfirst,

most immediately, as a counterrevolutionary blow, delivered peared in practice during the course of the Fifteenth-Century,
Italy-centered Renaissance, and from which all the subse-by the rabidly anti-American elements of the European oligar-

chy, against the 1763-1789 struggle to establish the U.S. Fed- quent significant achievements of modern European civiliza-
tion have been derived.eral republic. It was a blow intended to prevent France from

following in what we would call, retrospectively, today, the Here, we shall examine the matter on the more immediate,
first, of those two levels, and, later, the deeper historical impli-footsteps of the U.S. Philadelphia Constitutional Convention,

as the case of the “Tennis Court Oath”14 underscores this fact. cations.
All significant fascist movements since have been, firstHowever, to find the deeper roots of that British-directed

of all, essentially pro-oligarchical counterrevolutions against
the institutions and intellectual forces of that modern sover-

13. Cf. Beaudry, op cit. eign form of nation-state which is based upon the principle
of the general welfare, and, secondly, the opposing forces14. Ibid.

in 1994, and was one of the first bankers to finance Chávez Lawyer and historian Jorge Olavarrı́a, who had sup-
and his movement. In 1995, he sent Chávez to Paris, and ported Chávez’s electoral campaign, but had broken with
then to Spain. him after the President took off his mask, wrote an histori-

From the moment Chávez announced his decree to cal essay in the April 25 edition of the newspaper El Nacio-
hold a referendum on the creation of a Constituent Assem- nal, in which he described the current moment under the
bly, the debate began among the experts. Chávez sur- title “The Darkest Hour.” Under a paragraph subtitled
rounded himself with several such experts, including Ri- “Tell Me Whom You Quote . . . And I Will Tell You How
cardo Combellas, the current president of the Commission You Think,” Olavarrı́a writes:
to Reform the State—a position which he has held since “Last Friday, April 23, Dr. Combellas published an
the Rafael Caldera government—who dedicated many article in El Universal, in which he insists yet again on
hours to explaining to Chávez the legal justifications for the totalitarian nature of the Constituent Assembly. I
the excesses of the Constituent Assembly. won’t bother to refute the sophisms to which Combellas

On April 23, 1999, Combellas wrote an article in El resorts, as he prepares the bed for the tyrant he now woos.
Universal, entitled “Byzantine Discussion?” He defends I am simply going to call attention to the quote Combellas
Schmitt’s idea of an absolutist constituent assembly, by uses from German jurist Carl Schmitt, to reinforce and
taking as his starting point the precedent of the Colombian give authority to his ideas about what, according to him,
Constitution. According to Combellas: “By its very nature, the all powerful Constituent Assembly can do, and what
the constituent power is the originating power, which is Chávez announces he will do, in open defiance of the
additional and supraconstitutional, and belongs to the peo- court’s ruling.
ple who hold title to sovereignty. Its limits are meta-consti- “Who is Carl Schmitt, and what does he represent in
tutional (democracy, human rights), never constitutional, contemporary history? Professor at the universities of
given its rank above the established powers, which cannot Cologne and Berlin, Schmitt is the most important theore-
obstruct its activity. As Carl Schmitt emphasizes: ‘It is tician of the modern totalitarian state. A fierce critic of
not just one more power, coordinated with other different the Weimar Constitution, and of the ‘bourgeois freedoms’
‘powers’ (legislative, executive, and judicial). It is the of liberalism, his ideas about a strong and monocratic
power which embraces all the other ‘powers’ and ‘division state were taken literally from Adolf Hitler, and we all
of powers.’ ” know how the brutal dictatorship he installed in 1933

Such totalitarian cynicism in academic robes has not ended.”
gone unnoticed. —David Ramonet
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premised upon notions of society and law consistent with the
cultural legacy of ancient pagan Rome. This was already,
in Shelburne’s time, the hateful view of the U.S. by British
oligarchical circles.

The preoccupation of the British East India Company’s
Shelburne with his lackey Gibbon’s account of the rise and
fall of the Roman Empire, reflected that oligarchy’s own in-
tention to build up a British Empire modelled, axiomatically,
not only upon the cultural legacy of pagan Rome. It was in-
tended to become a specific form of such an empire, modelled
upon the way, including orchestration of religious warfare, in
which the rentier-financier oligarchy of Venice had built up
and maintained its hegemony as an imperial maritime power
over a period from the Crusades until the decline of Venice’s
own power at the close of the Seventeenth Century.

With the Congress of Vienna, all of Europe came under
the combined oppressive forces of the British monarchy and
Metternich’s Holy Alliance. Despite the growing conflict be-
tween London and Chancellor Metternich over subsequent
decades, both rivals were always committed, through the
close of the U.S. Civil War, to the thorough European re-
colonization of the Americas, and to the planet-wide eradica-
tion of the principles of the 1776 U.S. Declaration of Indepen-
dence and 1789 Preamble of the Federal Constitution. Hence,
the sponsorship of the Confederacy by Lord Palmerston, and
the active sympathy for the slaveholder system expressed
by Habsburg interests such as Austro-Hungarian Chancellors
von Kaunitz and Prince Metternich and the pro-racist Spanish

Napoleon Bonaparte, who modelled himself on the Romanmonarchy, from continental Europe.
emperors, metamorphosed into the full-blown forerunner of his
follower, Adolf Hitler.

The intention of those foes of the U.S. republic, was then,
as their tradition maintains that intention still today, to eradi-
cate what Henry A. Kissinger denounced as the “American
intellectual tradition” of President Franklin Roosevelt et al. America, into the government of the U.S.A.

Hegel was the first to define the fascist state in the wayfrom this planet.15

If they could not destroy the existence of the United States, his follower Newt Gingrich has described the “Contract With
America.” It is the Hegelian form, echoed as to law by Carlas they attempted this repeatedly until Lincoln’s decisive vic-

tory over that British puppet, the Confederacy, they sought to Schmitt, which brought us the fascist movements which ap-
peared throughout Europe during the interval between thedestroy its soul, to integrate the soulless U.S.A., dominated by

American Tories, to become a merely nominally independent two World Wars of the last century. It is fascism as defined
by Hegel, which is erupting in Central and South America,satrapy of a British monarchy-dominated English-speaking

union, a British Commonwealth. To that end, since its suc- and elsewhere, today. It is the Hegelian theory of the state,
which corresponds to fascism as an historically specific phe-cessful assassination of President Abraham Lincoln, the Brit-

ish monarchy has acted as Kissinger has prescribed in his A nomenon of modern society. For clarity, let us call it the He-
gel-Schmitt-Gingrich doctrine in defense of the establishmentWorld Restored, and his sycophantish May 10, 1982 Chat-

ham House address, to uproot and eradicate the American of the fascist form of government.
It is the relationship, of not only the Marxist movementsintellectual tradition. Therein lies the setting for the introduc-

tion of fascist movements, such as Gingrich’s Contract With to Hegelian influences, but also all of those movements which
were spawned by Jeremy Bentham’s British Foreign Office-
directed insurgencies in the Americas and in Europe, such15. Henry A. Kissinger, “Reflections of a Partnership: British and American

Attitudes to Postwar Foreign Policy, Address in Commemoration of Bicen- as “Young America” and “Young Europe,” which has been
tenary of the Office of Foreign Secretary,” May 10, 1982, Royal Institute of chiefly responsible for prompting the silly sophistries about
International Affairs (Chatham House), London. That office was established fascism popularized in the modern university classrooms of
under the Rockingham government, of which Shelburne was a part, and

the past century.whom he succeeded that same year. It was through this office that the Foreign
The most revealing feature of the popularized frauds man-Office’s “secret committee,” headed by Shelburne protégé Bentham, directed

the Jacobin Terror in France. ufactured by the leftists, is their fraudulent insistence, that
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To understand fascism,
one must view the
enraptured Adolf Hitler
adoring the entombed
corpse of Napoleon in
occupied Paris.

fascism is something different from “bonapartism.” There young Karl Marx from his father Heinrich. If one does not
correct the popularized misunderstanding of Karl Marx andwere compelling concerns which impelled the Twentieth

Century’s leftists to rationalize crucial, misguided features of his continued, if somewhat waning world-wide intellectual
influence today, one could not understand the dynamic under-their own policies, by pretending that Napoleon Bonaparte,

“while perhaps a predator,” was not a fascist. However, in lying the putatively left-wing origins of many among today’s
fascist movements, such as those to be seen in the followingmost cases, the sophistries expressed by the leftist sects on

this account, are usually as much a reflection of the leftists’ of a former crony of New York banker John Train, Anglo-
French Teddy Goldsmith, today.16pro-populist forms of illiteracy in history and epistemology,

as any witting culpability. There are also others, in the British
Foreign Office and elsewhere, of course, which have their 16. Shortly after the delivery of his May 10, 1982 Chatham House address,

former U.S. Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger launched a campaignown smirking, hypocritical reasons for relishing the spread
to have Lyndon LaRouche and his associates persecuted. After months ofof the deluded view of fascism which has become popularized
pleading for such action, Kissinger succeeded in gaining official authoriza-among the public fools of the academic and other ideologi-
tion for a special foreign-intelligence operation, including international fi-

cal left. nancial warfare, against LaRouche et al., from a January 1983 rump session
To understand fascism, one must view the enraptured Ad- of the President’s Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board. This operation, con-

ducted under provisions of E.O. 12333 and related modes, was immediatelyolf Hitler adoring the entombed corpse of Napoleon in occu-
set into motion through the FBI and Department of Justice, enlisting manypied Paris. One must view, thus, the metamorphosis of Ja-
private interests as active members of teams including government officials.cobin Napoleon Bonaparte into that full-blown forerunner of
All of the legal and related harassment, including prosecutions, of LaRouche

his follower, Hitler. One must, in other words, see the Jaco- et al. over the 1983-1989 interval, and beyond, have their origin in that dirty
bins as former Jacobin and later Bonaparte fanatic Hegel did, operation under E.O. 12333 auspices. Notable private organizations included

large segments of the leading television and print news media, and certainand as Gingrich echoes Hegel’s view of the French Revo-
other private organizations, including the American Family Foundation andlution.
long-standing TeddyGoldsmith cronyJohn Train. Earlier, during mid-MarchLook at the thus highly relevant, clinical case of Karl
1973, the FBI played a leading role, on behalf of Nixon Administration

Marx’s personal disorientation in this light. policy, in orchestrating much of the U.S. “left,” including the Communist
Party U.S.A., in street and other operations against LaRouche et al. These
operations, which came to include the Socialist Workers Party and other leftHow Karl Marx Became Confused
sects and sectlets, included the FBI’s stated intention, as of November 1973,The failure of most of the political leadership of the Twen-
to foresee the personal “elimination” of LaRouche. The participation of thesetieth Century’s socialist, and other labor organizations, to
leftist groups reflected theirown, thenapproximatelydecades-longdegenera-

attain a competent grasp of the nature and significance of tion into countercultural sects which serve as mindless leftish movements of
fascism, is partly the result of, and is, otherwise, typified by a proto-fascist to outrightly fascist type, that in many parts of the Americas

and beyond.the fog of philosophical confusion which came to separate
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gave more or less “critical support” to Lerner, against me.
This notable event merely typifies the numerous conse-

quential instances in which Marx’s or kindred blunders have
exhibited their folly. Since it continues to be fashionable to
regard Nazis and Marxists as the poles of “extreme right” and
“extreme left,” this widespread attempt to explain history in
terms of the seating arrangements in the French national as-
sembly of 1789-1794, requires that we contrast Marxist oppo-
sition to its fascist opponents, with the assumption that Marx’s
notions of political-economy are an axiomatic choice of use-
ful guide to defining the systemic features of a fascist threat.
Thus, the myth of Marx on this account, must be dispelled
here.

The bare facts of the case of Marx are these.
Karl Marx was the son of attorney Heinrich Marx of Trier,

Germany, who was himself an associate of the networks gath-
ered under such auspices as the networks of German sympa-
thizers of Benjamin Franklin and the American Revolution.
Young Marx himself was afforded the advantage of a Classi-
cal education, in a famous Trier Gymnasium then headed by
the celebrated Johann Hugo Wyttenbach, the latter noted for
his association with the Classical Greek tradition of the Fif-
teenth-Century Renaissance. However, when young Marx
left Trier for the university at Bonn, and later the hotbed of
Hegelians and so-called left-Hegelians at Berlin, he broke

Although Karl Marx despised the fascist state philosophy of dirty
from the Classical tradition, and fell into those pits of post-old Hegel, he was attracted to the leftist follies and Romanticism of
Vienna Congress styles in German Romanticism which domi-Hegel’s earlier career as a Jacobin fellow-traveller.
nated the Young Europe organization of Lord Palmerston’s
famous asset Mazzini.17

This British Foreign Office-directed influence on Marx,
continued as an active factor in his development and behavior,Marx’s case should be treated not merely as a part of the

problematic features of the Marxist legacy, but as a clinical through his open break with the anti-Romantic Heinrich
Heine, and through Marx’s approximately decade-long Lon-case typifying a much more widespread folly, as encountered

in not only the teaching of political science, but among the don sponsorship and guidance of his further education, by
British intelligence’s Young Europe controller, British Mu-leading circles of today’s governments, in addition to aca-

demic and other precincts generally. seum-based Urquhart, and through Marx’s public appoint-
ment, by Palmerston’s Mazzini, to head the London-basedFor example, consider the case of the folly of the German

social-democracy in its contributions to that ouster of Chan- “First International.”18

Thus, the younger Marx was lured into such Romanticcellor von Schleicher which made Hitler’s appointment possi-
ble. The influence of Marx’s misguided view of the American fashions of his post-Vienna Congress generation, as his bas-

ing of his economics on the false assumption that QuesnayRevolution, for example, played a significant, direct and indi-
rect role in fostering the disordered state of mind under which and the gaggle of Jeremy Bentham-controlled economists,

such as Adam Smith, Malthus, Ricardo, and others of theGerman trade-union leaders and others would walk blindly
into a blunder of such awful consequences. British East India Company’s Haileybury School, were his

So, in my celebrated debate with leading Keynesian econ-
omist Professor Abba Lerner, at Queens College, in Autumn

17. Notably, the North American branch of Mazzini’s “Young Europe,” was
1971, Lernerfinally conceded that I was right in accusing him known as “Young America,” which from its bases of operation in the area of
of pushing Schachtian policies for Brazil and elsewhere. After Concord, Massachusetts and Charleston, South Carolina, formed the core of

what became the treasonous Palmerston asset known as the Confederateevading the issue, repeatedly, stubbornly, throughout most
States of America.of the proceedings, Lerner offered, weakly, “If the Social-
18. The comic-opera side of Marx’s relationship to both Urquhart and Maz-Democrats had supported Schacht, Hitler would not have
zini, was Marx’s foolish diatribe against Palmerston, accusing the latter, inbeen necessary”! Admittedly, Lerner, while a putative leftist,
effect, of being a Russian agent! It happened that Urquhart, who had his own

like his crony, former Communist and Professor Sidney high-ranking career in the British foreign-intelligence service, had a certain
Hook, was not a professing Marxist at that time, but yet much rivalry with Palmerston. Urquhart used his influence as a controller of Marx’s

London career, to direct Marx into producing that howler.of the self-styled as “socialist” left of the U.S.A. at that time,
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own adopted forerunners as “scientific thinkers” in the do- Typical of the evidence of the characteristic fallacy of
Marx’s work, is the foolishness of Marx’s attacks upon lead-main of political-economy. In this respect, Marx was typical

of most of the pro-socialist political currents of the labor ing American System economists Friedrich List and Henry
C. Carey, both at the strongly expressed personal promptingmovement of the middle through late Nineteenth Century and

the Twentieth Century. In both political theory in general, of England’s Frederick Engels. On these matters, Marx sim-
ply adopted British mythology a priori, as a mythos, and re-and political-economy in particular, Marx’s economics and

related doctrine, are situated within the myth-ridden, cultish fused to consider the massive, relevant physical evidence to
the contrary.social theory of “capitalism” which Marx adopted from

Smith, Ricardo, et al. of Jeremy Bentham’s and the British Indeed, without going here more deeply than necessary
into Marx’s personal philosophical development, it is suffi-East India Company’s Haileybury School.19

To the degree there is relative validity in Marx’s work, cient to report here, that he showed a residue of the Classical
education and influences which he brought from his youth inthis appeared as his criticisms of British society and economy

from within the bounds defined by its own arbitrary choice of Trier, from his father’s and Wyttenbach’s legacy, but only as
fragments scattered amid the edifice of that post-1806-1819axiomatic assumptions. For Marx, the “scientific socialist”

movement expressed an “internal contradiction” specific to upsurge of the Romanticist philosophical reductionism,
which dominated Marx’s own and subsequent post-Viennathe prior existence of a perfected British model of “capital-

ism.” What emerged as the core of his argument, came to Congress generations.
Exemplary of the grossly fraudulent account of history onbe defined essentially within the framework of his adopted

assumption, that the British system of political-economy, as which the Marx-Engels doctrinal legacy depends, is the case
of a letter from Engels to Franz Mehring, congratulatingdefined by the British East India Company’s Haileybury ideo-

logues, was the highest form of political-economy and state Mehring for discrediting “the Lessing legend” in Germany.
When we consider the entire sweep of the Eighteenth Century,yet to come into existence. That fatal fallacy of composition

of the evidence which Marx was willing to consider, perme- that of Germany most emphatically, the continuity of modern
science and Classical artistic culture has its greatest debt toates all of his leading work, and accounts for its principal

flaws. the defense of the heritage of Shakespeare, Leibniz, J.S. Bach,
and so on, by a circle, pivotted upon the Leipzig of Leibniz,As a critic of the British system, but only when his position

is considered as one from ideologically inside that system, Göttingen University’s Abraham Kästner, Gotthold Lessing,
and upon Lessing’s crucial collaboration with Moses Men-Marx’s argument is a convincing one. However, when Marx’s

work is viewed outside the bounds of his fallacy of composi- delssohn and friends of Mendelssohn representing the living
J.S. Bach tradition from the Leipzig area. This is the core oftion, viewed in the larger setting of the real world, and real

history, outside the framework of his deluded estimation of the German Classical tradition and its art and science, without
which there had never existed a Goethe, Schiller, Mozart,the British “model,” and outside the confines of the reduction-

ist Eighteenth-Century Enlightenment, a recognition of the Haydn, Beethoven, Schubert, nor Gauss and Riemann. Marx
had been a wiser son had he admitted the fact of the existencepervasive Romanticism and essential fallacy of composition,

and related problematic features of Marx’s thinking, comes of his nation’s fathers.
For Marx, and for contemporary academia’s version ofimmediately to the surface.

an official Marx-Engels tradition today, modern European
history sprang from the bowels of empiricist Paolo Sarpi and19. In varous recent publications, I have shown that the entirety of the cur-
his followers of the English and French Enlightenment, torently popular, “free trade”-based forms of economic ideology, in the U.S.A.

and Western Europe, for example, today, conform to the paganist religious such effect that everything which happened to mankind, be-
assumption, that the universe is a statistical process controlled by a special fore or after Sarpi’s rise to the position of lord of Venice,
bias supplied by what must be fairly described as “little green men operating must be explained from the standpoint of the impact of the
fromunder thefloorboards.” Such is the role ofcrafted myths in massmanipu-

irrationalism and tendency toward bestiality embodied in thelation of populations, in ancient and modern times alike. See my review, in
method of empiricism.my “The Science-Driver Principle in Economics: The Gravity of Economic

Intentions” (EIR, March 30, 2001), of Kepler’s exposure of the fraudulent Similarly, Marx’s systemic incompetence in matters of
assumptions underlying the astronomy of Claudius Ptolemy, Copernicus, physical science, mathematics, and philosophy generally,
and TychoBrahe. In that case, the myth is that the universe is so incomprehen- echoes his typically Romantic adoption of the so-called Brit-
sible that wemust limit our attempted understandingof it to at-the-blackboard

ish and French Eighteenth-Century, empiricist “Enlighten-sorts of mathematical schemes, such as the commonplace, Aristotelean
ment” of Venice’s Abbé Antonio Conti, as his leftist choice“ivory tower” scheme used by Ptolemy, Copernicus, and Brahe, while ignor-

ing the existence of knowable universal physical principles. The first five of intellectual ancestry in general. All of the systemic failures
chapters of Marx’s Capital, are based upon such a childish myth. The same of synthetic construction in Marx’s three-volume Capital, are
use of popular myths as a substitute for sanity, is met in the religious “funda- to be traced chiefly to the impact of viewing the paradoxes
mentalist’s” insistence that “God wrote the Bible so that a simple-minded

and evils of the British definition of “capitalism” from theidiot, like me, would have a perfect understanding of God’s intention.” Blind
methodological standpoint of the anti-Leibniz and anti-Bach,faith of the populist in the verities of self-evident sense-perception, is another

expression of the delusion of that fundamentalist. Romantic Eighteenth-Century Enlightenment.
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If the Marx of Capital had not existed, the British East
India Company’s Haileybury School would have been
obliged to have invented someone to fill the role he played
for them and, perhaps, at least in a significant degree, they
did. By restricting the possibility of a seemingly rational alter-
native to the Adam Smith-Ricardo system, to the supposed
alternative of the reductionist sophistry of the first five chap-
ters of Volume I of Capital, the fact of the existence of what
Hamilton, List, and Carey called the American System of
political-economy, and of its actual predecessors, including,
most notably, physical economist Gottfried Leibniz, was sim-
ply brushed to one side. What Marx, acting repeatedly upon
Engels’ instructions, repeatedly attempted to do, was to ex-
clude consideration of the American System of political-
economy, as outside the mythical academic “mainstream” of
British financier-capitalism versus Marxian socialism.

At Berlin, young Marx admired the so-called “dialectical”
method of that G.W.F. Hegel whose pro-fascist state philoso-
phy Marx otherwise rejected. Similarly, although Hegel was
deceased long before Marx reached Berlin, Hegel’s factional
ally, the neo-Kantian Romantic Savigny, headed the law de-
partment under which Marx studied. Like Hegel, Marx saw
many among the fascist Jacobins of the 1789-1794 Terror, as
his political forebears, in greater or lesser degree.

In brief, although Marx despised the fascist state philoso-
phy of dirty old Hegel, he was attracted to the leftist follies and
Romanticism of Hegel’s earlier career as a Jacobin fellow-
traveller. While Marx shared the German dislike for Napoleon
Bonaparte well established during and following Napoleon’s
victory at Jena, and heartily despised the British fascist asset
Napoleon III, Marx sought out a kinship of his own intellec-

British asset and fascist Napoleon III.tual descent from among the ideologues of the Jacobin Ter-
ror itself.

Barring exceptional figures such as France’s Jaurès, the
Nineteenth- and Twentieth-Century emergence and evolution ematics given to Thomas Hobbes by Sarpi’s household lackey

Galileo, denies the existence of any reality outside a kind ofof the socialist movements of Europe and the Americas, have
been dominated by the same general, philosophically reduc- so-called Euclidean universe of sense-certainties and associ-

ated passions. In Kant’s deviation from his long service as ationist mish-mash, of the Eighteenth-Century Enlightenment
Romanticism, which produced the leaders of the Jacobin Ter- German apostle of the British empiricism of David Hume, the

crucial feature of all of his Critiques, including the Prolegom-ror. Karl Marx did not create this mess, but, rather, is merely
one of the most notable reflections, historically, of the impact ena, is the denial of the existence of a knowable faculty of

cognition, by means of which validatable discoveries of uni-of this pervasive problem.
versal physical principles might be made. On this account,
the positivists and existentialists are even much worse. KarlThe Deeper Problem of Law

The key to the leftist side of fascism, is to be discovered Marx is essentially, axiomatically, an empiricist, in the spe-
cific sense of his association of what is called his “materialist”where Karl Marx lost that key, perhaps on his journey from

Wyttenbach’s Trier to the university at Bonn. The common method and viewpoint with that of the Eighteenth-Century
Enlightenment. This is the case in practice, despite Marx’ssickness of the empiricists, Kantians, positivists, and existen-

tialists, is twofold. First, they have no conception of man as own efforts to situate the origin of his methodological views
in the context of Classical Greek philosophy.apart from other living species, and, second, what amounts to

the same thing, they each and all deny the existence of the Since I have addressed this matter extensively, in many
published locations, over decades, it is sufficient to summa-ability to reach truthful knowledge concerning the universe

through those specific qualities of mental processes known rize the point here. The practical expression of this issue in
this location, on the subject of fascism, is: What are thoseas cognition.

Sarpi’s empiricism, as typified by the instruction in math- proper lawful barriers against the kinds of practices which
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fascists are systemically inclined to conduct against nations tion of what is called universal natural law, or the law of
reason.and strata of their populations? This problem is not limited to

the case of fascist governments and the movements which Natural law is a term which must be restricted by defini-
tion to empirically validated discoveries of universal physicalproduce them, such as the Gingrich Contract With America

movement; but fascism confronts us with a specific, excep- principles. This applies not only to the knowable physical
effects of non-living processes, but knowable physical effectstionally virulent quality of problem of law of this type. It is

with those distinctions in view, that we should concentrate on of a principle of life, and of cognition itself. Such discoveries
occur solely through that agency of Socratic reason, calledthis crucial point of law here.

As I have elaborated this point afresh in a recent edition of cognition, which empiricism abhors and Kant asserts to be un-
knowable.Executive Intelligence Review, the distinction of the human

species from all other expressions of life, is that faculty of Hence, it follows that the individual person’s potential for
cognition, is the source of all good, and that the promotion ofcognition, by means of which humanity is able to generate

those empirically validatable discoveries of universal physi- the fertility of those redeemable qualities of all individual
personalities is the practice of the common good. That, forcal principle, by means of which the human species’ per-

capita power in and over the universe is willfully increased.20 example, is the argument of principle set forth in the 1776
U.S. Declaration of Independence, and in the Preamble of theIn science, this quality of cognition is science’s reading of the

celebrated Chapter 1 of Moses’ Genesis. This is the inborn, 1789 U.S. Federal Constitution.
The core of the natural law is the Mosaic definition of theinnate, redeemable goodness of man, as a species naturally of

the quality of the sublime. nature of man and woman as equally made in the image of
the Creator of the universe, and as endowed with a specificThis is the Classical humanist view, as typified by Plato’s

Socratic method for the Classical Greek heritage, and also quality unique among living species, of the quality of cogni-
tion which generates validatable discoveries of universalthe Christian humanist apprehension of Plato’s work, which

prompted directly the Fifteenth-Century birth of thefirst mod- physical principle. Thus, in Christianity, as distinct from sun-
dry gnostic forms of pseudo-Christian sects, the supremeern nation-state.

It follows directly from that consideration, that no state moral law is not derived from any imperial authority, but is
derived from reason, as I have described that principle ofhas the moral authority to govern, except as it is efficiently

committed to promotion of the general welfare, or common reason here, and as Pope John Paul II has recently affirmed
that principle of reason, in contradiction of certain among hisgood, of both its existing population and its posterity. No

nation is a good nation, except as it is committed to promote erring critics from within the Catholic Church. No law is
universal, except as we are able to demonstrate, by reason,the fulfillment of the principle of the general welfare of all

nations and peoples. that it is universally true. Thus, the notion of natural law is
conditional upon a Socratic form of principle of knowableThis defines a form of state directly contrary not only to

the cultural legacy of pagan Rome, but to all forms of society truthfulness, called reason.
It is the characteristic of the empiricists, the Kantians, thecohering with the principle of imperial law. I emphasize Pro-

fessor von der Heydte’s treatment of the fundamental distinc- positivists in particular, and fascists such as Hegel follower
Gingrich, that there is no truth, but only mysterious, dialec-tion between the modern sovereign nation-state and its rela-

tionship to natural law, in opposition to those notions of the tical contradictions, as Kant and Hegel concur essentially on
this point of their folly. This is but rewarmed empiricism, aspositive law characteristic of Babylon, the Delphi cult of the

Pythian Apollo, Rome, and European feudalism. can be found in Hobbes, Locke, Mandeville, Adam Smith, et
al. They insist, on the authority of such dialectical contradic-Under the imperial code, such as that of the Romantic

tradition, the authority to establish a “rule of law” governing tions, that there are certain things so mysterious that they can
not be demonstrated as knowledge, but only believed on faith.many peoples, was restricted to a supreme pontiff (emperor),

above nations and peoples.21 Such a notion of “rule of law,” Their authority comes not from reason, but from acceptance
of some arbitrary, irrational authority, such as tradition, cus-is recognized by Romantics, such as Kant or Savigny, as either

customary law or a form of purely positive law. By “purely tom, or, as in the purely positive law, the dictate of one or
more persons.positive law,” one must include notions of law derived from

the adoption of some a priori set of definitions, axioms, and In the cases of fascist ideologues Hegel, Schmitt, and
Gingrich, the purely positive authority is a specific act ofpostulates, such as those of the so-called Aristotelean system

associated with the arbitrary, fraudulent synthesis of the sys- arbitrary will, such as the arbitrary decree of the existence
of some asserted principle, such as “shareholder value,” astem of Claudius Ptolemy. This is entirely opposite to the no-
Justice Scalia applies an arbitrary act of irrational will to such
effect in the application of what he terms his anti-historical,20. Lyndon H. LaRouche, “The Science-Driver Principle in Economics: The
purely positivist principle of dictionary nominalism, “textu-Gravity of Economic Intentions,” EIR, March 30, 2001.
alism.”21. Friedrich Freiherr von der Heydte, Die Geburtsstunde des souveränen

Staates (Regensburg, Germany: Druck und Verlag Josef Habbel, 1952). Hegel adduced such a notion of the political will as the
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Venezuelan President
Hugo Chávez. His
regime, shaped by the
ideology of that Carl
Schmitt whose legal
rulings allowed Hitler’s
rise to power, shows the
typical face of fascism
today.

common feature expressed, inclusively, by the succession of Wide Fund for Nature does, then man is subject to the same
law we apply to beasts. Man will then act as a beast, kill as aRobespierre and Napoleon Bonaparte. A violent act of arbi-

trary will creates a state, by force. This state then secretes beast, and be destroyed as a beast. Let us take heed, at the
spectacle of the “Auschwitz” of slaughter of cows and lambslaws consistent with its seizure of power, as the Nazis did

with the Carl Schmitt-premised Notverordnung, and as ex- ongoing in Royal Consort Prince Philip’s England. Are peo-
ple, at least many of some people, the targets of some holo-pressed by the march of the Mussolini mythos on Rome. This

is in direct contrast to the American Revolution, which fol- caust, next? Remember Hitler, and his passion for “eugenics”!
So, Chávez acted in Venezuela, so, Teddy Goldsmith’slowed the natural law, as the Declaration of Independence

describes this, in conducting its creation of a new, sovereign protégés intend to do in Brazil, and so on, and so on, around
more and more places, such as Israel, in the world today. Itnation-state republic. Thus, the fascist state of Napoleon Bo-

naparte is seen by Hegel as the outcome of two successive rolls on, and on. When will it occur to you, that it is urgent
that we bring this unfolding global nightmare to an end?acts of will, thefirst creating the Jacobin Terror and the second

the act of sheer force of will establishing veteran Jacobin
Napoleon as the Caesar of a new Romantic French empire. The Historic Issue Today

During its final exertion of imperial power in its ownSo, Hitler’s Prescott Bush-funded seizure of power of
January 1933, relied on the mass base of the Nazi Sturmabteil- name, Venice launched over a century of religious warfare,

1511-1648, for the purpose of seeking to eradicate the greatung (SA); so, the second Hitler revolution took absolute
power, by crushing the leadership of the SA, and the assassi- reforms of the Fifteenth-Century Renaissance, including the

intended eradication of the sovereign form of nation-statenation of von Schleicher, in the events of Summer 1934. So,
former Jacobin leftist Hegel, and subsequent Napoleon based upon the principle of the general welfare. The intent

was to uproot and eliminate forever those great reforms, based“groupie,” and subsequent Metternich “groupie” Hegel, saw
the state. So, Carl Schmitt saw the state and law, and so the upon the principle of the general welfare, enacted under

France’s Louis XI and England’s Henry VII.“conservative revolution’s” Gingrich decreed in his grasp for
the seizure of power over the U.S. Congress. Under the conditions existing in Europe, during and fol-

lowing the period of the 1618-1648 Thirty Years War, it be-The deepest principle at issue in these matters, is that if
government does not recognize all persons as made equally came virtually impossible to revive the kinds of political re-

forms attempted by Louis XI and Henry VII earlier. Thus, thein the image of the Creator, as cognition attests to that univer-
sal fact, then man were regarded as just another beast. Once greatest minds of all Europe unified their efforts in support of

bringing forth the first true modern nation-state republic fromman is put politically on the level of the beasts, as the World
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among the English colonies in North America. Such, and standing British asset Volpi di Misurata in Italy, the Bank of
England’s Montagu Norman and Norman’s Hjalmar Schacht,nothing else, is the American Exception.

Through London’s orchestration of the French Revolu- brought Mussolini and Hitler to power.
The premature death of President Franklin Roosevelt, en-tion, and the success of the British monarchy and Metternich

in the Congress of Vienna, the young U.S. republic was iso- abled London to retain more or less effective control over the
financial and political establishment in the U.S.A.lated, imperilled, and greatly corrupted, until President Lin-

coln’s victory over London’s Confederacy puppet, unleashed However, despite all else, the very existence of the Ameri-
can Exception as an historical fact, is still the greatest dangerthat 1861-1876 American agro-industrial revolution which

revolutionized much of the world through the spreading in- to continued world rule by the old European oligarchical order
today. As Kissinger expressed this viewpoint in his May 10,fluence of the conception of the American System of political-

economy, of Hamilton, List, and Carey, as the clear alterna- 1982 Chatham House address, the continued existence of the
“American intellectual tradition,” is a threat which Britishtive to the British system defined by the British East India

Company’s Haileybury cabal. lackey Kissinger is determined to uproot and crush in the
U.S.A. and in the minds of the peoples of Central and SouthAlthough the U.S. became a political captive of London,

under Presidents Theodore Roosevelt, Woodrow Wilson, and America. The significant sympathy for Argentina among tra-
ditionalist military and other circles, in the case of the out-Calvin Coolidge, the U.S. was still considered to contain

within it a serious threat to the globalized imperial maritime break of Britain’s Malvinas War of 1982, was, for London, a
reminder that the American intellectual tradition was neitherpower of the British monarchy. The British fear was that

somehow U.S. policy might return to its pre-Theodore Roose- dead nor entirely declawed.
So, as it acted against the American intellectual tradition’svelt emphasis on finding partners in central Europe, Russia,

and Asia, thus threatening to revive a U.S. in the Lincoln influence in orchestrating the Paris coup d’état of July 14,
1789, and as it acted to bring Mussolini and Hitler to powertradition as a threat to the continued existence of a British

empire. London thought it might have prevented that danger during the post-World War I periods of crisis, so, again, the
threat of universal fascism is set afoot among the nations ofby the terms of the Versailles Treaty; however, as the doom

of the Versailles economic andfinancial system became clear, the world today.
Think about it!even early during the 1920s, London, as typified by long-
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Europe Is Learning, LaRouche
Was Right About Bush
by Mark Burdman

In ministries and policy institutes across continental Europe, The woeful mishandling of relations with China is only
the latest, in a series of debacles, including U.S. relations withthere is a growing sense of“dismay and despair,” at the incom-

petence, incalculability, and provocative nature of the Bush Russia, the Middle East, and the Balkans. The lead April 5
commentary in the International Herald Tribune, by Paris-Administration in Washington. These sentiments are strong-

est amongst those leading politicians and strategists who had based American writer William Pfaff, entitled, “China Is Not
an Enemy and Shouldn’t Be Provoked,” shows that the Euro-convinced themselves, when Dubya Bush came to power in

January, that they had some kind of “inside track,” or influ- pean concerns are shared by saner elements in the U.S. foreign
policy establishment.ence, with the new Bush team. This is typified by the very

unusual public dissociation from Bush Administration eco-
nomic policies, by both France’s Gaullist President Jacques The LaRouche Alternative

Among officials and diplomats in Europe who are familiarChirac, and its Socialist Prime Minister Lionel Jospin, in late
March and early April. with Lyndon LaRouche’s track record of both forecasting and

policy, some now privately tell this news service they wishThe sentiments are also very strong among individuals,
both in continental Europe and Great Britain, who have, for that LaRouche, not Bush, were President in this crisis. They

regret they had not taken more seriously LaRouche’s candi-decades, considered themselves to be “Atlanticists,” strongly
committed to U.S.-European relations and NATO. They had dacy, his New Bretton Woods emergency economic initia-

tive, and his warnings on both the global economy and thewrongly assumed that those in the American policy establish-
ment who share their Atlanticist persuasion, would be able to miserable quality of the two “leading candidates,” Bush and

Al Gore.“manage” the situation, and rein in the wilder types in the
administration, typified by State Department Under-Secre- It is widely known that LaRouche’s economic policy can

reverse the slide toward a vast world depression, once leaderstary Richard Armitage. Some of these Europeans and Britons
are warning, soberly, that the NATO alliance itself will soon are willing to admit the reality of that depression—the pros-

pect which is unhinging the Bush Administration. The Bush“disintegrate,” if current trends from Washington continue.
What worries the most informed Europeans is that beyond crowd stands for the directly opposed policies. Bush and his

advisers, many of them veterans of the American Enterpriseall the problems this “Southern Strategy” administration
brought into office, the situation is being driven by a mood Institute think-tank in Washington, are fanatical “free marke-

teers.” They are committed to ever more destructive deregula-of desperation felt by an administration facing a constantly
worsening economic and financial situation. Refusing out of tion and privatization, in large part the basis for their own

personal wealth and that of their leading financial backers.hand the necessary measures of re-regulation to turn around
the economic crisis, the administration is instead flailing The policy of total deregulation/privatization has become one

of the issues increasingly separating continental Europe fromabout, setting up new strategic confrontations, at the rate of
at least one per week. the Anglo-Americans.
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One of many ongoing
German demonstrations
against privatization and
deregulation of energy,
water, public health
services. In late March,
the French and German
governments broke with
U.S.-British extreme
deregulation policies.

‘Decoupling’ and the California Effect Paris correspondent commented on April 4, that Jospin’s
comments reflected a view widespread in Europe.In late March, the French weekly Journal du Dimanche

warned that “the decoupling is on,” and revealed that French Earlier, on March 20, Jospin had made a speech in Brus-
sels, insisting that Europe must reject the policies of “liberal-President Jacques Chirac is apoplectic at George W. Bush,

not only over Bush’s unilateral abrogation of the 1997 Kyoto ization” and “privatization” promoted in the U.S. and Great
Britain. He cited the “problems” in California, with the ever-Climate Change treaty, but over the practice, rampant in the

United States in recent years, of sentencing minors to death worsening energy situation, as one good reason why Europe
should not follow Bush-style policies. He absolutely rejectedand executing the mentally handicapped. The paper affirmed

that Chirac is also very worried about the U.S. National Mis- British-promoted European Commission plans, for the Euro-
pean Union to fully “liberalize” the continent’s energy grid,sile Defense (NMD) policy, which, advisers say, he views as

“dangerous, immoral, and absurd.” Chirac’s March 22 speech by 2005.
Jospin’s statements, on the eve of the March 23-24 EUon these issues, in Geneva, never mentioned Bush’s name,

but his advisers let it be known that his comments were aimed heads-of-state summit in Stockholm, threw Britain’s Blair
government into a rage, with the British media filled withat George W., who, as Governor of Texas, had presided over

the most ruthless death penalty regime in the entire United attacks on “French protectionism.” However, the French re-
ceived backing from Germany at the summit, and the Euro-States.

Chirac’s anger is magnified, by the fact that only some pean-wide energy “liberalization” schemes, modelled on U.S.
and British policies, were rejected. There have been a rash ofweeks back, he had thought he would be the European leader

with the most inside influence on the new administration. statements from German Chancellor Gerhard Schröder, and
other German influentials, critical of the policies that haveThrough his connections to Sir George Bush, he was the first

European leader to be granted a private interview with Dubya, brought about the California fiasco.
and Chirac had then written an article, published in numerous
American journals, praising George W. to the skies. Now, he ‘This Will Mean the End of NATO’

One further critical development in France, was the Marchfeels betrayed.
On April 4, matters escalated, when French Prime Minis- 28 interview of French Chief of the Defense Staff, Gen. Jean-

Pierre Kelche, with the London Daily Telegraph. In that inter-ter Jospin gave an interview to 15 regional French daily news-
papers. Jospin is a Socialist, who governs in uneasy “co-habi- view, published as the lead item, Kelche insisted that Europe’s

“rapid reaction force” would be operational by the end of thistation” with Chirac’s opposition “neo-Gaullist” RPR party.
This often means policy conflicts, but, on the issue of relations year, and would operate independently of both Washington

and the NATO high-command. He also bluntly ridiculed thewith the U.S., they obviously concur. Jospin blasted the “uni-
lateralist” policies of the new administration, and accused it American NMD project. Well-informed Paris sources report

that the Kelche interview was, without doubt, authorized byof “apparently not taking into account, at this stage, the rules
that make the international community function.” BBC’s both Chirac and Jospin. The Bush-linked London Telegraph
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was so outraged by his comments, that the paper’s lead edito- From Russia to Kyoto
What has the Europeans most immediately alarmed, is therial, the next day, accused France of being “Europe’s rogue

state”! “Russian front.” It is no accident, that right after the Bush
Administration expelled 50 Russian diplomats from Wash-In Germany, there is much greater caution about criticiz-

ing Bush Administration policies in public, and there are illu- ington, in the wake of the Hanssen spy case, Russian President
Vladimir Putin participated, for the first time, at an EU sum-sions, in certain quarters, that some kind of “special relation-

ship” can be worked out with the United States. However, mit, in Stockholm.
According to Russian sources, what is now “very impor-these illusions are being rapidly dispelled, since the visit of

Chancellor Schröder to Washington, during the week of tant,” as the next step in Russian-European relations, is the
April 8-10 German-Russian “St. Petersburg Dialogue,” andMarch 26. The daily Mainz Allgemeine Zeitung was among

the most blunt of German newspapers, to report on how the accompanying private Schröder-Putin summit. It is note-
worthy that, in the foreign policy component of his annualSchröder was treated contemptuously and dismissively by

both the White House and by leading figures in the U.S. Con- address to the Russian State Duma (lower house of Parlia-
ment), Putin stressed the importance of Russian relations withgress.

As for Britain, the most telling sign, was the complete Europe, while not mentioning the United States once.
Informed sources in Paris affirm, that one critical aspect,flop, in mid-March, of Blair’s meetings with Bush. As one

highly informed European source told this correspondent: in Putin’s appearance at the EU summit, was to work out a
common diplomatic approach in the Mideast and the Balkans,“The only thing they agreed on, was that they both use Colgate

toothpaste. When I saw what happened between these two, at a time when the Bush Administration has explicitly rejected
the Clinton “peace process” in the region, and has thrown itsthe leaders of the so-called ‘special relationship,’ I knew

American relations with Europe were in real crisis.” full backing behind the war-mongering Ariel Sharon govern-
ment in Israel.One of Britain’s most influential “Atlanticists” told this

correspondent that, while the British Foreign Office and other The past days have seen some unprecedented statements
from Europe, particularly from the Scandinavian countries.government agencies continue to support Washington, in

public, on China and other matters, “in private, I can assure Danish Foreign Minister Mogens Lykketoft has called for a
top-down review of Europe’s favored trade relations withyou, there is great concern” over the direction of Washing-

ton’s policies. “If the transatlantic strains caused by the ap- Israel, because of Israel’s treatment of the Palestinians. When
Lykketoft came under strong Israeli attack, he received fullproach of this administration continue, we will see the disinte-

gration of the Atlantic Alliance, and I am not exaggerating in backing from Danish Prime Minister Poul Nyrup Rasmussen,
as well as qualified support from the leaders of Denmark’sthe least.”

This source agreed that one important driving force, in Jewish community. Harsh criticism of Israel’s policies has
also come from the Norwegian government.defining the mood in Washington, was “growing desperation”

about the economy and the collapsing financial markets. He In the Balkans, there has been a systematic European dis-
tancing from Anglo-American backing for the Kosovo Liber-warned that “Washington has given a window of opportunity

for all sorts of new views in Europe. If this continues, we will ation Army, and from Anglo-American insistence, that the
Yugoslav and Serbian authorities deliver toppled strongmansee other impulses take over in Europe, including bringing

the Russians into a new framework of collective security, Slobodan Milosevic, to the International War Crimes Tribu-
nal in The Hague.replacing the old NATO idea of collective defense. This will

be a counterweight to the Atlantic Alliance, and will mean, The Europeans are also angered by new Bush provoca-
tions against North Korea, and have taken the unprecedentedvery simply, the end of NATO.”

Such views have been expressed publicly, by liberal move, of arranging for diplomatic initiatives toward the Ko-
rean Peninsula, usually regarded as “American turf.”Guardian commentator Hugo Young, in an April 1 commen-

tary in the Washington Post. More noteworthy, is that some As for the vastly publicized Kyoto issue, what the more
sober elements in Europe object to, is not the repudiation ofof the more extreme, even lunatic elements in the Anglo-

American policy establishment, have begun to distance them- the treaty itself, which is unquestionably a monstrous and
absurd construct, but the way in which Bush handled theselves from the Bush crowd, and to warn that the current

administration is driving the situation over the edge. This matter. As one leading European observer commented on
April 3: “All he had to say is, ‘We now have an energy crisis:was the case of Edward Luttwak, of Washington’s Center for

Strategic and International Studies, writing in the Los Angeles we need time to resolve it; this treaty as it now stands is
unmanageable, and we will consult with our allies, in EuropeTimes and International Herald Tribune April 1-2, and Ana-

tole Kaletsky, writing in the London Times April 5. Both and elsewhere, on what to do about it.’ But instead of this, he
just provoked everybody outside the U.S., in a completelyexclaimed, that it is totally berserk, for an American govern-

ment to provoke tensions with China, Russia, North Korea, amateurish way, creating yet another crisis, where none need
have existed.”and elsewhere, all at the same time.
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strategic factor for Russia, as the President expressed “con-
cern over the deterioration of a number of key economic indi-
cators, especially on the backdrop of the unstable develop-
ment of the world economy.”Russia Looks to Europe,
Russia and EuropeAsia for Partnership

Where is the “Anglo-American” component in Russian
foreign policy today? Putin’s Message was striking for hisby Rachel Douglas
omission of any mention of the United States. This silence
was not merely a reaction to the puerile, often provocative

The main demand in Vladimir Putin’s first Presidential Mes- postures of the Bush Administration toward China, the Mid-
dle East, and Russia itself. Russian foreign policy is less in asage to the Federal Assembly, delivered in July 2000, was to

save Russia from disintegration, through the consolidation of reactive mode, than an active search for economic and politi-
cal partnerships that can yield palpable benefits.a “strong and effective state.” Less than a year later, on April

3, his second such annual report on the state of the Russian The same goes for the Russian government’s decision,
announced on March 28 by Minister of Finance Aleksei Ku-Federation (R.F.) centered on that unvarying commitment.

“The strategic task of the past year, was to strengthen the drin, not to sign a “Joint Declaration of the Russian Federa-
tion’s Government and Central Bank on Cooperation with thestate,” he said. “Today, it can be said that the period of the

disintegration of statehood is behind us. The disintegration of International Monetary Fund” for 2001. Such annual agree-
ments permitted line-by-line IMF inspection of Russian eco-the state . . . has been halted.” He was referring both to the

insurgency in Chechnya, and to separatist tendencies in re- nomic decisions throughout the 1990s. The quasi-official
website Strana.ru headlined: “Sovereignty is more preciousgional legislation and economic practice.

On the eve of presenting his Message, Putin made the than friendship with the IMF,” reading the shift as “the latest
indicator of the fundamental changes in the situation aroundfirst major personnel changes of his tenure, focussed on the

military, security, and military industry. He brought his long- Russia, and within Russian state power.” Kudrin said, “The
government of the R.F. does not consider it necessary to betime associate, Sergei Ivanov, from the Security Council, to

head the Defense Ministry, where he will oversee the long- under mandatory IMF supervision. It is the will of the state,
that we not have to be accountable for implementing everydisputed reform of the military.

In the setting of his unchanged commitment to a strong point of the coordinated program.”
The IMF was offering Russia no credits, but only a stand-state, Putin presented a package of policies that are in flux,

especially in the crucial domain of economic policy. For what by commitment to extend a loan if adverse circumstances
arose (like a collapse of oil prices, which would throw itshas changed for Russia during the past nine months, is the

world in which it lives. An accelerating process of global debt-servicing capabilities into doubt). Yet, the Fund was
demanding the same type of conditionalities and level of mon-financial meltdown is now evident to all.

Inasmuch as Russian national culture’s quality of possess- itoring, as before, and even more oversight of Central Bank
operations.ing the sense of wielding power on a world scale—a quality

unique to Russia, the United States, and the United Kingdom, The IMF’s trump card was that, without the IMF agree-
ment, Russia would find no relief on its Paris Club debt—among leading powers today—has been featured in the ana-

lytical writings of Lyndon LaRouche in recent issues of EIR, the state-to-state debt, inherited from the Soviet Union. But,
Russia’s major Paris Club creditors, Germany and Italy, arethere is no better lens, through which to see the political think-

ing of President Putin, than the one offered by LaRouche in engaged in working out debt relief in exchange for investment
opportunities. While proceeds from oil revenues make it pos-reply to a question from the late Prof. Taras Muranivsky last

year. LaRouche urged looking not at Putin in and of himself, sible for Russia to service its Paris Club and all other debts
this year (albeit spending 60% of all budget revenues fornor at individual utterances of his, but at the universe in which

his “orbit” traverses, like the orbit of a planet moving in the February on debt service), Moscow may anticipate that a solu-
tion covering payments due in future years, can be workedSolar System. LaRouche said: “Russia is not an independent

entity. It’s living in an Anglo-American-dominated New out.
Shortly before the announcement of this change on collab-World Order. . . . What is going to happen with Putin’s op-

tions, on the day when what he believes will not happen, oration with the IMF, Putin met with European Union leaders
in Stockholm. At his joint press conference with Swedishwill happen? When this system disintegrates—the system to

which he’s adapted. . . . We would hope that the present gov- Prime Minister Göran Persson, Putin stressed the debt-for-
investment proposals, adding that Russia is prepared to in-ernment of Russia would reform itself, in conformity with the

reality, which we know exists.” crease supplies of natural gas and oil to Europe. Persson em-
phasized that this was the first time a Russian President hadOn April 3, Putin took note. The global crash was now a
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Russian President
Vladimir Putin (right)
and IMF Managing
Director Horst Köhler
(inset). Putin is dealing
with crucial issues—the
integrity of the state, the
justice system, science,
getting economic growth
going—like a sovereign
head of state. And, that
means less kowtowing to
the IMF.

sat down with EU leaders at an EU summit. It was agreed that Internal Investment
The economic policy sections of Putin’s Message con-in 2003, the Union will participate in celebrations of the 300th

anniversary of the founding of St. Petersburg, famous as Rus- tained elements that were missing last year, although the need
for them was implicit in his July 2000 appeal to halt the eco-sia’s “window to Europe,” which is also Putin’s home city.

The EU also decided that the European Investment Bank, for nomic disintegration and demographic extinction of Russia.
The President echoed the language of Academician Dmitrithe first time, will finance investments in Russia, starting with

a 100 million euro wastewater purification project in St. Pe- Lvov, head of the economics section of the Russian Academy
of Sciences, when he said that Russia was “still living in atersburg.

On March 27, Putin received Italian Premier Giuliano rent-based economy, not a productive one,” and regretted
the overwhelming direction of investment into raw-materialsAmato for discussions, including on debt-for-investment,

which had already been launched during Russian Prime Min- extraction for export. The seemingly improved economic per-
formance of Russia in 2000, he said, has a shallow basis. “Ourister Mikhail Kasyanov’s recent visit to Italy. On April 9-10,

St. Petersburg will host a summit between Putin and German raw-materials orientation is preserved, and even intensified,
which means that our dependence on conjunctural factorsChancellor Gerhard Schröder. Russian Deputy Minister of

Trade and Economic Development Ivan Materov said on [e.g., the price of oil] is also intensified.”
Last year, Lvov and other experts from the Academy wereApril 5, that a Russian-German investment agency is to be

formed, while it was reported in Vremya MN that Bundesbank essentially opposition figures, ignored during the adoption of
significant economic policy decisions. But, the strengtheningexperts are preparing to advise Russia on switching some

foreign trade transactions from dollars to euros. of the Russian state, desired by Putin, implies real economic
requirements—even just as regards industrial production forIn his Message, Putin summarized, “The importance of

further efforts to develop relations with the EU is definitely the military—that are nowhere to be found in the textbook
neo-liberal formulas, applied in Russia since 1992 (with theincreasing. The course of integration with Europe is becom-

ing one of the key directions of our foreign policy.” Putin partial exception of Yevgeni Primakov’s government in
1998-99). Since Putin’s creation of a State Council last No-promised to work on “integration processes” within the Com-

munity of Independent States, and to proceed further in the vember and his constitution of a task force on economic policy
under Khabarovsk Gov. Viktor Ishayev (see EIR, March 2, fordirection indicated by the signing of the Eurasian Economic

Community Treaty, among Russia, Belarus, and three Central the “Ishayev Report”), the Academy economists have been
brought into policy deliberations.Asian Republics.
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On March 22, when Russian Minister of Trade and Eco-
nomic Development German Gref presented his rewritten
“Basic Long-Term Social and Economic Policy Directions
for the Government of the Russian Federation”—the prom- U.S. Spy Plane Recalls
ised attempt at “harmonizing” his Summer 2000 neo-liberal
draft with the dirigist recommendations of Ishayev’s team— Embassy Bombing in China
the cabinet did not rubber-stamp it. Instead, the text was sub-
jected to hours of debate, in which the chief invited critics by Mary Burdman
were Academician Lvov and Corresponding Member of the
Academy Sergei Glazyev, who also chairs the Economic Pol-

Hopes among the leadership in China, that it might be possibleicy Committee in the State Duma (lower house of parliament),
and co-authored the Ishayev report. The cabinet deferred a to reach any lasting accommodation with the George W. Bush

Administration in Washington, suffered a rude shock on Aprildecision on a 2001-10 policy until April 5, when a pared-
down 30-page document was to be submitted to Putin, while 1, when a U.S. EP-3 spy plane collided with a Chinese fighter

off the coast of China and was forced to make an emergencya medium-term policy for 2001-04 will be debated in May.
Lvov, Glazyev, and Ishayev all welcomed Putin’s com- landing on Hainan Island. Full details of the collision might

not be known, but the event is one of many “incidents justmitment to strengthening the authority of the state. “I am sure
that all members of the State Duma agree with the main idea waiting to happen” between the Bush-led United States and

other nations—allies and “competitors” alike.of Putin,” Glazyev told Strana.ru, “to increase the effective-
ness of the government. But, what is the goal and purpose of The “Hainan Incident” is occurring in the context of world

financial collapse. East Asian nations are excessively depen-social and economic policy? The question of the content of the
tasks which the state must solve, still remains open.” Glazyev dent upon exports to the United States, and hold big reserves

in U.S. dollars. Japan, China, and South Korea have all hadconvened hearings in the Duma, at which Lvov, Ishayev, and
others elaborated these concerns, just hours after Putin spoke, to report severe collapses in their U.S.-bound exports since

the beginning of 2001. In recent weeks, Japan, by many timesThe attempts to “harmonize” Gref’s neo-liberalism with
advice from industry- and technology-oriented Academy the biggest economy in East Asia, has made repeated conces-

sions to the demands of the Bush Administration, that it con-economists, were evident in Putin’s Message. Discussing so-
cial reforms, Putin gave the nod to Gref’s and Andrei Illario- tinue its hyperinflationary bailouts of the worldfinancial bub-

ble. There are also indications, as marked by the one-weeknov’s vision of shifting health care into the hands of private
insurance companies, and of pension reforms, which are mod- visit of former U.S. Secretary of State Sir Henry Kissinger

to Beijing on March 15-21, that arrangements were beingelled on schemes that have been disastrous for the populations
subjected to them in the West, Asia, and Ibero-America. discussed, between the United States and China.

In Beijing, Kissinger met all of China’s highest-level lead-While identifying the problem of capital flight, in excess of
$20 billion per annum, he suggested that further deregulation, ers, including senior diplomat Qian Qichen, who was about

to depart for a one-week visit to the United States, where Qianthe lifting of certain exchange controls, and guarantees for
foreign investors would allegedly help to solve this problem was eventually received by George W. Bush. Indicative of

the likely content of the discussion with Kissinger in Beijing,by making Russia an equal player on the world scene. Prof.
Stanislav Menshikov, in a March 30 Moscow Tribune col- are statements made by President Jiang Zemin in an interview

with the Washington Post, published March 23: “No matterumn, noted one reason these constructs don’t hold water:
More than 90% of the $250 billion-some Russian flight capi- who administers the government in the United States, . . . one

thing is very certain: The United States has to look at U.S.-tal, parked in banks and financial instruments abroad, origi-
nated with Russian firms. China cooperation from a strategic standpoint. . . . In terms

of private friendships, I think I have more friends in the Re-Glazyev suggested on April 4, that the people writing the
liberal program’s planks on social services reform, are at odds publican Party. Nixon, my old friend, . . . Bush Senior, Scow-

croft, [William] Perry, Kissinger; there were many timesnot only with the welfare of the Russian people and with
Glazyev or Lvov, but with Putin himself. “It is amazing,” when we sat together. . . . We believe Bush Senior will defi-

nitely push Bush Junior to bring U.S.-China relations to asaid Glazyev to Strana.ru, “how the authors of the social and
economic strategy ignore the President’s many statements on new level.”

However, it should also have been marked in Beijing, thatthe need to tax natural resources more heavily, while reducing
other taxes. . . . They don’t want to pay attention to the Presi- this was the same Kissinger who, at the February Wehrkunde

Meeting of defense policymakers in Munich, had warneddent’s many instructions on increasing investments and struc-
tural reform on the basis of new technologies. They have world leaders that it is not the so-called “rogue states” which

are the targets of the U.S. “missile defense” program, but thetotally forgotten, that the President said in his Message last
year, that the main problem is for our nation to survive.” large nuclear powers, notably Russia, China, and India.
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collision on the basis of the unresolved U.S. bombing of the
Chinese Embassy in Belgrade, during the NATO war on Yu-
goslavia in May 1999. Washington has persisted in the absurd
and arrogant assertion that that attack was a “mistake” due to
the use of an “old map” of Belgrade.

Another ‘Old Map’
On April 3, Jiang Zemin stated, in his first reaction to the

situation, that “the responsibility fully lies with the American
side; we have full evidence for that,” and called on the United
States to stop its surveillanceflights close to Chinese airspace.
U.S. officials were able to visit the crew that same day, but
earlier, Foreign Ministry spokesman Zhu Bangzao responded
to U.S. assertions that the plane was its “sovereign territory,”

From China Daily. saying that “based on Chinese law, and international practice,
we have the right to conduct an investigation. . . . If this plane
is sovereign American territory, how did it land in China?”Also on March 23, the Washington Post “leaked” the news

that U.S. Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld had accepted Even more pungent, was the cartoon which appeared on
the China Daily website, showing the spy plane sitting on thethe findings of a defense review, conducted by Andrew Mar-

shall, the 79-year-old head of the Pentagon’s internal think- runway at Hainan’s Lingshui Airport, with a speech balloon
from the cockpit, with the words: “It . . . might be due totank, the Office of Net Assessment, and one of the most influ-

ential figures in the U.S. defense establishment. Reportedly another map error.” The cartoon was highly appreciated by
the international press.among the recommendations that Rumsfeld accepted, was to

re-orient American policy away from Europe and toward There are, however, efforts to keep this particular incident
under control. Jiang Zemin did nevertheless decide to leaveAsia, and to regard China as America’s main strategic threat

in the years to come. Beijing on April 4 to carry out an important 12-day trip to six
Ibero-American nations. On April 4, U.S. Secretary of StateIt should be noted, in light of the EP-3 incident which

happened so soon after Kissinger’s departure, that Jiang Colin Powell offered his “regret [for] the loss of life of the
Chinese pilot,” and called on both sides to “move on.”Zemin concluded his interview with the Post, saying: “The

United States occupies a very different geographical position However, that will be difficult, considering what the Bush
Administration is letting loose in Washington.as compared with China. The United States did not suffer

much from World War I or World War II . . . but the case was U.S. statesman Lyndon LaRouche warned throughout the
2000 U.S. Presidential election campaign, of the clearly fore-totally different for the Chinese people: We have suffered

more than our share of catastrophe and miseries of war. Also, seeable consequences of the election of either Bush or Al
Gore to the White House; now, even U.S. establishment fig-the . . . bombing of our Embassy in Yugoslavia . . . caused a

strong shock wave in China; 1.2 billion people rose up in great ures such as journalist William Pfaff are urgently warning that
Washington is being dangerously provocative. “The Hainananger and indignation. It has not been easy at all to channel

these emotions to a rational and cool-headed track. These Incident was waiting to happen,” Pfaff wrote in a commentary
in the April 5 International Herald Tribune. U.S surveillanceissues, Americans often do not understand.”

However, what has happened in the course of the “Hainan is a “permanent affront to China.”
The United States has no need to make China its enemy,Incident” indicates that Washington still “does not under-

stand.” On April 1, the U.S. reconnaissance plane was flying but that is just what it is doing.
in a disputed region of the South China Sea, which China
considers its “economic space.” After the U.S. crew made its
emergency landing at a Chinese military airport on Hainan
Island, U.S. authorities asserted it to be a “state aircraft” and
U.S. “sovereign territory”—a dubious claim for a spy plane Check Out This Website:which landed itself on another nation’s territory. The Chinese
side, not surprisingly, soon initiated a “series of investiga-
tions” of the EP-3. www.larouchespeaks.comWhoever in the U.S. military-intelligence apparatus de-
cided to make this provocative flight, if there were an intelli-
gent national leadership in Washington, that leadership would
have immediately perceived that China would react to this
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point. Only 18 were momentarily detained, because they were
carrying weapons.

Putin Steps InRussia’s Intervention
According to Macedonian sources, the dangerous paraly-

sis on NATO’s part was broken thanks to the interventionWas Crucial in Balkans
of Russian President Vladimir Putin. When Russian Foreign
Minister Igor Ivanov visited the Macedonian capital of Skopjeby Umberto Pascali
on March 21, he brought a clear message from Putin. Macedo-
nia could not really count on the verbal assurances coming

“In the first phase of the aggression, the Kosovo Liberation from all the international institutions. Nobody in fact would
move a finger, and Macedonia was almost certain to be deArmy’s puppetmasters lost,” a Macedonian source told EIR

on March 30. “But here nobody has any illusion that they facto partitioned into two “ethnic areas.” At that point, the
international organizations would intervene to institutional-will not attack again.” At that moment, the Macedonian

Army had apparently succeeded in doing what many major ize the division of the country.
Ivanov brought an alternative: a Russian proposal for anthink-tanks in the West had said was impossible: It had

ejected the KLA gangs, not only from the hills around the agreement among the countries of the Balkans region based
on respect for the existing borders, and the national sover-city of Tetovo—where they had taken positions targetting

civilians with mortar shells—but out of the country. This eignty of the countries. During the same mission, Minister
Ivanov delivered a letter from Putin to Yugoslav Presidentwas achieved without a single casualty. Had the Macedonian

Army not been capable, as most said it was not, of repelling Vojislav Kostunica, because southern Serbia had been at-
tacked by the KLA as well. In the letter, the Russian Presidentthe aggression, Macedonia, as a sovereign country, would

have been finished. stated that “decisive political actions—and, if necessary, the
use of force—can avert a wider Balkan war.” Russia, heStill on March 27, one of the most revered Balkans

“experts” in Washington, former National Security Council wrote, was ready to join Europe and the United States “in
diplomatic, and possibly military efforts.” If not stopped,official Ivo Daalder, now of the Brookings Institution, was

able to tell an audience that “the worst that you can do is Putin stressed, the KLA attack could easily “spill over into
the rest of the Balkan Peninsula.”to let an ineffective Macedonian military try to take care of

an insurgency through means that, almost by definition, will And in the middle of the attack, Macedonia received from
Ukraine, two Russian-made MI-24 helicopter gunships. Themake matters worse rather than better.” The second speaker

at the Brookings press briefing on “Macedonia: The Next two helicopters turned out to be invaluable in the defeat of
the KLA gangs, which, dug in in the hills around Tetovo, hadBalkans War?” was a military expert, Michael O’Hanlon,

who claimed that “only NATO” could take care of the prob- created a “Sarajevo siege”-type situation.
On March 23, Putin met Macedonian President Borislem. “I don’t think Macedonia’s military is realistically going

to be capable of a serious counterinsurgency operation,” he Trajkovski at the summit of the European Union heads of
state in Stockholm. Such a meeting was considered crucial insaid. “The counterinsurgency doctrine tends to say you really

need five times to ten times as many troops as you have Skopje. Putin took the microphone to explain that the KLA
had to be faced “in a robust manner.” He explicitly comparedrebels if you want to win, because counterinsurgency—as

we learned in Vietnam and as the Serbs learned in Kosovo, their attack on Macedonia with the situation in Chechnya.
When, in 1996, Russia withdrew from Chechnya, he said,and the Soviets in Afghanistan—this is not the kind of war

that you win by delivering a lot of ordnance into a forest the terrorists attacked Dagestan. “Had we not taken adequate
measures of reaction, we would have faced much wider prob-or a countryside.”

What appeared absurd in this argumentation, is the fact lems these days.” If unchecked, the KLA terrorism “will cre-
ate the conditions for shaking Europe in its very heart.”that the NATO that was expected to go from Kosovo to Mace-

donia, take over the country, and engage in counterinsurgency A Macedonian source told EIR that the Macedonians have
“grown up.” They understand that they cannot expect muchwarfare, was the same NATO that had claimed it was unable

to stop the KLA from crossing the border from Kosovo into from the West. It is the whole international situation that has to
be changed. “Can small Macedonia change the internationalMacedonia! There are 40,000 NATO troops in Kosovo (the

KFOR), and yet the KLA was able to cross into Macedonia situation? Because this is our only chance. Maybe, if Putin
gets the support, even the silent support, of some Europeanand then back, without being disturbed. NATO reports that

hundreds of men, claiming to be members of the National countries concerning the Balkan situation. . . . If we will be
able to defend our sovereignty, then we could really have aLiberation Army (the name that the KLA uses in Macedonia)

arrived at the Kosovo border from Macedonia, after the Mace- chance; we could help trigger a major international change,”
he said.donian Army offensive, and went through the NATO check-
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New Bush ‘Exit’ Strategy
Means New Balkans War
by Umberto Pascali

When global TV screens filled, in March, with pictures of the areas, preserving the vestige of a unitary state under the
authority of a supranational authority representing the “inter-unexpected two-front assault—against both Macedonia and

Serbia—by the Kosovo Liberation Army, few noticed an national community.” There was no room for creating na-
tional sovereign institutions, nor the instruments throughevent distant from the Balkans battlefield, which held the key

to it. The unexpected terrorist assaults against two sovereign which the country could develop its population and its eco-
nomic growth. The majority of the citizens, in those condi-countries, were performed by illegal military formations

based in Kosovo, a province that is both de facto and de jure tions, tended to turn to the “nationalist [i.e., ethnic] parties”
for support and protection. The very concrete proposal fora NATO protectorate. Simultaneously, numerous “hot spots”

exploded elsewhere in the Balkans, including the decision of a “new Marshall Plan” for the Balkans, advanced by Lyndon
LaRouche, and supported openly or implicitly by a majoritythe Croats of Bosnia to split from the Bosnian government

and military institutions. of the region’s elites as a way to base stability on economic
growth, was never given a chance. Now the vicious conclu-On Feb. 26-27 at Columbia University in New York City,

some of the most prestigious U.S. military officials, those sion is being introduced into Bush Administration policy:
“Redraw the maps!”most attuned with the strategic intentions of the Bush Admin-

istration, gathered in a symposium organized by the U.S.
Army War College under the tile, “The Future of U.S. Pres- From Kissinger to Lord Owen

A few days after the War College symposium, the formerence in the Balkans.” They endorsed a U.S. policy that could
be summarized as follows: “renegotiate” the Balkans borders British foreign minister, former European Balkan mediator,

Lord David Owen, the Balkan factotum for the British oligar-along purely ethnic lines.
According to a first-hand account by the London-based chy, announced his solution. “What is needed today is a Bal-

kans-wide solution, through a present-day equivalent of theInstitute for War and Peace Reporting, “Scholars and U.S.
military officers attending the two-day seminar appeared to 1878 Congress of Berlin, with pre-agreed boundary changes

endorsed by the major powers.” Since the Congress of Berlin,be in almost unanimous agreement that current state bound-
aries in the Balkans should be redrawn to create ‘smaller, Balkan populations have been displaced by force from their

lands like animal herds, with untold suffering; bloody ethnicmore stable mono-ethnic states.’. . . According to the dele-
gates, new boundaries enshrining homogeneous ethnic enti- rivalries have been created and exploited. Lord Owen

stressed:ties would follow the historical patterns and ‘natural in-
stincts’ of Europe, as witnessed over the past 300 years.” “Some will claim that any modification of the current map

of the Balkans will succeed in opening a Pandora’s box. I
believe this fear is exaggerated. Questions relating to the read-Frozen Instability

This idea, that there has been, not too much ethnic cleans- justment of the international borders are not new. This read-
justment represents the best hope for assuring a durable peaceing in the Balkans, too much genocide, but, not enough ethnic

cleansing, is a false concept of “stability.” This is the “stability in the region.”
“Readjusting borders” was exactly what, just ten yearsof the colonies” of the British colonial empire. “Stability” in

this sense has nothing to do with the natural need for material ago, Slobodan Milosevic started with the Greater Serbia plan.
That idea of Greater Serbia and the emergence of Milosevicand intellectual growth of the population of those countries,

or with economic development; it is a frozen instability. the dictator, was not opposed by the “West.” Quite the con-
trary: the group of Henry Kissinger and former U.S. ambassa-The attempt to impose this kind of “stability” is not new

in the Balkans. Most recently, in 1995 the Dayton peace dor to Yugoslavia, Lawrence Eagleburger, had great appreci-
ation for the young, energetic technocrat, Milosevic.agreement, that stopped the violent phase of the war in

Bosnia, tried to create stability by dividing Bosnia into ethnic Eagleburger, the head of Kissinger Associates, became the
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The new NATO “exit
strategy” from the
Balkans, emerging in the
Bush Administration and
from such as Henry
Kissinger and Lord
David Owen, is a
disastrous return to
colonialism, and already
leading to new war
outbreaks. Here, a
NATO KFOR control
post in Kosovo.

U.S. President of the Yugo Corporation, briefly the biggest this New Congress of Berlin doctrine? A doctrine that was
expected not only to be proclaimed by spokesman of the Brit-and most lucrative Yugoslavian company abroad.

Five years ago, Kissinger called, in even more brutal ish oligarchy, Lord Owen, but also then officially endorsed
by the Bush Administration? And had this doctrine triggeredterms, for an ethnically pure partition of Bosnia, and for the

right of the big powers to redraw the maps. On Sept. 8, 1996, a process in which the Croatian community in Bosnia began
to split from the Bosnian federal institutions?in a commentary in the Washington Post, Kissinger explained

that ethnic cleansing could not be reversed, so it should be Not only did the major Croat party in Bosnia (the HDZ)
call for creating independent institutions, but the Croats in theaccepted as a stabilizing factor. He proposed this policy as

the U.S. Republican Party alternative strategy in the Balkans. military and in the police conducted a mass walk-out from
their barracks, answering to a call from their political leader-“With extensive ethnic cleansing only the most insignificant

remnants of other groups are left in each area,” he wrote. ship. Some of the most insightful observers believe that a
decision of quasi-secession could not have been taken withoutThus, ethnically pure areas have been created. “To force these

now ethnically homogeneous regions into a common entity, some extra-Balkan assurances.
What happened at the New York Army War Collegeguarantees another round of ethnic cleansing. . . . Crimes such

as the slaughter of Muslim prisoners in Srebrenica are despi- symposium? According to reports, the main speakers were:
Brig. Gen. Keith W. Dayton, Deputy Director of Politico-cable, but . . . realistically a separate Muslim entity maybe

the best achievable outcome. It would be a solution most Military Affairs for Europe/Africa at the Joint Chiefs of
Staff; and General Ivany, Commander of the U.S. Armyconducive to long-term stability. The other ethnic groups

should have the same option to join the mother countries. War College, and one of the top Balkan analysts of U.S.
intelligence, just retired from the Central IntelligenceOnce ethnic lines are given international status, the cease-fire

will be much easier to enforce.” Agency. General Dayton was introduced by General Ivany
as the “point-man on the Balkans” for the Chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff, Gen. Henry “Hugh” Shelton. Report-Greater Albania as Exit Strategy?

The fact that nowhere in the world do such “natural” lines edly, Dayton stressed that the United States must have an
“exit strategy” for the Balkans. He was quite critical of theexist, and that this has been tried many times in history and

has led regularly to tragedy, is not a deterrent to the doctrine. system established by the Dayton peace accord in Bosnia.
The military goal of the agreement had been reached, heWas the Kosovo Liberation Army aggression against Mace-

donia and Serbia in February and March, motivated in some said. The rest concerns political and economic affairs that
are not the purview of the military. Thus the United Statesway by the expectation that an ethnically pure Albanian entity

carved out of other countries, was welcome in the context of must pull out its troops and a radical downsizing will be
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discussed already in early May. Croats in Bosnia felt encouraged by these signals to pur-
sue more autonomy. Does this mean that the new doctrineMuch worse, the General brought to the participants what

he said was a request from Lt. Gen. Michael Dodson, the prompted a green light for the KLA? “This is a tough one, but
I believe the changes will be clear soon enough.”NATO Stabilization Force commander in Bosnia, to debate

the viability of multi-ethnic states and of the Dayton agree-
ment. He claimed that this meant the Dayton agreement had ‘Politically Support the Pentagon’

A by-product of the Army War College symposium, wasfailed. A source familiar with this debate pointed to a radical
change in foreign and military matters that has been requested a polemical open letter addressed to Bosnia’s International

Administrator, Wolfgang Petritsch, by Frank Brozovich, theby the Bush Administration. “It doesn’t concern only the Bal-
kans, even if the Balkans is the most evident point. The new president of the Croatian-American Association. The Cro-

atian American leader wrote: “Your Op-Ed piece in yester-policy will let the ethnic chip falls where they would naturally
fall,” he said. day’s New York Times expressed surprise regarding the

This has been a well-known gameplan of the British Em-
pire for several hundred years. The British are playing it
again, and they want a war in this area worse than they‘I See How the Ground did in what came to be called World War I. That is what
everybody here faces.”Is Manipulated!’
What Is the Purpose of NATO?

On March 26, some 500 Macedonians, representing their Two days before the rally, Nestor Oginar told EIR,
communities in Canada and the United States, gathered “We feel that we are somehow being manipulated into a
in front of UN headquarters for a rally convoked by the situation that will most certainly destabilize the country
Macedonians of the World for Peace in Macedonia. and perhaps plunge it into chaos. We are endorsing all the
Among the main speakers were the leader of the Macedo- help we can get, from all over the world. . . . People in
nian diaspora in North America, Nestor Oginar, and Jerry Macedonia, the ethnic Macedonians as well as the whole
Pyenson of the Schiller Institute. of the population, the minorities as well, are beginning to

Pyenson told the delegates: “As most of you know, wonder what is the purpose of NATO, what is their man-
we are now facing the worst crisis in 500 years with the date, what are they doing?”
collapse of thefinancial system. When you have afinancial Asked whether the Bush Administration’s new Bal-
collapse, there are certain nations that will push for war. kans strategy could be deadly, as Lyndon LaRouche is
The United States has only two policies that it can adopt warning, Oginar replied, “I feel, frankly, that this is chau-
for Macedonia and for the Balkans. One is that of Franklin vinistic behavior by the great powers, against this poor,
Roosevelt, the other is from Adolf Hitler. Roosevelt would broken people, who are being driven into hatred, which
supply credit for water, railway, and road development. they are trying to portray as ethnic, which it really is not.
Hitler’s policy you all know. People like Madeleine Al- “I personally spoke with [Schiller Institute Chairwom-
bright, James Baker, Lord Robertson, Sir Michael Jackson, an] Mrs. LaRouche. I heard Mr. LaRouche. . . . I’m aware
these people are promoting a policy of war in the Balkans. of Mr. LaRouche’s proposal for a new Bretton Woods. He
The purpose of this war is to stop economic development gave a great lecture on that. . . . Our message is peace. I see
in Germany, Russia, and China. The policy of the U.S. how the ground is being manipulated. I see how everything
must be that of Roosevelt, of economic development and seems to be spinning out of control. I think in the next
support of national sovereignty and the general welfare of month or two or three, you will see some more serious
the population. That is what the Schiller institute supports. bloodshed and I’m extremely worried.”

“At this moment, the only solution in this area would
be for the United States to junk the policies of former Declaration to UN
President Bush, of Margaret Thatcher and Madeleine Al- The Macedonian delegates submitted a declaration to
bright. Short of that, you face the worst crisis in 500 years the UN’s Assistant Secretary General for External Rela-
of Western European civilization. The only solution is tions:
what we put forward massive economic development. “1. We strongly condemn the extreme ethnic violence
Somebody from the outside is provoking a conflict there, and terrorism against the territorial integrity of Macedonia
using the ethnic division of Albanians and Macedonians. and all of its people.
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changes in Bosnia policy articulated at a U.S. Army War “∑ All attempts to create a multi-ethnic army as the core
of a multi-ethnic society have proven to be impossible;College seminar by Brigadier Keith Dayton, who is General

Hugh Shelton’s point-man on the Balkans. Although Dayton “∑ The U.S. will consider the creation of hard borders
along ethnic lines in order to facilitate withdrawal of allsaid his views were personal, the very same thoughts were

repeated by Col. Greg Kaufman, Chief of the Secretary of U.S. forces.”
Brozovich continues: “Your office has had a major roleDefense’s Balkan Task Force, and by Steven Berg, formerly

with the CIA Balkan Task Force. All three made the following in creating potentially explosive tension between the ethnic
groups that could result in renewed armed conflict. You havepoints, which should be well known to you:

“∑ The U.S. wants to exit Bosnia-Hercegovina as soon ensured that ethnic animosity be elevated to pre-1995 levels
by using three different behavioral standards for the Muslim,as possible;

“∑ The Dayton agreement has failed to create a Demo- Serb, and Croatian communities. . . . Seventeen of the candi-
dates elected by an 80-90% majority of Croatians in a faircratic multi-ethnic nation in Bosnia-Hercegovina;
election were not allowed to take their duly elected positions.
They were, in your words, too nationalistic. Are you begin-
ning to get an idea why Croats in BH [Bosnia-Hercegovina]
feel very much like blacks must have felt in Alabama in
1951?”

Though many of the complaints by Dr. Brozovich have a
factual basis, the end result is that many now in the Balkans
feel encouraged in the idea that the Pandora’s box of redraw-
ing maps, has been opened. The 1878 Congress of Berlin
redrew the map of the Balkans with the stroke of the Great
Powers’ pen. Chancellor Otto von Bismarck, who formally
presided over the process, declared that the Balkans were “not
worth the bones of a single Pomeranian grenadier,” embrac-
ing the illusion that the horrible geopolitical borders-engi-

At a mass rally of Macedonians from the United States and Can-
neering would have saved the Great Powers from being in-ada, outside the UN in New York, the Schiller Institute’s Jerry
volved in a Balkan war. History shows how wrong thatPyenson tells the crowd that it is the oligarchy’s global financial
assumption was.breakdown, which is provoking new wars in the Balkans. To his

right is the rally’s organizer, Nestor Oginar. The situation now is such that a simple military with-
drawal could be the equivalent of lighting a fuse.

Paradoxically, Wolfgang Petritsch’s commentary had a“2. We support the President of the Republic of Mace-
donia, and the Government of the Republic of Macedonia point. “Now many look to a definitive ethnic carving of the

former Yugoslavia,” he wrote. “Such a solution would be awith all of its democratic institutions.
“3. We demand that the NATO/KFOR contingent cur- disaster for both the region and the world.” Bosnia’s interna-

tional administrator compared Lord Owen’s call for a newrently operating under the peacekeeping mission in the
designated buffer zones between Macedonia and southern Congress of Berlin with the U.S. War College symposium in

New York, and concluded: “That mono-ethnic states don’tSerbia, take an incomparably more pro-active role in se-
curing and sealing the border and cutting off terrorist sup- exist anywhere else—except perhaps in Iceland—appears not

to have worried the symposium participants. . . . The recipe,ply lines from Kosovo to Macedonia.
“4. We call upon all of the international organizations at least, is simple: gather together the Great Powers—now

called the ‘international community’—and ask them to poreand institutions to continue their unconditional support of
Macedonia in the preservation of its stability, territorial over maps and fix a solution with a red pen, drowning out the

cries of competing nationalist leaders with dry sherry. Thenintegrity, and sovereignty.
“5. We demand that all those that have been recently get out.”

However, both sides of the debate miss the point that aengaged in illegal armed terrorist actions against the au-
thorities and the population of Macedonia, immediately sovereign nation is not a question of race, blood, and soil, but

the institutionalized commitment to the development of itscease all such actions, lay down their arms, and leave the
country. . . . citizens and its economy. Otherwise, an ethnically or reli-

giously “pure area” becomes just the starting point for a war“10. We urge you to help secure and sustain the stabil-
ity, sovereignty, and the constitutional and territorial integ- with other such areas. The Thirty Years War has shown to the

European what that means. In the midst of the collapse ofrity of Macedonia by providing adequate military, logisti-
cal, economic, and humanitarian aid.”—Umberto Pascali their financial system, is this what the oligarchical allies of

Lord Owen really want?
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Nigerians Still Shun World Bank and
IMF, Despite Recent Overtures
by Goddy Ikeh and Lawrence K. Freeman

Despite recent overtures and pledges of $400 million in assis- ria, Ghana, and Sierra Leone, coming out of a five-day
workshop on “Trade Unions and Democracy” in Freetown,tance by the World Bank to the Nigerian government, some

Nigerians, especially university lecturers, labor leaders, and, Liberia, resolved, through adequate coalitions with relevant
necessary civil society groups, to pressure their respectiverecently, state governors, have demonstrated their opposition

to the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and World Bank, governments to “put a stop to the ugly trend of pursuing
the interest of multinational organizations over and abovefor their “theoretical solutions to practical problems” of the

developing economies of the world. national interest of the citizenry.” They noted that over time,
the policies of these organizations toward “our governmentsFor example, the Governor of southwestern Oyo state,

Chief Lam Adesina, has urged the Nigerian central govern- have had devastating effect on not just the working people
of our respective countries, but also on the entire citizenry,ment to jettison IMF conditionalities as an antidote to the

dwindling economic growth of Nigeria. The Governor ad- especially the poor.” The participants identified the adverse
effect of the IMF, World Bank, and WTO-driven economicvised the leadership of the country to gain knowledge of how

the country is governed economically, rather than relying on policies being forced down on the sub-region as: continuous
and excessive currency devaluation, and massive job lossesthe IMF for survival. “Let Nigeria stop being governed by

IMF rules and regulations. We need a new economic vision due to trade liberalization and globalization. Others in-
clude cutbacks in public services, privatization, and the com-and mission in this country. We should break new ground to

liberate the Nigerian economy,” he said. According to the mitment of a high ratio of the national budget to debt
servicing.Governor, the activities of the IMF have not contributed to

the nation’s economic growth. When the Nigerian government concluded plans to take
a $1 billion standby facility from the IMF, despite clarificationOpposition to the IMF program continues in the Parlia-

ment as well, where Deputy Whip of the House of Representa- by the Nigerian government that it was not a loan, the govern-
ment in Abuja, as well as the IMF, came under intense attacktives, Mr. Sule Gandhi, attacked the auctioning of critical

sectors of the Nigerian economy by the federal government by some groups in the country over its decision to negotiate
and accept the facility from an institution that is greatly dis-in order to meet IMF and World Bank conditionalities, espe-

cially the planned deregulation of the petroleum sector. He liked in Africa. For instance, the fact that the IMF has been
associated with any economic failures in Africa, and its harshsaid: “Nigerians are facing worse fuel shortages now than

what we witnessed during the military era. The value of the and unworkable Structural Adjustment Programs forced
down on many developing economies, contributed to thenaira [Nigeria’s currency] has nose-dived, while the condition

of the average citizens is now ten times worse than what it Fund’s poor image in Africa. Stressing the connection be-
tween the loan conditionalities of the agencies and the govern-was before May 29, 1999,” when President Olusegun Oba-

sanjo took office. ment’s programs of privatization of public corporations, de-
valuation of the naira, reduction of government expenditure
on social welfare, commercialization of education, and theWest African Trade Unions:

IMF Policies Are the Problem near takeover of the economy by transnational corporations,
one group blamed Nigeria’s ever-increasing socio-economicThe trade unions within the West African sub-region,

have resolved to resist the growing trend of a wholesale capit- problems on such policies. “These policies are the root causes
of the collapse of many indigenous companies, growing un-ulation to the economic paradigm of the IMF, World Bank,

and the World Trade Organization (WTO) by political elites/ employment, increases in price of essential goods and ser-
vices, and a general decline in the welfare and well-being ofleaders in the sub-region.

Trade unions from the sub-region, including from Nige- the people,” the group said.
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Battle over Deregulation of Fuel Prices economic growth and the reduction of poverty.” This, of
course, is belied by the worsening poverty and economic dete-On the eve of the call by the Nigerian Labor Congress

(NLC) for demonstrations against the government’s intention rioration that Nigeria has suffered in the almost two years
following the Presidential election.to deregulate fuel prices, thus raising the price again, Presi-

dent Obasanjo, in Kaduna, declared that there was not going “We are supporting much-needed reforms in education,
health, the battle against HIV/AIDS, and helping to restoreto be a reversal of the government’s insistence upon deregula-

tion, as the only answer to Nigeria’s problem of fuel scarcity. power supply,” Wolfensohn said, adding that the World Bank
portfolio in the country is still limited. “We want to deepenIt was last June when the first round of fuel price increases

was forced through by the government, but large demonstra- the Bank-Nigeria partnership. We want to give the benefit of
our knowledge,” he said. Wolfensohn observed that manytions, led by the labor movement with widespread support

from the population, reduced the increase to just 10%. Nigerians were unaware of the changes which the World Bank
had undergone. “Today’s World Bank is not the same bankThe NLC-led nationwide demonstrations on March 20

brought out thousands of protesters in several major cities of the ’80s. We are now a listening and learning bank. We are
learning from past experience and from our clients. We areacross Nigeria. Suspicions were rampant that price deregula-

tion of petrol is being done at the behest of “unwritten” condi- learning to do better. Our objective to fight poverty can only
succeed through a participatory process.”tionalities put forward by the IMF/World Bank. While Dep-

uty Finance Minister Jubril Martins Kuye denied that such For the IMF boss, “the Fund remains committed to work-
ing closely with Nigerian authorities under the standby ar-demands were ever discussed, he did admit that the two Bret-

ton Wood institutions felt strongly “that deregulation would rangement that runs through July 2001. This commitment
was reaffirmed recently at an Executive Board meeting onenhance economic growth,” even though IMF conditionali-

ties have only increased the economic misery for the poor Nigeria, and the Fund was also providing technical assistance
on treasury operations and budget procedures in support ofNigerian population. Despite such denials, most Nigerians

rightly believe there is a direct link between the IMF’s pres- the government’s economic programmers,” he said. On the
demand for debt relief, Köhler and Wolfensohn pointed outsure on the Obasanjo government, and its insistence on dere-

gulation and other privatization schemes. that the primary creditors of Nigeria were not the World
Bank and IMF, but the Paris Club of official creditors. They
advised that Nigeria needed to regain the trust and confidenceIMF: New ‘Democratic Face,’

Same Old Policies of the Paris Club. “Nigeria needs to do its part. Resources
must be well managed, Nigeria must show that the additionalWorried by the worsening image of the Bretton Woods

institutions in Africa, the two leading officials of the World funds provided through debt relief will be used for produc-
tive ventures and the reduction of poverty,” a Club spokes-Bank and IMF took a trip to some African countries for an

image-laundering shuttle. World Bank President James D. man said.
Wolfensohn and Köhler explained that their current jointWolfensohn and his IMF counterpart, Horst Köhler, who

were recently on a two-day visit to Nigeria after attending a visit to Africa was a follow-up to their promise at last year’s
Bank-Fund annual meeting in Prague, that they intended todebt summit in the Mali capital of Bamako, cautioned Nigeria

that the much-canvassed debt cancellation might not be in place Africa on the forefront of the development efforts of
their two institutions.Nigeria’s long-term interest. The World Bank boss told news-

men after discussions with Nigerian officials, that Nigeria’s During talks with members of the country’s National As-
sembly, the World Bank and IMF officials promised to ensureefforts to have its foreign debt forgiven might scare away

foreign investors and creditors, who would want to get a return that Nigerians reap the dividends of democracy.
As the global financial economic system is racing to itson their investments. “If you take credit, you have to pay back,

yet how far debt relief can go is a matter for Nigeria to decide. inevitable disintegration, the Nigeria leadership should real-
ize before it’s too late, that no matter what the IMF says aboutBut Nigeria needs the trust of investors and will still need a

credit line for its economy in future,” he said, in a veiled threat. future “dividends” to Nigeria for its return to democracy,
these institutions will never concede any real relief to Nige-In a joint statement after talks with President Obasanjo,

Wolfensohn and Köhler said that they pledged support for ria’s almost $30 billion of debt. Nigerians may ask, “Why?”
The answer is simple: They don’t want to see Nigeria developNigeria’s democracy, to enable it to retrace its path toward

sustained economic growth and poverty reduction. as a strong, economically viable nation-state, for the same
reason that the Anglo-American elite want to overthrow theOn the Nigerian visit, Wolfensohn said: “We are de-

lighted by the progress Nigeria is making since its return Khartoum government of Sudan. They desire to prevent sov-
ereign nations from existing in Africa, so that there is noto civil governance less than two years ago. We note with

satisfaction that President Obasanjo and the Nigerian political resistance to the theft of their natural wealth. The fact that the
people running these institutions are also racists, should alsoand economic leaders are agreed to work together to face

Nigeria’s many challenges, the greater of which are restoring not be overlooked.
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‘Invisible Empire’ of Kate Graham
Targets D.C. for ‘Negro Removal’
by Edward Spannaus

The planned shutdown of D.C. General Hospital is but one The Federal City Council was founded in 1954 by the
Washington Post’s Philip Graham, to combat “blight” and tofacet of an overall plan for the District of Columbia, aimed at

eliminating as much as possible of the poorer, black popula- foster “renewal and development,” as they delicately put it.
It was modelled on Pittsburgh’s “Allegheny Conference,”tion of the city, in order to promote hundreds of billions of

dollars of speculative real estate development. This scheme, financed by Richard Mellon, which had spearheaded “slum
clearance” in Pittsburgh for the previous decade. Its first staffsometimes simply dubbed “The Plan” by black activists in

the District, is run from behind the scenes by the Washington director had led the “slum clearance” program in Baltimore
which had displaced thousands of black families in that city.Post’s Katharine Graham and a secret empire operating first

and foremost through her “Critter Company,” the elite Fed-
eral City Council, a private organization composed of 150 of The Results

The Federal City Council’s first project was the infamousthe Washington metropolitan area’s largest real estate devel-
opers, banks, law firms, and corporations. “urban renewal” of Southwest D.C.—which drove the black

population out that area in favor of the construction of officesThis scheme is fairly described by 2004 Presidential pre-
candidate Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr., as an operation con- and expensive apartment buildings.

Since 1970, the black component of the District’s popula-ducted by “Kkkatie Graham and Her Critter Company, whose
included intention is Negro Removal.” Poor Mayor Anthony tion has declined from 71% to about 60%. At the same time,

the black population of Prince George’s County—which bor-Williams and Congressional Delegate Eleanor Holmes Nor-
ton are mere terror-stricken lackeys of Graham’s “Invisible ders D.C. on the east, rose from 25% to 55%. Those leaving

included poor people who could no longer live in the DistrictEmpire.”
The Federal City Council (FCC) operates through a myr- because of the shortage of affordable housing, as well as up-

wardly mobile blacks leaving the slums to find better livingiad of private institutions and government agencies; it is the
dominant force behind the District of Columbia Office of conditions.

Recently released census figures show that the District’sPlanning, and the recently created—and very powerful—
National Capital Revitalization Corporation (NCRC), black population was reduced by over 56,000 just during the

past ten years. The Washington Post, barely able to restrainwhich is aiming to promote billions of dollars of “public-
private” development in targetted areas of the city. The FCC its glee, reported this in a front-page story on March 31, noting

that the city’s black population dropped at an even faster rateis also a powerful influence behind the National Capital
Planning Commission (NCPC), the federal planning agency during the 1990s, than in previous decades.

Overall the city’s population has actually increased overwhich has promoted its long-range “Legacy Plan” for Wash-
ington. The NCPC’s plan puts most of its emphasis on the the past few years, with whites, Hispanics and Asians ac-

counting for the increase. (The current population of the Dis-East Capitol area around D.C. General Hospital and the South
Capitol area, which is the primary, immediate target of “rede- trict is about 572,000.)

The population loss has taken place in the five majority-velopment” plans coming out of the NCRC.
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black wards in the eastern half of the city, with the greatest The real estate in this area has an estimated current value
of several billions of dollars, limited by the fact that much ofloss of population in Anacostia’s Ward 8 (92% black), located

south and east of the Anacostia River, whose population it is now inhabited by the city’s poorest residents, mostly
black. If those residents can be removed, then the potentialdropped by nearly 15%. The Post noted dryly that some attri-

bute this decline “to an exodus of low-income families driven value of this land skyrockets, opening up a massive specula-
tive potential, which knowledgeable sources have estimatedout when public housing complexes were demolished.”

Last August, in a story headlined “More Whites Are Mak- at up to a trillion dollars. While a huge amount of development
is now under way or planned for the north and west sideing D.C. Home,” the Washington Post had reported on prelim-

inary census data, showing that the city’s white population of the Anacostia, specific plans for the southeast side are
proceeding much more slowly, because of the current run-was on the rise for thefirst time in many years. Dwight Cropp,

a former city official and member of the FCC’s Board of down condition of the area.
For example, it has been publicly reported that AmericaTrustees, was quoted by the Post as saying that the city was

going through “a transitional period.” He described it as “a Online (AOL) founder Jim Kimsey has been in discussions
with D.C. officials, including Mayor Williams, about movingmovement away from government programs addressing the

needs of certain sectors of the community (it is clear, which part of AOL’s operation into the Anacostia area which is
targetted for redevelopment. Kimsey assigned the then-headsectors), to an emphasis on economic development and an

overall strategy for reviving the city.” of the Republican National Committee, Jim Nicholson, to
work with the city government on details. The problem rightThe Post slyly asserted: “It was pressure forfiscal stability

from whites and other new D.C. residents that was behind now, is that Anacostia has the highest rates of unemployment,
poverty and crime in the District. According to knowledge-the recent upheavals and layoffs at D.C. General Hospital,

Cropp said.” able sources, the deal fell apart at the AOL/Time-Warner
board level, when the board balked at the idea of sending theirIndeed, the deliberate reduction of city services—includ-

ing fire and police services—which intensified under the yuppies to work in the area; board members said that they
couldn’t expect their employees to work in such a place. “Getrule of the Congressionally imposed Financial Control

Board, plays a central role in driving the population out the poor people out of the area, and we and other big players
are back in”—was the message that was delivered to theof certain neighborhoods, which can then be targetted for

“redevelopment” and “gentrification.” The closure of D.C. city government.
General Hospital would leave the eastern and southeast part
of D.C. without its primary health care provider, handing The Real Estate Scam

The case-study of AOL shows precisely what is the “di-over the poor, and, in large part, uninsured population to
the tender mercies of a private hospital corporation, one lemma” faced by those who are greedily eyeing the D.C. real

estate market. These include not only the financial and realalready being investigated and sued for racketeering in a
number of jurisdictions. estate interests comprising Katharine Graham’s FCC, and re-

lated institutions such as the Greater Washington Board of
Trade, but also New Yorkfinancial and banking interests. TheThe Waterfront Initiative

The public face of the city government’s efforts is the District is now said to be swarming with national mortgage
lenders, led by Citicorp, which are positioned to take advan-Anacostia Waterfront Initiative, a joint federal-city plan-

ning project which encompasses the seven-mile strip along tage of the easing of restrictions on interstate banking, which
they helped push through Congress.the Anacostia River in Southeast Washington, up to the area

surrounding RFK Stadium and D.C. General Hospital. The Mortgage brokers are targetting properties in, or adjacent
to the areas slated for “redevelopment,” especially SoutheastInitiative’s concentration is the southern part, the area around

the Navy Yard and the Southeast Federal Center. The Navy and Anacostia. In a pattern seen across the country, mortgages
and properties are bought up cheap. In D.C., they are thenis transferring 5,000 jobs from Crystal City in neighboring

Arlington County, to the Navy Yard, and with it, naturally, purchased by the Redevelopment Land Agency, a federal-
city agency which is authorized to purchase, assemble, andcome defense contractors, which are building and renting new

commercial office space. offer such properties, at discounted prices and tax breaks, to
developers—backed by the same mortgage companies andAdjacent to the Navy Yard on the west is the Southeast

Federal Center, a 55-acre federal site which will be built up banks that targetted the neighborhood in the first place. Once
the projects get going, the developers and construction com-with both federal office buildings and private commercial de-

velopment. How can private developers build on federal land? panies get their cuts—and additional tax breaks for employ-
ing District residents in low-wage laborer jobs, etc. Over theCourtesy of a special bill sponsored by D.C.’s Congressional

Delegate Eleanor Holmes Norton, and passed by Congress next few months, the Revelopment Land Agency’s functions
are scheduled to be taken over by the National Capital Revital-last year, which allows the federal General Services Adminis-

tration to enter into joint ventures with private developers. ization Corporation.
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the nation’s capital.
What if, instead of the proposal to shut the hospital, we

proceeded to save it, build a new hospital immediately adja-
cent to it, and established, instead of condominiums, a univer-
sity dedicated to developing a national and international cadre
of infrastructure-builders and nation-builders? Suppose thatFight the Epidemic
university were a public institution that gave preferential en-
rollment to the citizens of D.C.Of Pessimism

The countries of Asia, South and Central America, and
Africa, not only require, but would be happy to accept Ameri-

At a town meeting of the Coalition to Save D.C. General can engineers, physicists, scientists, language teachers; and
that university would also, if asked, provide teachers and as-Hospital on April 4, Schiller Institute leader Dennis Speed

spoke in memory of Dr. Martin Luther King. The place was sistant personnel to explain the most advanced research and
development technologies required to build great railroadsUnion Temple Baptist Church in Washington.
accross Asia and Africa, power and water systems, and na-
tional public health care systems for the globe.Thirty-three years ago today, Robert Kennedy, a candidate for

President and the brother of the assassinated John Kennedy, The university students would pay part of their tuitions,
by teaching for two years in high schools throughout the U.S.informed a shocked audience in Ohio, that Martin Luther

King had been assassinated. On that occasion, he quoted from and the globe. Priority would be given to deploying these
young people into the poorest areas, in conjunction with infra-memory a passage from the Greek poet Aeschylus, “Even in

our sleep, the pain that will not forget falls drop by drop upon structure projects. This is not a Peace Corps proposal. It is a
proposal to teach and to reproduce the most advanced inven-the heart, until at last, against our will, comes wisdom through

the awful grace of God.” Two months later Robert Kennedy tions in science and technology, and to create machine tools
that can give these technologies to these nations, and to thewas also assassinated. . . .

Now, in Washington, a resurrection of that sacred fight poorest parts of our own nation. The university should be
named “The Frederick Douglass Institute of Higher Learn-for the general welfare of all the people, promises to reawaken

the living dead of our cities and of our society to that mission. ing,” in honor of D.C.’s most positive role model for the self-
transformation and the high intellectual standard required ofThe D.C. General Hospital fight is a war against a disease far

more debilitating and deadly than any physical malady. It is all its students and teachers.
Clearly the university must feature a medical school, andthe epidemic of pessimism that has raged and reigned since

1968 which can be eradicated by this action. D.C. General must expand its role as a teaching hospital.
Suppose we contrast with an artist’s design, our vision of thisOn March 31, 1968, Dr. King, speaking to an audience at

the Washington National Cathedral, drew out the universal area, with that of the National Capital Planning Commission?
Would not this vision properly respond to that challenge madeimplications for America of his, and the nation’s fight for the

general welfare. [Speed played the following selection from by Dr. King to the political and financial elite of America, in
his March 31, 1968 speech?King’s speech.]

“One day we will have to stand before the God of history
and we will talk in terms of things we’ve done. Yes, we will A Battle for the General Welfare

Nothing of this vision can possibly occur without an all-be able to say we built gargantuan bridges to span the seas,
we built gigantic buildings to kiss the skies. Yes, we made out fight and victory to save D.C. General, not for its own

sake, but for the general welfare of all the people of the Unitedour submarines to penetrate the ocean depths. We brought
into being many other things with our scientific and techno- States, and all the people of the world.

. . .Sometimes in history, people find themselves capablelogical power.
“It seems that I can hear the God of history saying, ‘That of winning victories that create what we will call a simultane-

ity of historical time. In these moments, words such as thosewas not enough! But I was hungry and ye fed me not. I was
naked and ye clothed me not. I was devoid of a decent sanitary from the lips of Dr. King will sound for the living with as

much energy and clarity as they did at the time they were firsthouse to live in, and ye provided no shelter for me. And
consequently, you cannot enter the kingdom of greatness. If spoken. The intervening years melt away. The dead rise again

to speak, and even to walk in the form of people that theyye do it unto the least of these, my brethren, ye do it unto me.’
That’s the question facing America today.” have never met. True ideas and truth are eternal, and there are

times when a transparency occurs in history, which allows
each individual, acting as a citizen, to speak and walk in theSuppose We Build, Instead

The case of D.C. General Hospital illustrates precisely paths of that truth. That, and nothing less is the meaning of
winning the battle of D.C. General.the global implications of successfully winning that battle in
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ment of Justice.
First, the notion that Hanssen was running anything other

than a penetration operation into Soviet and later RussianLaRouche Points To
intelligence services, does not wash among circles of those
with decades of experience in intelligence and counterintelli-Leads in Hanssen Case
gence matters, as I have. However, the association with Wey-
rich’s circles does point to an important investigative lead

Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr., an officially registered pre-candi- into this matter.
Second, we must recognize the evidence that this quasi-date for the Year 2004 U.S. Presidential election, issued the

following statement April 5, 2001, on certain implications of bogomil currrent operating under the cover of Christendom
College, has been conducting penetration operations againstthe case of accused FBI agent Robert Philip Hanssen.
leading honest circles of Opus Dei, in both Europe and the
Americas. Its operations in these nations are consistent withThere are implications of the circumstances under which

charges have been placed against FBI agent Robert Hanssen, the Thatcherite Mont Pelerin Society and related efforts to
undermine the sovereignty of each of the nation-states inon which I must not be silent. However, since the allegations

against him are matters before the courts, I limit my remarks which this penetration is known to have occurred.
Thirdly, we must take into account a certain inherent cor-to the circumstances of the charges, rather than purporting to

speak to the merit of the specific charges themselves. Even if ruption built into entire sections of the U.S. official intelli-
gence organizations, including the FBI and Criminal Divisionsome of those circumstances, as credibly reported, may not

prove to be true, there are unignorable implications of those of the Department of Justice, since the virtual coup d’etat
conducted by President Theodore Roosevelt and his Attor-reports which have a certain persisting significance for the

United States, even if some among them prove not to have ney-General Charles Bonaparte. These contaminated sections
of the U.S. intelligence community function today as agen-been valid in particular features.

That said, the points to which I must speak, are the fol- cies, planted within government, of the combination of certain
financial houses and law firms of Wall Street vintage, usuallylowing.

Senior FBI Special Agent Hanssen is alleged to have be- leaning today toward a pro-Southern Strategy ideological
outlook.come a youthful convert to Catholicism, recently a member

of the St. Catherine of Siena parish, in Great Falls, Virginia. This creates a situation in which networks of highly placed
“American Tory” interests are able to misuse the capabilitiesThere, he is associated with elements of a faction within an

institution known as Christendom College, which are known of the U.S. intelligence community to set up powerful global
intelligence-type special operations, operations marching toto me to be not strictly Christian: but, rather, a circle associ-

ated with the figure Paul Weyrich, associated with wildly a “different drummer” of the type of gnosticism associated
with the indicated nest within the Christendom Collegegnostic views overlapping the traditions of the notorious, neo-

Manichean bogomil cult, spread from Bulgaria into northern circles.
The fact that Christendom College was taken over in aItaly and southern France, where they were known, variously,

as Cathars, or, in English popular slang, “the buggers.” Their virtual coup by circles associated with Weyrich, shows a char-
acter-trait in the latter circles consistent with the indicatedefforts to syncretize nominally Catholic affiliations with Bo-

gomil pagan theological traditions, are typified by advocacy pattern. When we include the way in which the same sections
of the U.S. intelligence community have been conductingof a theory of society consistent with the “globalizing” aims

of the British Mont Pelerin Society cult and its assets, such as penetration operations against Opus Dei in various nations,
we have a pattern of behavior which requires a correspondingthe Heritage Foundation and American Enterprise Institute.

On this account, pseudo-Christian sects of that nominally U.S. counterintelligence investigation of these connections
and operations.Catholic pedigree represent a parallel to certain wildly gnos-

tic, low-church varieties of Protestant persuasions, such as We should not believe anything on the Hanssen case itself,
until these investigative leads are competently explored.those so-called “Temple Mount” fanatics, working to bring

on the “Battle of Armageddon” in the Middle East today.
They share a fanatical devotion to a global agenda beyond
accountability to any government, and are thus inclined to
abuse their positions within high and other government office To reach us on the Web:
in intended service of their gnostic varieties of global agendas.

www.larouchepub.comAgainst Sovereign Nations
Several things of this type are to be considered as of rele-

vance to the Hanssen case as presented by the U.S. Depart-
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California Democrats
Meet, in Disneyland
by Harley Schlanger

As California Democrats gathered March 30-April 1 for their
2001 state convention at the Anaheim Convention Center,
next to the newly opened Disneyland theme park, their fanta-
sies that the energy crisis created by deregulation would soon
be solved came crashing down around them.

On March 19 and 20, when the temperature edged above
80∞F for thefirst time this year, the Independent System Oper-
ator declared a Stage 3 alert, triggering rolling electricity
blackouts from the Silicon Valley to Beverly Hills. One week

Where Did California’s Power Go?
Demand for Electricity (Megawatts)

Source: California Independent System Operator.
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later, on March 27, consumers were stunned when the Public
Utilities Commission (PUC) imposed a 29 to 46% rate hike California’s power grid handled more than 45,000 megawatts of

demand on a peak day two years ago, without blackouts oron consumers. And on March 31, shortly after Gov. Gray
brownouts. But on March 19 and 20 of this year, California’s gridDavis (D) addressed convention delegates, defending his ad-
could not manage to supply a demand which was only 30,000ministration’s policy of bailing out the utilities, by footing the
megawatts: Blackouts ensued. Deregulation, and Texas power

bill for super-expensive electricity bought at auctions from barons, seem to have stolen a third of California’s power. So much
the extortionists at Enron, Reliant, et al., a Stage 2 alert was de- for supply and demand.
clared.

Even the most optimistic supporters of the Governor have
acknowledged that blackouts are inevitable for late April, in future payments, have not been made public by the Gover-

nor, estimates range as high as $20 billion, with tens of billionsMay, and June, as electricity available to the state will be
priced at high, speculative levels, and will still be far short more locked in for purchases of electricity over the next five

to seven years.of demand.
In an additional blow to the Governor’s so-called plan,

State Treasurer Phil Angelides announced on April 4 that heAnxious in Anaheim
With this background, it was not surprising that there was cannot sell the record $10 billion bond offering requested by

Davis unless the price the state is paying for power is revealed,palpable unease among the Democrats who gathered in Ana-
heim. A note of discord was sounded from the podium at the which Davis has thus far refused to do. This comes on top of

an April 3 order, by the PUC, of an investigation into theconvention by State Comptroller Kathleen Connell, who is
running for Mayor of Los Angeles. Connell criticized Gover- transfer of billions of dollars from the three utilities (Southern

California Edison, PG&E, and San Diego Gas & Electric) tonor Davis’s actions—the state’s purchase of electricity, sign-
ing long-term contracts with natural gas companies to lock in their parent companies. Commissioners expressed concern

that the transfer of funds took place immediately prior to thewhat are historically high prices, and bidding to purchase
transmission lines from the two major utilities, Southern Cali- utilities’ request for aid from the state because of the spike in

costs caused by the deregulated, speculative markets, at whichfornia Edison and Pacific Gas & Electric (PG&E), as they are
plunging toward bankruptcy—as an “incremental approach point they asked for—and received—state funds to cover

their shortfall.. . . [which] is going to rob this state of anyfinancialflexibility
and all the budgetary resources that we have put in the bank.” Despite the upbeat “talking points” of party leaders, dele-

gates were clearly concerned about the immediate future.In other words, the much-touted state budget surplus has
been drained, in a net transfer of a huge amount of funds to They are worried not just about blackouts, but about the

deeper damage occurring. A modern industrial state cannotEnron, et al., which Lyndon LaRouche characterized as a
robbery made legal by deregulation. Though official figures function without reliable, abundant energy. The state has lost

more than 400,000 skilled jobs in recent years in aerospace,for what has been paid out so far, and what has been contracted
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defense, and auto production, and the “new economy/infor-
Profile: The NSC Staffmation technology” sector which was supposed to replace

jobs lost in the “old economy” is now crashing. The uncertain
energy future will mean more plant closings and fewer new
industries opening or relocating in California.

LaRouche Democrats Offer Alternative A Bush-League Crisis
While Democrats in caucuses representing labor, seniors,

and minorities expressed deep concern about the party’s fail- Provocation Team
ure to address these problems, the only grouping offering a
real alternative was the LaRouche Democrats, who were by Scott Thompson
highly visible at the convention. Most delegates received a
copy of the LaRouche in 2004 campaign’s pamphlet,

The Bush Administration national security team is increas-“LaRouche on the California Energy Crisis,” as well as a
special call from LaRouche to re-regulate electricity. ingly populated by hard-line neo-conservative and Zionist

lobby hatchet-men, who will press for disastrous hot-spotThis call identified the fight for re-regulation as one be-
tween those identified by LaRouche as the Conservative Rev- provocations, sure to isolate the United States from the rest

of the world. As part of EIR’s profiles of the Bush Administra-olution fascists, such as former U.S. House Speaker Newt
Gingrich (R-Ga.) and Sen. Phil Gramm (R-Tex.), who are tion, we provide the following brief sketches of the key mem-

bers of the National Security Council staff, the White House-imposing deregulation on behalf of Wall Street and the energy
pirates, such as the Bush-linked Enron, and those Democrats based team responsible for advising the President on a day-

by-day basis on crisis spots and major national security chal-committed to the fight for the General Welfare. It called on
Democrats to show the courage to join with LaRouche to lenges.
revive the precedent of Franklin D. Roosevelt’s battle for
regulation against the bankers and utility pirates of his day. ‘Vulcan Princess’

Condoleezza Rice: One of President Bush’s first ap-In private discussions, many delegates expressed their
support for this outlook, agreeing that efforts by the Governor pointees, on Dec. 16, 2000, former Stanford University Pro-

vost and Political Science Prof. Condoleezza “Condi” Rice isand Democratic Party leaders to rescue deregulation has been
a catastrophic mistake. LaRouche representatives addressed the Presidential Adviser for National Security. But unlike

her immediate predecessor at the National Security Councilseveral caucuses, and the Resolution Committee backed a
resolution drafted by LaRouche supporters and passed by the (NSC), Samuel Berger, she will be kept out of the limelight

as a foreign and security policy spokesman for the Bush Ad-Los Angeles County Democratic Central Committee, which
calls for re-regulation. ministration.

Rice had been “tipped” for this job from the moment BushHowever, a foolish bureaucratic maneuver removed this
resolution from the approved list, and it never made it to the began his campaign. Thanks to George Shultz, who had been

the Reagan/Bush Administration Secretary of State and wasfloor of the convention.
LaRouche recently commented that the most serious chairman of the Bush 2000 Exploratory Committee, Condi

Rice was recommended to be what she described as the “quar-problem facing Governor Davis in his efforts to solve this
crisis, is that he would have little support from the present terback” for a group dubbed by her as the “Vulcans,” which

would handle foreign and security issues for the Bush 2000leadership of the Democratic Party were he decide to adopt the
only real solution, re-regulation and Chapter 11 bankruptcy campaign. Shultz had known Rice through her position as a

Senior Fellow at the Stanford University-based Hoover Insti-reorganization for the utilities. The convention in Disneyland
demonstrated just how true this is. tution, where he is now based.

In reality, Rice was little more than a “school marm,”
assigned to get Dubya up to speed on international policy
issues. Her control over the President’s national security pol-
icy is said to have already declined, with the rise in promi-
nence of Richard Clarke.LAROUCHE IN 2004

“Condoleezza” is a misspelling of the Italian con
dolcézza, “with sweetness,” but there is little that is sweetwww.larouchein2004.com about her foreign and national security policy. As EIR has
reported, Rice believes that: 1) Russia should be cut off from
any funding whatsoever unless it goes through “shock ther-Paid for by LaRouche in 2004.

apy” austerity reform and becomes less corrupt, despite the
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National Coordinator
for Security,
Infrastructure
Protection, and
Counter-Terrorism
Richard Clarke (at
podium), with
Commerce Secretary
William Daley and John
Podesta, White House
Chief of Staff.

fact that this might cause a further fractioning of Russia, was convicted in 1985 of spying for Israel.
On Jan. 31, 1999, New York Times chief intelligence cor-which is something that she has publicly stated, she believes

will occur; 2) Rice is a genocidalist, who would reverse Presi- respondent Tim Weiner all but accused Clarke of being an
Israeli spy. In 1992, Clarke wasfired from his post as Assistantdent Clinton’s May 10, 2000 Executive Order barring U.S.

sanctions against AIDS-devastated countries that produce ge- Secretary of State for Political and Military Affairs in the
Bush Sr. Administration, because he wittingly covered upneric anti-AIDS medications, on the basis that such pandemic

diseases constitute a national security threat; 3) recognizing Israel’s transfer of U.S. weapons without U.S. permission
(as required by treaty) to China and other nations. Clarkethat millions of North Koreans are starving to death, she

would withhold aid, and has sought to put the brakes on South defended his actions by claiming that the United States was
trying to interfere in an Israeli election. “I wasn’t going to goKorean President Kim Dae-jung’s “Sunshine Policy” for

North-South rapprochement; 4) Rice stresses that President along with an Administration strategy to pressure the Israeli
government,” Clarke told Weiner.Clinton was wrong in calling for a “strategic partnership”

with China, and claims that conflict between the United States The Inspector General of the State Department at the time,
Sherman Funk, told a different story to the Times: “He’sand China is almost inevitable; and, 5) Rice is a outspoken

advocate of all things British, including its Hobbesian policy wrong. He’s being very disingenuous. Dick Clarke was uni-
laterally adopting a policy that was counter to the law andof “balance of power,” to ensure Anglo-American hegemony

by pitting each against all. counter to the avowed policy of the government. It was not
up to him to make that determination. Almost all the people
in his office disagreed with him. In the end, he had to leaveThe Rising Star?

Richard A. Clarke: According to well-informed U.S. the State Department.”
But, later, thanks to Vice President Al Gore’s Nationalintelligence sources, Dick Clarke, who has held major posi-

tions within the U.S. government since the Reagan/Bush Ad- Security Adviser, Leon Fuerth (who had once been named by
the Washington Post as the most effective Israeli agent ofministration, has been granted new powers in his present posi-

tion as Special Assistant to the President and “Terrorism Tsar” influence in the United States, and was codenamed “Mega”),
Clarke landed in the Clinton Administration with a positionon the Bush NSC. These sources report that many suspect that

Clarke is “another Jonathan Pollard,” operating at a much at the National Security Council. With the backing of Fuerth
and Gore, President Clinton in May 1998 appointed Clarkehigher level than Pollard, a Naval Intelligence expert who
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as the first National Coordinator for Security, Infrastructure ment and the Russia-NATO relationship.
In his last major position (1997 to May 2000), he wasProtection, and Counter-Terrorism. As National Coordinator

for everything from counter-terrorism to cyber-attack, when- Ambassador to Poland, where he helped prepare Poland to
join NATO.ever the NSC Principals Committee met on security issues,

Clarke served as a full member of that Cabinet-level body. During his confirmation hearing for Ambassador to
NATO on Oct. 23, 1997 before the Senate Foreign RelationsNow, U.S. intelligence sources state that he holds even greater

power within the NSC. Committee, Fried said: “NATO’s enlargement is one essen-
tial element of that security, and I am a strong exponent ofIn the Reagan Administration, Clarke was Deputy Assis-

tant Secretary of State for Intelligence, working under Morton NATO enlargement. We did not fight and win the Cold War
only to replace the Iron Curtain with a crystal curtain—trans-Abramowitz. In the Bush Administration, as Assistant Secre-

tary of State for Political Military Affairs, his tasks included parent but impenetrable. It is, I believe, central to American
interests for the coming century to bring Europe’s new de-coordinating State Department support for Operation Desert

Storm. And, at the NSC during the Clinton Administration, it mocracies fully into our democratic family—that means into
NATO when they are willing and able to share the burdenswas Clarke, based upon fraudulent Israeli intelligence, who

pushed the Aug. 20, 1998, bombing of the Al-Shifa pharma- and responsibilities for alliance membership.”
During a June 4, 2000 tour of Ukraine, he raised the spec-ceutical plant in Khartoum, Sudan, claiming, falsely, that this

major producer of medications for Africa, was a chemical ter of Ukraine eventually joining the NATO alliance. And,
Fried strongly supported Ukrainian President Leonidweapons plant for the international terrorist Osama bin Laden,

whom they blamed for the Aug. 8 terrorist bombings of U.S. Kuchma’s call for the imposition of International Monetary
Fund shock therapy, a policy that has been strongly opposedembassies in Kenya and Tanzania.
because of its genocidal effect by Kuchma’s leading adver-
sary, Natalia Vitrenko.The Staff

Jendayi Frazer: On Feb. 22, Rice announced the ap-
pointment of Dr. Jendayi Frazer as a Special Assistant to the The Perle Gang

Robert G. Joseph: On Feb. 22, Rice announced the ap-President and Senior Director for African Affairs. Dr. Frazer
comes to the NSC from Harvard University, where she had pointment of Dr. Robert G. Joseph as Special Assistant to the

President and Senior Director of the newly created post ofbeen serving as an Assistant Professor of Public Policy at the
Kennedy School of Government. Proliferation, Counterproliferation, and Homeland Defense.

Sources report that Joseph is one of two “plants” on theDr. Frazer is believed to have some bite to her bark. As a
New York Council on Foreign Relations International Affairs Bush NSC, who are protégés of former “Vulcan” Richard

Perle (a.k.a. “The Prince of Darkness”). As EIR has reported,Fellow, she served as a political-military planner with the
Joint Chiefs of Staff in the Department of Defense, and as Perle is suspected of being a member of the “X Committee”

that oversaw the espionage activity of Pollard. Moreover,Director for African Affairs at the NSC during the Bush Sr.
Administration. She also worked on African security issues Perle is a member of the International Advisory Board of the

Hollinger Corp. International (along with Sir Henry Kissingerwith the State Department’s International Military Education
Training programs. and Lady Margaret Thatcher), which is part of a global media

cartel run by Conrad Black. The origins of Hollinger and ofLike Rice, she was at Stanford University, where she
served both as a Visiting Fellow and also received her bache- Black’s father are to be found with the World War II firm

known as Argus Corp., which was part of the espionage andlor’s degree, two masters, and a doctorate in political science-
related areas. She has written little and said less for public con- weapons-trafficking wing of British Security Coordinator Sir

William Stephenson’s British-American-Canadian (BAC)sumption.
Daniel Fried: On Feb. 22, Rice announced the appoint- operation. Perle also makes a fortune running one of Hollin-

ger’s digital subsidiaries, which may be one reason why hement of Ambassador Daniel Fried as Special Assistant to
the President and Senior Director for European and Eurasion did not wish to join another Bush Administration.

During the Bush Sr. Administration, Dr. Joseph servedAffairs. Fried, who began his career with the State Depart-
ment’s Foreign Service in 1977, has served in various posi- on the NSC staff. Also during that Administration, he held the

positions of U.S. Commissioner to the Standing Consultativetions in Russia, Yugoslavia, and Poland. He served as Princi-
pal Deputy Adviser to the Secretary of State for the Newly Commission (Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty) and Ambassador

to the U.S.-Russian Consultative Commission on NuclearIndependent States during the Bush Sr. Administration.
Ambassador Fried served in the Clinton Administration’s Testing. Earlier, during the Reagan Administration, Dr. Jo-

seph had held significant posts, including Principal DeputyNSC (1993-97), first as a Director and then as Special Assis-
tant to the President and Senior Director for Central and East- Assistant Secretary of Defense for International Security Pol-

icy, working under Perle.ern Europe. During that time, he was active in designing U.S.
policy on Euro-Atlantic security, including NATO enlarge- After voters rejected a second term for President Bush,
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Dr. Joseph went to the National Defense University, and gave the “democracy movement” in Haiti, which brought to power
the bipolar murderer, Jean-Bertrand Aristide.frequent testimony before Congress on the need for National

Missile Defense, stating that the United States should build Maisto served as Ambassador to Venezuela during 1997-
2000, where he became a close friend of the populist dema-such a system no matter what Russia and China might say.

He has also written several articles for defense magazines on gogue Hugo Chávez (now that country’s President), after
holding a series of Foreign Service posts under Secretary ofnuclear, biological, and chemical weapons (NBC) and the

need to use ballistic missile defense, among other means, to State Madeleine Albright.
According to well-informed Washington, D.C. circles,stop “rogue states.”

Franklin C. Miller: On Feb. 22, Rice announced the until “Dubya” appoints a drug policy adviser, Maisto’s sec-
tion of the NSC will be in charge of this area.appointment of Franklin C. Miller as Special Assistant to the

President and Senior Director for Defense Policy and Arms Torkel Patterson: On Feb. 22, Rice announced the ap-
pointment of Torkel Patterson as Special Assistant to the Pres-Control.

Miller is the second of two “plants” on the Bush NSC ident and Senior Director for Asian and Pacific Affairs. After
leaving the Navy, Patterson became a Department of Defenseassociated with Perle.

A career civil servant, Miller has held several senior posi- official and then a member of the NSC during the Bush Sr.
Administration.tions within the Defense Department for over a decade. Imme-

diately prior to joining the Bush NSC staff, he had served for Immediately before his latest appointment to the NSC,
Patterson was the president of Raytheon Japan. He was alsothree months as Acting Assistant Secretary of Defense for

Strategy and Threat Reduction. For the previous 34 months, a Senior Associate of the Honolulu-based Pacific Forum of
the Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS), thehe served as Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary in that of-

fice. Throughout the Bush Sr. Administration, he was Deputy Asia/Pacific arm of CSIS whose Board of Governors is
chaired by Gen. Sir Brent Scowcroft—i.e., Patterson’s formerAssistant Secretary of Defense for Nuclear Forces and Arms

Control Policy. boss in the first Bush NSC. According to the CSIS, Patterson
had also been a member of the CSIS-affiliated Council forPerhaps most significantly, Miller has been named by

Kenneth Timmerman of Insight magazine as having been Security Cooperation in the Asia/Pacific.
credited by Bush Administration officials as initiating the
U.S. targetting of China with nuclear weapons.
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The ‘Coup Meister’
John F. Maisto: On Feb. 22, Rice announced the appoint-

ment of Ambassador John F. Maisto as Special Assistant to
the President and Senior Director for Western Hemisphere
Affairs.

In previous incarnations as a Foreign Service officer,
Maisto has been a walking “People’s Power” coup machine
against governments deemed undesirable by the Project De-
mocracy intelligence grouping.

As Director of the State Department’s Office of Philip-
pines Affairs, during 1985-86, Maisto played a crucial role in
orchestrating the “People’s Power” overthrow of President
Ferdinand Marcos.

Maisto was Deputy U.S. Representative to the Organiza-
tion of American States throughout the Bush Sr. Administra-
tion. Having served in Panama as Deputy Chief of Mission,
it was Maisto who organized the drug-traffickers-linked civil
unrest against Panamanian leader Gen. Manuel Noriega, as a
cover for the December 1989 U.S. invasion of that sovereign
state, to “arrest” Noriega, an invasion which murdered several
thousand Panamanian civilians in the process. While sta-
tioned in Panama, Maisto marched in the streets with the
Project Democracy-led “opposition”; however, he left the
country, after it became clear that a repeat of the Philippines
operation was impossible, and only an invasion would work.

Maisto went on from these two coups d’état to whip up
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Sharon the Madman
Sharon’s lethal force policy is so insane, that on April

5, members of the Palestinian Authority security delegation
were fired on and nearly assassinated by the Israeli Defense
Forces (IDF) as they were returning from an official meeting‘Peace Now’ Hits Sharon
with the Israeli intelligence service, Shin Bet! The talks had
taken place at an undisclosed location outside of Tel Aviv,Settlement Policy
and included representatives of the CIA, which had been des-
ignated by President Bill Clinton to serve as mediator betweenby Michele Steinberg
the Israelis and Palestinians on security issues. The meeting
was arranged by U.S. Secretary of State Colin Powell, despite

On March 30, at the Rayburn House Office Building in Wash- an earlier order by President George W. Bush to end the CIA
liaison function that Clinton had set up. According to oneington, D.C., leaders of Americans for Peace Now (APN)

and Americans for Middle East Peace (AMEP) called for the Israeli source, the shooting at the Palestinian officials as they
left the meeting was a “message” from Sharon, that he willgovernment of Israel to pull back the Israeli settlements in the

West Bank and other Palestinian areas, and to return to the not be pressured to restart the Israeli-Palestinian talks.
Sharon’s use of the settlements as a pawn in his efforts toagenda of the January peace talks at Taba, Egypt, where “there

were grounds for compromise.” The Israeli settlements are block a peace agreement was brought out at a March 30 forum
in Washington featuring Dr. Amiram Goldblum, the founder“an obstacle to peace,” said Philip Wilcox, president of

AMEP. Wilcox demonstrated how Prime Minister Ariel and head of the Israeli Peace Now’s “Settlement Watch,” and
Geoffrey Aronson, editor of AMEP’s newsletter, Report onSharon—using his own words—has always used the settle-

ments to block the finalization of the Oslo peace accords. Israeli Settlement in the Occupied Territories.
The forum stressed that without the Jewish settlements,The Peace Now event was one among several at which a

growing number of Israeli and American Zionist lobby voices which are often tiny, heavily armed military outposts of about
100 citizens, the IDF would be seen as what Sharon intendedare beginning to speak out against the policies of Sharon and

the worsening crisis that he created. it to be—nothing more than an “occupying army.” With the
settlements present, the IDF can then take the role of policingOn April 4 in Tel Aviv, former Labor Party Justice Minis-

ter Yossi Beilin blasted the Sharon government at a meeting Palestinian citizens in the name of security for Israeli citizens.
Speakers stressed that there is nothing “vital” to Israeli secu-of the “21st Truth” group at Labor Party headquarters. Beilin

focussed intense criticism on Foreign Minister Shimon Peres, rity or to U.S. interests in allowing the settlements to con-
tinue—except as an excuse for more violence.who is the keystone of the “national unity government.” Bei-

lin took Peres to task for turning the Labor Party into “er- The newsletter quoted Sharon from 1995, saying, “Were
there not Jewish settlements today on the Golan Heights inrand boys.”

Beilin told the 21st Truth group that the Labor ministers Judea and Samaria, Israel would long ago have returned
across the Green Line. The Jewish settements are the onlyin Sharon’s “unity” government with his Likud party, had

gone along with a rejection of a “bridging proposal” made by factor that has prevented the agreement of this [Yitzhak
Rabin] government to withdraw and [has] created difficultiesEgypt and Jordan to mediate renewing peace talks. Beilin

said, “It is unacceptable to me that the Labor Party did not for it in the negotiations.” The Labor Party’s Prime Minister
Rabin was assassinated later that year by one of thediscuss this proposal. There is nothing in it which we could

not live with. Who decided on our behalf that we must reject brainwashed fanatics of Sharon’s settlement movement.
The newsletter’s March-April 2001 issue recalled thatthis proposal? Have we turned into his errand-boys? . . . No

one who represents us has the right to reject such a proposal Rabin derided the “political settlements . . . running in a
north-south line between Jenin and Jerusalem.” It said,without first holding a debate.”

Peres’s inaction has demeaned the Labor Party in the eyes “These settlements, which Rabin numbers at around 60, were
conceived by Sharon to explicitly forestall the creation of aof the world, said Beilin. “In the last few weeks, we have

turned into part of the hard-liners, and no one can tell the territorially viable” Palestinian state. These outposts provide
a cover to justify the presence of troops for security aims.difference any more between some Laborites and the Likud.”

He particularly criticized David Ivri, Israeli Ambassador in Unfortunately, the Jewish opposition groups have not at-
tacked Sharon’s policy of assassinating what his governmentWashington, who boycotted a Jewish-American event that

had invited Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak to address calls “known terrorists.” Often the opposition repeats the
Sharon-Bush formulation that Palestinian Authority Presi-them on April 4. He called the action “stupid.” “Our ambassa-

dor to Washington boycotts a meeting with Mubarak? Who is dent “Yasser Arafat must make the violence cease.” It is this
phrase, coined by the right-wing Zionists in the United States,his superior? Not the foreign minister? Is boycotting Mubarak

now policy?” which is giving Sharon cover for his assassination policy.
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Congressional Closeup by Carl Osgood

Bush Budget Faces going to confront those facts in terms are going to see a reduction in Social
Security benefits over the next three orUncertain Fate in Senate of how much it is going to cost.”

While the GOP easily turned backOn March 28, the House passed the four years.” Lloyd Doggett (D-Tex.)
said that the bill discriminates againstbudget resolution for fiscal year 2001 Democratic alternatives in the House,

the budget faces an uncertain future inby a party-line vote of 222-205. The single people, especially those who
have lost a spouse or become divorced.resolution provides a blueprint for the the Senate. There, Lincoln Chaffee (R-

R.I.) has indicated that he will voteBush Administration’s $1.95 trillion Democrats proposed an alterna-
tive that would provide an immediatebudget, which includes $1.6 trillion in against it, while Zell Miller (D-Ga.)

has said he will vote for it. During atax cuts over ten years and a $324.6 $300 rebate to all taxpayers ($600 to
married couples), lower the 15% taxbillion defense budget. Budget Com- April 1 appearance on CBS News’

“Face the Nation,” Senate Minoritymittee Chairman Jim Nussle (R-Iowa) bracket to 12% for the first $20,000 of
income, and increase the earned in-claimed that the resolution provides Leader Tom Daschle (D-S.D.) indi-

cated that he thought there might befor $2.3 trillion in debt reduction, come tax credit. Minority Leader
Richard Gephardt (D-Mo.) said thatMedicare modernization to include a two or three other Republicans consid-

ering voting against the bill. James Jef-prescription drug benefit, and “sav- the Democratic bill “recognizes that
we are in a period of economic uncer-ing” Social Security. fords (R-Vt.) and Arlen Specter (R-

Pa.) are said to be wavering. Republi-Democrats disputed GOP claims. tainty, so we give people immediate
tax relief.”John Spratt (D-S.C.), the ranking cans are counting on at least one more

defection from the Democrats, BenMember on the Budget panel, said that
there is nothing in the GOP plan that Nelson (D-Neb.), though he has yet to

indicate which way he will vote. A de-deals with Medicare, and that the pro- Secret Evidence Repealposed $153 billion drug benefit is paid feat of the resolution in the Senate
would give Democrats a strong negoti-for out of the Medicare trust fund. Bill Introduced in House

On March 28, House Minority WhipWhat this does, he said, is “it shortens ating position with respect to the size
and distribution of the tax cuts.the solvent life” of the trust fund. David Bonior (D-Mich.) and Bob Barr

(R-Ga.) introduced a bill to repeal theThe GOP budget also provides a
$526 billion reserve fund, although it provision of the 1996 Anti-Terrorism

and Effective Death Penalty Act thatis unclear where this money will come Another Piece of Bush’sfrom. The fund is to be available pri- allows the use of secret evidence in
immigration proceedings. Bonior andmarily for defense, agriculture, Medi- Tax Package Clears House

On March 29, the House passed thecare, and Social Security. The defense Barr, joined by John Dingell (D-
Mich.) and Sheila Jackson-Lee (D-budget, for example, will not include repeal of the so-called marriage pen-

alty tax by a vote of 282-144. The bill’sany increases this year, except for a Tex.), appeared at a press conference
flanked by representatives of about amilitary pay raise and other quality-of- major provisions include changing the

standard deduction for married cou-life issues, until the strategic review dozen Arab-American and civil liber-
ties organizations to announce the bill.currently under way is completed later ples to 200% of that for single filers, a

six-year schedule for making the max-this Spring. The anticipated increases The bill requires that in cases in-
volving classified material, an unclas-in defense spending are then supposed imum taxable income for a married

couple double that of a single filer, andto come out of this fund, as is funding sified summary of secret evidence be
made available to the defendant and befor emergency aid for farmers. increasing the child tax credit to

$1,000 by 2006.Democrats were no more impres- used as the basis for a trial. The bill
also makes the Classified Informationsed with the reserve fund than with any Democrats accused Republicans

of devoting most of their tax cuts toother part of the budget. Jim Davis (D- Procedures Act applicable to immi-
gration, as well as criminal, cases.Fla.) said that what the reserve fund the richest 1% of Americans, and

questioned the wisdom of a tax cutindicates, is that “there is universal ac- The bill was prompted by numer-
ous cases of Arab immigrants beingknowledgment that in this upcoming based on ten-year projections. Bob

Matsui (D-Calif.) warned that if thefiscal year, there will be a spending detained for as long as four years with-
out ever being informed of what theincrease for agriculture and, more sig- marriage penalty bill and the estate tax

repeal are both signed into law, “younificantly, in defense, but we are not evidence or charges against them
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were. Bonior said that this practice Marty Meehan (D-Mass.) and Chris Gramm said that he intends to get
this through Congress this year, and“violates our deepest trust in the right Shays (R-Conn.) awaits a date with the

House floor. The Shays-Meehan billto due process, and violates our de- has already scheduled a markup on a
repeal bill. He was supported by panel-mocracy’s most sacred document, the has been passed in each of the last two

Congresses, and even its opponents,United States Constitution.” Barr said, ists representing the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission, the Securi-“Secret evidence will no longer be al- led by House Majority Whip Tom De-

Lay (R-Tex.), concede that it wouldlowable in immigration proceedings ties and Exchange Commission, and
two energy holding companies, Mid-such as has had held individuals in jails pass the House again, if given a

chance. But, DeLay has vowed to dofor years.” American Energy, owned by Warren
Buffett’s Berkshire Hathaway, andBarr and Bonior indicated that, as everything he can to kill the bill.

President Bush has indicated thata candidate, George W. Bush endorsed Xcel Energy, Inc.
Panelists and several Senators onlast year’s bill to repeal secret evi- he will likely sign the bill, but oppo-

nents see two opportunities to kill it.dence. Barr said that the Congress’ job the Committee, including bill sponsor
Richard Shelby (R-Ala.), used the Cal-is to get a bill to the President’s desk One, would be in conference commit-

tee, where a “poison pill” amendmentthat reflects “the principles as annun- ifornia energy crisis to hype the repeal.
Everyone acknowledged that repealciated by George W. Bush” during the could be added to the bill. The second,

is in the courts once the bill is signedelection campaign. would lead to greater concentration,
but, they said, this does not necessarilyHowever, no one could say with into law. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-

Ky.) has already announced that hecertainty that President Bush still sup- mean greater market power. The rep-
resentative of Iowa-based MidAmeri-ports the bill. Bonior said that he raised will be the plaintiff in a court challenge

to the bill as unconstitutional. McCon-this issue during the first meeting with can claimed that his company cannot
currently invest above a certain levelthe Congressional leadership at the nell is especially concerned about the

provision banning so-called “issueWhite House, and that Bush “ac- in out-of-state utilities unless they dis-
solve their ties to Berkshire Hathaway.knowledged” the efforts of the backers ads” within 60 days of an election, by

groups not expressly advocating a spe-of the bill. Barr added, “With the back- Witnesses downplayed the con-
cerns, which had led to the creation ofing we hope we will have from the Ad- cific candidate, but targetting one on

the basis of a particular issue. Past U.S.ministration, we have laid the ground- the PUHCA in the 1930s, saying that
it would be impossible today for awork for very swift passage.” Supreme Court rulings have held such

ads to be unregulated. A provision holding company to use its energy cus-
tomers to bail out losses in another fi-added to the bill to provide for expe-

dited court review would likely allow nancial entity that it controlled. TheyCampaign Finance Reform for the issue to be decided before the said their books would be open at all
times to state regulators. However,Clears First Hurdle 2002 Congressional elections.

For thefirst time in almost two decades one witness, Charles Acquard, Execu-
tive Director of the National Associa-of efforts, the Senate voted 59-41 on

April 3 in favor of campaign finance tion of State Utility Consumer Advo-Gramm Vows To Repealreform. The vote followed three weeks cates, was skeptical that state utilities
regulators, who have no staff or re-of debate, in which compromises by Utility Law This Year

At a March 29 hearing of the Senatesupporters boosted backing for the sources, could control international
holding companies.bill, especially among Republicans. Banking Committee, committee

chairman Phil Gramm (R-Tex.) saidTwelve Republicans voted for the bill, Pressure from the energy cartel to
set up regional transmission organiza-whereas it was never able to get more that he believes that the time has fi-

nally come to repeal the 1935 Publicthan seven GOP votes previously. The tions (RTOs) is also behind the drive
to repeal the PUHCA. Under thegrowing support for the bill led its op- Utility Holding Company Act

(PUHCA), a dream, he said, he hasponents to give up any filibuster at- PUHCA, certain holding companies
cannot invest in the transmission sys-tempt and seek other ways to defeat been “cherishing” since 1979. The

PUHCA was key in protecting Ameri-the bill. tems under the control of regulated
utilities. FERC is promoting theThe bill now heads to the House, cans from looting during the De-

pression.where a version co-sponsored by RTOs.
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Editorial

Putin’s Silent Offer to the U.S.A.

Statement by EIR Founding Editor Lyndon H. development of relevant nation-building and related
security partnership throughout the Eurasian con-LaRouche, Jr., on Russian President Vladimir Put-

in’s state-of-the-union address. tinent.
Third, this policy declaration appears at the mo-

April 6, 2001 ment the world’s presently reigning international
financial system is gripped by a fatal collapse threat-

Russian President Vladimir Vladimirovich Putin’s ening the real economies and populations of every
part of this planet. This occurs as the manifest incom-April 3 “state of the union” address to Russia’s parlia-

ment, the Federal Assembly, is, by far, the most sig- petence and bungling of the new U.S. government
is horrifying the leading circles of nations whichnificant public statement, in importance and in re-

spect of real substance of its content, by any of the have been the closest, most long-standing adherents
of a world dominated by Anglo-American lead-world’s heads of state or government, since the 1991

break-up of the Soviet Union. Although President ership.
Fourth, U.S. partnership with Eurasia, in imple-Putin conspicuously excluded even a breath of men-

tion of the name of the United States in his address, menting the kinds of economic-recovery and other
partnerships implicit in President Putin’s April 3 ad-the references to the U.S.A. were clearly implied,

although only as gestures in the direction of some- dress, represents the greatest opportunity for building
new forms of international cooperation now urgentlything behind an unmarked door.

Any competent assessment of that official address needed for the economic recovery of that rust belt
which used to be known, several decades ago, as theby Russia’s head of state, will adopt and feature the

following leading points. powerful and growing U.S. economy.
It is urgent that the plain implications of Presi-First, as I emphasized in my March 21 public

address to an international audience, Russia is one of dent Putin’s proffer of a combination of international
development and internal Russian economic and po-only three nations, including the British monarchy

and the U.S.A., presently, whose national culture im- litical stabilization, find early, positive response
among both leading nations of Eurasia, and alsopels it to play a leading role in world affairs. President

Putin’s April 3 address meets that standard. the U.S.A. The movement of some combination of
leading nations in that direction, would provide theAt the present moment of crisis, only initiatives

from among those three nations could spark the qual- indispensable context in which to introduce the
sweeping and profound general monetary and re-ity of agreements needed to save the world from the

presently imminent, worst economic and demo- lated reforms urgently needed to supersede the pres-
ently doomed architecture of the IMF system in itsgraphic collapse in recent centuries. President Putin’s

address has opened the door for such a needed process present form.
The government of the U.S.A. should be regardedof global reform.

Second, it is a clear statement of a set of policies, as a self-doomed pack of fools, if it fails to come
soon to the point of recognizing these implications ofwhich represent, in fact, a competent commitment

to bring a chaos-stricken world back into order, by that address.
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